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. .
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, Teynier, Pie et Associes, 56, rue de Landres, F-75008 PARIS, France
ArbitraI Tribunal: Justice Hans Danelius, Chairman, Professor Jurgen Creutzig and
Professor Emmanuel Gaillard
'Place of Arbitration: Prague

I. General background
1. On 16 November 1990, Mr.
Binder (hereinafter refened to as "the
Claimant") formed a limited company in Czechoslovakia registered as CARGO Transportlnternationale Spedition, spol. s.r.o. (hereinafter called "CARGO") with its seat in Liberec
and its prinC'.~pal business in Prague. The pu~ose of CARGO was to provide forwardin,g
services and associated operations on behalf of international haulier and cargo owners.

2. Op 1 J~nuary 1993, t)1e FederaJion between the Czech Republic a_nd the Slovak Republic
was dissolved, and CARGO became a limited company of the Czech Republic.
3. In the period from June J994 until April 1995, large quantities of oil products refined in the
Slovnaft refinery in Slovakia were imported into the Czech Republic via the border station
Breclav-dalnice. In accordance with Czech law, they were admitted for·transit by the customs
authority at the border station, subject to subsequent presentatio11 and clearance at an inland
customs office. In order to ensure such presentation, ai1 authorised customs agent was
requested to issue a guarantee accepting responsibility i11 case the procedure was not finalised
at the inland customs office. In its capacity of customs agent, CARGO issued such guarantees
fol' a large number of shipments.
·
4. As from May 1995, the Czech customs authorities adopted 1,245 decisions in which they
found that shipments had not been presented at an inland customs office for determination of
excise tax and value added tax ("VAT") and ordered CARGO to make payments of altogether
CZK 370 million on the basis of the guarantees it bad issued .for these shipments. CARGO
considered these claims unjustified and lodged a large number of appeals. However,
enforcement took place against CARGO h1 regard to a total amount of approximately CZK
45 million (about EUR J.5 million).
5. On 19 March 2003, CARGO was declared bankrupt.
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II. The Treaty

6. The present arbitration is based on the bilateral Treaty of 2 October 1990 between the
Federal Republic of Germany and the Czech and Slovak Federative Republic regarding the
Promotion and Mutual Protection of Investments ("the Czech~German BIT" or "the BIT")
which, in translation into English, provides, inter alia, as follows:
Article I
For the purpose of this Treaty,
( I ) the term "investments" comprises every kind of assets that are acquired in conformity with the
domestic laws, in particular:
a) movable and immovable property as well as any other rights in rem, such as mortgages, liens and
pledges;
b) shares of companies and other kinds of interest in companies:
c) claims to money which has been used to create an economic value or claims to any performance having
an economic value and that relate lo an investment;
Article 2
(I) Each Contracting Party shall in its territory promote as fnr as possible investments of investors of the
other Contracting Party and admit such investments in nccordnnce with Its legislation. It shall in any case
accord such investments fair and equitable treatment.
(2) Neither Contracting Party shall in any way impair by arbitrary or discriminatory measures the
management, maintenance, use or enjoyment of investments in its territory of investors of the othel'
C'cmtrncti ng Party.
(~) Investments and revenue arising hereof and in the event of their re-investment such revenue shall
enjoy ful! protection under this Treaty.

Anidc:3
(I) Neither Contracting Party shall subject investments in its territory owned or controlled by investors of
the other Contracting Party to treatment less favourable than it accords to investments of Its own investors
or to rnvestments of investors 01· any thtrcl state.

(2) Neither Contracting Party shall subject investors of the other Contracting Party, as regards their
activity in connection with investments in its territory, to treatment less favourable than it accords to its
own investors or to investors of any third state.
Article4
(I) Investments by investors of either Contracting Party shall enjoy full protection and security in the
territory of the other Contracting Party.
(2) Investments by investors of either Contracting Party shall not be expropriated, nationalised or
subjected to any other measure the effects of which would be tantamount to expropriation or
nationalisation in the territory of the other Contracting Party except for the public benefit and against
compensation. Such compensation shall be equivalent to the value of the expropriated investment
immediately before the date on which the actual or threatened expropriation, nationalisation or
comparable measure has become publicly known. The compensation shall be paid without delay and shall
carry the usual bank interest until the time of payment; it shall be effectively realisable and freely
transferable_. Provision shall have been made in an appropriate manner at or prior to the time of
expropriation, nationalisation or comparable measure for the determination and payment of such
compensation. The legality of any such expropriation, nationalisation or comparable measure and the
amount of compensation shall be subject to review by due p1'ocess of law.
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Article 7
(1) If the legislation of either Contracting Party or obligations under.international .law .existing at. present

or established hereafter between the Contracting Parties in addition to this Treaty contain a regulation,
whether gener!).l or specific, entitling investments of investors of the other Contracting Party to a treatment
more favourable than is provided for by this Treaty, such regulation shall to the e:>..ient that it is more
favourable prevail over this Treaty.
Article 9
(1) Disputes between the Contracting Parties concerning the interpretation or applicatio11 of this Treaty

should as far as possible be settled by the governments of the two Contracting :Parties..
(2) If a dispute cannot thus be settled,
an arbitration tribunal.

jt

shall upon the request of either Contracting Party be submitted to

(3) Such arbitration tribunal .shall be constituted ad hoc as follows: each Con.tracting Party shall appoint
one .member, and these two members sball f!g!'ee upon a national of a third State as their chairman to be
appointed by the governments of the two Contracting Parties. Such members shall be appointed within
two months, and such chaimian within three months from the date on which either Contracting Party has
informed in writing the other Contracting :Party that it intends to submit the dispute to an arbitration
tribunal.
·
(4) Ifthe periods specified in paragraph 3 .above have not been observed, either Contracting Party may, in
the absence of any other arrangement, invite the President of the International Court of Justice to make the
necessary appointments.
(5) The arbitration tribunal shall reach its decisions by a majority of votes. Such decisions shall be
binding. Each Contracting :Party shall bear the cost of its own member and ofits .representatives in the
arbitration proceedings; the cost of the chainnan and the remaining costs shall be bome in equal parts by
the Contracting Parties. The arbitration tribunal may decide on other allocation of costs. The arbitration
tribunal shall. determine .its .own procedure.
Article 10
(1) Disputes relating to investments between one of the Contracting Parties and an investor of the other

Contracting Party should as far as 'possible be amicably settled between the parties in dispute.
(2) If a dispute cannot be settled within a time period of six months from the point in time when it was
raised, it will be submitted to arbitration at the request of the investor of the other Contracting Party.
Unless the parties in dispute have agreed otherwise, the provisions of Article 9(3) to (5) shall be applied
mutatis mutandis on condition that the appointment of the members of the arbitration tribunal in
accordance with Article 9(3) is effected by the parties in dispute and that, in so far as the periods specified
in Article 9(3) are not observed, either party in dispute may, in the absence of other arrangeme11ts, invite
the Chairman of "the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce, if not otherwise
agreed, to make the required appointments. The Arbitrai Award shall be recognised and enforced
according to the rules of the Agreement of 10 June 195 8 on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards.
Article 13
(J) This Treaty shall be ratified; the instruments of ratification shall be exchanged as soon as possible in
Bonn.
(2) This Treaty shall enter into force 30 days after the date of exchange of the instruments of ratification.
lt shall remain in force for a period of ten years and shall be e1.iended thereafter for an unlimited period
unless denounced· in writing by either Contracting Party twelve months before its expiration. After the
expfry of.the period often years this Treaty may be denounced at any time giving twelve i11011ths' imtice.
(3) In respect of investments made prioi: to the date of termil1atio11 of this Treaty, the provisions of
Articles 1 to 12 shall continue to be effective for a further period of fifteen years from the date of
termination of this Treaty.
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III. The Customs Act and other 1·elevant provisions

7. At the relevant time in I 994 and 1995, the customs clearance procedure for imports was
regulated by the Customs Act No. 13/1993. The Customs Act contained at that time the
following general provisions:
CHAPTER ONE - DEFINJTION OF BASIC TERMS
Section 2
For the purposes of this Act, the following definitions shall apply:
(I) "customs debt" means the obligation of u person to p11y the amount of the import duties (customs debt
on importation) or export duties (customs debt on exportation),
0) 11 CUStOmS supervision" means the complex of !lCtS and mertSU!'eS for securing observance of lnws 1111d
otber generally binding legal regulations the implementation of which is within the competence of the:
customs authorities,

(I) "customs approved trentmen!'' means:

l. the placing of goods under 11 customs procedure,
(m) "customs procedure" (hereinafter "procedure'') only menns:
2. transit (Sections 139 et seq.),
(n) "declarnnt" means the person making the customs declaration in his own name, or the person in whose
name n customs declaration is made,
(o) "customs declaration" means the act made in the form prescribed by the customs rules, whereby the
declarnnt indicates the wish to place goods under a given procedure or to terminate such procedure. and
provides the data required by the customs authorities for the application of the given procedure in
accordance with the cu!:tomr. rule:;,
lP J · release of gC>ocis" means the act wi1ereby t11e customs uuthorrties make goods avatluhlc 10 an
individually defined person for purposes stipulated by the procedure under which they are placed.

CHAPTER TWO - CUSTOMS AUTHORTTIES AND THEIR ORGANISATION, CONTROL AND
TASKS
Section 3
(I) The customs authorities are authorities of state administration hnving jurisdiction in the urea
customs, customs policy, customs tariff and customs statistics.
(2) The customs authorities shall also administer
(n) the value added tax and excise taxes collected on importation,
(b) charges relating to importation and exportation,
(c) the road tax in the case of foreign persons.

or

Customs offices
Section JO
(I) Customs offices shall be established and their territorial jurisdiction shall be defined by Ordinance
issued by the Ministry [ofFinance].
Section I I
The customs office shall
(a) make decisions on the release of goods under the proposed customs procedure,
(b) assess and collect duty, taxes and charges on importation, exportation or transit,
(e) determine the customs value,
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(f) grant deferrnl of payment of duty and payment of duty in instalments,
(h) enforce the payment of outstanding amounts of duty, taxes and charges levied on importation,
exportation or transit,
(i) carry out direct supervision of the movement of persons, goods and means of transportation in the
customs border zcme as part of customs supervision,

(11) carry out control after the release of the goods,

8. The goods subject to ·customs duty were defined as follows:
CHAPTER SIX - CUSTOMS DUTY AND CUSTOMS TARIFF

Part One
CUSTOMS DUTY

Section 55
.Goods. subject to customs duty
(1) All imported goods shall be subjected to import duty except goods e}l.'J)licitly designated as duty-free
· in the customs tariff.
(2) Exported goods shall be subject to export duty only if the customs tariff explicitly establishes such a
duty.
(3) Goods explicitly designated as duty-free in international treaties shall not be subject to duty.

9. The following rules applied to the customs proceedings:
CHAPTER EIGHT-ENTRY OF GOODS TO THIS COUNTRY

Part One
ENTRY'OF GOODS ACROSS THE STATE BORDER
Section 80
(1) Persons who carry goods across the state border shall declare the goods at the border customs office
and present therewith the documents relating to the goods.
(4) Transport of goods along a customs route shall be realised without delay, without a change in the
cargo and without departure from the customs route.
(5) Customs checkpoint means a place designated for the movement of persons and transport of goods
across the state border.

Part Two
PRESENTATION OF GOODS FOR CUSTOMS SUPERVISION
Section 81
(1) Goods brought into this country shall be conveyed by the person bringing them into this country
without delay with an intact customs seal and in accordance with instructions issued by the customs
authorities:
(a) to the competent customs office or to a different place designated or approved by the customs
authorities,

Section 82
(1) Any person who assumes responsibility for the carriage of goods after they have been brought to this
country shall become responsible for the compliance laid down in Section 81.
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(2) If so provided by an international treaty, goods shall be subject to customs supervision although still
outside the customs territory of this country and shall be cleared in the same manner ns goods already
brought into the country.
Part Three
PRESENTATION OF GOODS TO CUSTOMS
Section 83
( 1) The person who brought goods to this country or the person who assumed responsibility for carriage

of the goods in this country following their entry and who delivered them to the locations specified in
Section 81 shall present the goods to customs.
CHAPTER NINE - C'USTOMS-APPROVED TREATMENT OR USE
Pu rt Two
CUSTOMS PROCEDURES

Section 99
The purpose of customs proceedings which are being held within the framework of customs supervision
shall be to decide on placing the goods in question under the proposed customs pt•ocedure.
Section I 00
Initiating customs pmceedings
Customs proceedings shall be initiated by lodging a customs declaration proposing that the goods
question should be placed under a specified customs procedure.

in

Section I 02
Customs proceedings shall be held al a customs office or in customs zones.
('.!) Customz zonez are marked :;cction:; or railwa} depot:., µorlh. 01 11irpurt~ uml other areah speci t"1ec1 h\'
d11.: customs authorities in agreement w1t11 the owners or autho1·1sed users of such areas.
(3) At the request and at the expense of the declnrant, customs proceedings may also be concluctecl outside
n customs zone.
( 4) I Ile Mm1stry shall lay down 111 nn Ordinance the conditions under which proceedings are conducted
outside a customs zone and set the amount of expenses to be chm·ged for conducting such proceedings.
(I )

(6)

Customs proceedings shall be conducted in the presence of the declaranl.

Section I 04
Decisions in customs proceedings
( l) The basic requisites of decisions issued in customs proceedings shall be:
(a) designation of the customs office which issued the decision,
(b) the serial number of the decision, the date of receipt of the customs declaration, the date of issue of the
decision,
(c) the exact designation of the declarant,
(d) the designation of the goods in question,
(e) the subheading of the customs tariff and the rate of duty levied on the goods,
(f) the amount of the duty, tax and charge, and the number of the bank account to which this amount is to
be paid,
(g) the signature of the authorised officer of the customs office which issued the decision, with his name,
surname and official rank added, and the official seal.
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Part Three
CUSTOMS DECLARATION
Division One
Form and requisites of a customs declaration
·section 105
(1) The 'customs declaration shall be made:
(a) in writing or
(b) usfog a data processing and transmfasion technique where pel'.mitted by the competent customs
authority, or
(c) by means of an oral declaration or any other act whereby the holder of the g0ods expresses his wish to
place them under the customs procedure in question.
(2) A customs declaration made in written form shall be always signed by the authorised person.
Section 107
The deolarant
(J) A customs declaration may be made by any person who is able to present the goods in question, or to
have them presented, to the competent customs office together with all the documents which are required
"to-be ·produced ·for-the ·appli catic:m-of the-ml es -g0veming ·the, cust0ms·-prncedure-in···r-espect-of-which .the
goods were declared.
Section 108
(1) The declarant may be only a Czech person.
(2) The provision of paragraph J shall not apply to cases where a person:
(a) makes a declaration to place goods under a transit or temporary use procedure, ·
(b) declares goods 011 an occasional basis, provided that the customs office considers this to be justified.
:Part Five
DISPOSAL OF GOODS
Section 123
At the declarant's request, the customs office may permit that the goods be disposed of prior to their
release. The customs office shall grant the request in every case when the grounds for not releasing the
goods are merely the necessity of determining the origin of the goods, the place of their dispatch, their
tariff classification or their customs value. Security shall be provided for any customs debt which does or
could arise.
Part Six
SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURES
Section 124
(1) Where the implementation of the procedures in question is properly ensured, the customs office may,
in order to simplify completi011 of formalities and procedures, grant permission for
(a) the written customs declaration made on the prescribed form (Section 105, para. 5) to omit all the
prescribed particulars, or some of the prescribed documents not to be attached thereto or presented, or
(b) the goods to be entered at the declarant's request for the procedure in question on the basis of a
commercial or administrative document replacing the customs declaration.
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CHAPTER TEN - CUSTOMS PROCEDURES
Pa rl 0 n e
RELEASE FOR FREE CIRCULATION
Section 128
Release for free circulation shall confer on foreign goods the status of Czech goods. Release for free
circulation shall entail application of the pertinent commercial policy measures and other formalities laid
down in respect of the importation of goods and the chal'ging of any duties due.
Part Two
SUSPENSIVE ARRANGEMENTS AND CUSTOMS PROCEDURES WITH ECONOMIC fMPAC'T
Division One
Provisions common to several procedures
Section 133
(I) The term "suspensive urrnngcme111" is understood as applying to the following procedures:

(a) transit,
(3) "imported goods" means goods plnoed under n suspensive nrrnngemenl and goods which, under the

inward processing procedure in the form of the drawback system, have me! the conditions laid down
release for free circulation and the conditions set in Section 175.

ror

Section 137
(I) A suspensive arrangement with economic impact shall be discharged when a new

customs~approved

treatment or use is assigned to the goods.
(2) The customs office shall take all the measures necessary to place the status or the goods
with the conditions laid down for the procedure in question.

in

harmony

Division Two
I ransll

Section 139
(I) Trnnsil means n procedure covering goods transported under customs suoervision from one customs
office to another customs office.
(2) Transit operation means the movement of goods in transil from the customs office of dispatch lo the
customs office of destination.
(4) The customs office of dispatch means any customs office whe1·e the transit operation begins.
( 5) The customs office of destination means any customs office where the transit operation ends.

(9) lnternal transit means transil from the customs office of entry to an inland customs office.
Section 140
( J ) Any person who is entitled to dispose of the goods may propose that the goods be released under the

transit procedure. The customs office may require the declarant to prove that he is entitled to dispose of
the goods.
(2) The declarant shall bear responsibility towards the customs office for fulfilment of the obligation
arising from the transit procedure; he shall, in particular, ensure that the goods are produced under
conditions laid down by the customs office of dispatch to the customs office of destination in an unaltered
state, with an intact customs seal and with the accompanying documents.
Section 141
(I) Save where an international treaty or this Act provides differently, the proposal to releasing the goods
under transit procedure shall be filed with the customs office of dispatch on a form issued or approved by
the General Customs Directorate.
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(4) The customs office of dispatch shall decide whether and under what conditions it will release the
goods and how :their identity is to be.secured. When the declarant fails to present a pi:oposal for securing a
customs debt, the manner of securing the customs debt shall be determiued by the customs office.
Section 144
(1) Before goods are released for transit procedure, the declarant shall provide security for any customs
debt which may arise in respect of such goods.

10. Other relevant provisions in the Customs Act were the following:
CHAPTER THIRTEEN - CUSTOMS DEBT
Part One

Section 240
(1) A customs debt on importation shall be incurred throug11 the unlawful removal from customs

supervision of gooc!s liable to import duty.
(2) The customs debt shall be incurred at the moment when the goods are removed from customs

· ·supervisiotc · ·-- .. · ... ·-·· ...
(3) The debtor shall be:
(a) the person who removed the goods from customs supervision,
(b) any person who participated in such removal and who was or should have been aware that the goods
·were being removed from customs supervision,
(c) any person who acquired or held goods removed from customs supervision and who was ,01· should
have been aware at the time of acquiring or receiving the goods that they had been removed from customs
supervision,
(d) the person required to fulfil the obligations arising from temporary storage of the goods or from the
use of the customs procedure under which those goods were placed.

Section·250
Where several persons are liable for payment of one customs debt, they shall be liable for such debt
jointly and severally.

Part Two
SECURITY TO COVER CUSTOMS DEBT
Section 254
(1) Where, in accordance with customs rules, the customs authorities may require security to be provided
for ensuring payment of a customs debt, suc11 security shall be provided by the debtor or by the person
who may become liable for the debt.
(3) The customs authorities may permit the security to be provided by a person other than the person from
whom it is required.

Section 259
The following shall be deemed equivalent to a cash deposit as security covering a customs debt:
(a) submission of a cheque the payment of which is guaranteed by a bank,
(b) submission of any other instrument recognised by the customs office as a means of payment.
Secti011 260
(1) The guarantor shall undertake in his letter of guarantee in writing to pay jointly and severally with the

debtor the secured amount of a customs debt.
(2) The guarantor may be only:
(a) a bank,
(b) any person approved by the customs·authorities.
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(3) The customs authorities may reject or refuse to approve the proposed guarantor when they have
warmnted doubt that the customs debt will be paid within the prescribed term.
Part Four
TfME-BARRING AND EXTINCTION OF CUSTOMS DEBT
Section 282
Time-barring of the right to claim outstanding duty
(I) The right to recover and enforce the payment of outstanding duty shall be time-barred after six years
following the year when such duty became due.

P 11 rt Five
REPAYMENT AND REMISSION OF DUTY
Section 289
(I ) Where no deception 01· obvious negligence can be attributed to the person concerned, the cus10111s

office may repny or remit import or export duty also for other reasons than those referred to in Sections
286 to 288, In particulm· If payment of the duty would seriously impair the livelihood of the debtor or or
persons depending on him for their livelihood, or if enfo1·cing the payment of the outstanding amount or
duty would result in the economic ruin of the debtor.
(2) The customs office shall repay or remit the duty for the reasons stated in paragraph I, if an application
is submitted to it within twelve months of the day on which the amount of duty was communicated to the
debtor.
CHAPTER SEVENTEEN - JOINT, INTEIUM AND FINAL PROVISIONS

Section 118
"•\/hen:

!Ill

imernaLionai treaty c.:omuin~ rrnvision~ differinp trom till'•

1

\CI 01'

ll'Om

rei:;ulntlCJll!· ISSUCCI

thereunder, the provisions of lhc:: 111lernulmnul trc::uly shull apply.

Section 320
Save where this Act provides differenlly, proceedings before customs authorities shall be governed:
(n) in matters of customs transgressions by the generul regulations governing transgressions,
(b) in other matters by the general !'egulations governing administrative procedure. 1
Section 323
Securing and determining the customs debt and time-barring of the right to enforce payment of'
outstanding duty (Sections 254 lo 282) shall nlso cover securing and determining the obligation to pay
taxes and fees on importation and time-barring of the right to enforce payment of taxes and fees on
importation.

I I . Decree No. 92/1993 of the Ministry of Finance, dated 17 February 1993, contained the

following provisions:
Section 16
Customs proceedings outside the customs area
(in relation to Section I 02, subsection 4 of the [Customs] Act)
( J) If a declarant requests the realisation of customs proceedings outside the customs area, the declarant
must make the request sufficiently in advance, inform the customs authority of the approximate amount
of goods and the type of goods using the nomenclature which is common in commerce and propose the
1

Act 71II967 on Administrative Proceedings.
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time for the realisation of the customs proceedings; the declarant is obliged to inform the customs
authority of any subsequent changes to this information.and to do so without any undue delay.
(2) Customs proceedings may take place outside a customs area, if this is justified by reasons of economy,
especially if it simplifies the transportation of.the goods, or if it is otherwise i:r:nperatiye and does not
breach the regular.activities of the customs authority.
(3) Customs proceedings do not take place outside the customs area, if the customs authority designates
that the customs supervision will only be realised by means of an inspection of the documents and written
materials.
(4) the customs authority will realise the customs proceedings outside a customs area, provided that all of
the necessary documents pertaining to the pl'Oduct and the means of transport, in which the goods ar·e
transported, are prepai•ed in the period pmposed by the declarant, so that the customs proceedings can be
commenced immediately and concluded without delay.
(5) If the customs authority undertakes the customs proceedings outside a customs area, the declarant will
defray the customs authority the costs of the proceedings as follows.

Section 43
Upon application of the declarant, who proposes the release of goods into free circulation, the customs
authorities may, subject to the conditions ·stated in Sections 44 to 46, permit the imported goods to be
presented at the premises used for business by the declarant, ·or in other places outside the customs area as
authorised by the customs authorities.
Section 44
(1) The customs authorities may issue an authorisation under Section 43, if
(a) the applicant's records enable efficient control by the customs authorities, in particular control after
the release of the goods,
(b) the adherence to prohibitions and restraints and other provisions, which govern the release of goods.
into free circulation, can be assured.
(2) The customs authorities do not grant a permit under Section 43, if the person, who applies for the
permit,
(a) repeatedly has violated customs regulations,
(bJ·.on)y occasionally proposes-the·release of goods·int0··:free circulatkm.
Section 45
(1) If the customs authorities discover that the applicant has repeatedly violated customs regulations, they
will withdraw the permit granted. ·
(2) The customs authorities may withdraw the granted permit, if they discover that the applicant only
occasionally proposes the release of goods into free circulation.
Section 46
(1) A person, who is granted a permit, is obliged, after presentation of the goods at the location specified
in Section 43,
(a) to inform the customs authorities immediately about ·delivery of goods, in the form and under
conditions set by the customs authorities,
(b) to enter the delivered goods into its records which must, in particular, include data making it possible
to determine the character of the goods and the date when it was entered into the register,
(c) to prepare such documents as are necessary for the release of goods into free circulation.
(2) If the proper execution of customs supervision is not effected, the customs authorities may authorise a
person who is granted a permit pursuant to Section 43,
·
(a) to submit a declaration pursuant to paragraph 1 (a) already at the time of imminent delivery of the
goods,
(b) in special cases, depending on the kind of goods and the frequency of imports, not to inform the
customs authorities about each delivery of goods, if all data, which the customs authorities consider
necessary for the performance of any possible customs control, are presented to the customs authorities.
The entry of the goods into the declarant's records in these cases is considered as an authorisation to
dispose of the goods.
Section 47
An application for the permission listed in Section 43 has to contain the following information:
a) the exact denomination of the goods which it concerns,
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b) n proposal form of notification that the goods were delivered outside the customs area,
c) n proposal for the mode of record of the goods delivered outside the customs area,
cl) n commitment to prepare documents that are necessary for the relense of the goods into free circulation
or Into the regime of storing goods in the customs storage aren,
e) n proposal for the time-limit, within which the customs declaration will be submitted to the customs
office,
f) n proposal for the designation of the day from which it will be possible to consider the goods as
released.
Section 48
A permission mentioned in Section 43 has to contain the information given in the application that was
handed in according to Section 47.

12. Both Section 5(1 )(b) of the Excise Taxes Act and Section 43(2) of the VAT Act. as in
force in 1994 and 1995, stipulated that, when importing goods to the Czech Republic, a tax
liability arises on the clay the customs debt occurs. According to Section 2(e) of the Excise
Taxes Act and Section 2(2)(i) of the VAT Act, the customs authorities were entrusted with the
function of tax administrator in respect of imports, while in other cases the tax administrator
was the regional revenue authority.
TV. The p!'oceedings
13. On 29 March 2005, the Claimant, with reference to Article 10 of the Czech"German BIT,
informed the Czech Republic (hereinafter called "the Respondent") that be requested the
opening of proceedings against the Respondent, provided that no conciliation was reached
within a six"month period in respect of his claim for compensation for damage he had
suffered to his investmen1 i11 the Czech Republic. As no settlement of the dispute was reached.
the Claimant subsequently instituted arbitration proceedings against the Respondent. In thesc
proceedings he alleges that the Respondent breached his rights as an investor under Article.'>
:?.( l )~(2) and(3). ~(!)and (2). ~(!)and (2) and?(!) af the BfT.

14. In accordance with Article 10 of the BIT, an Arbitral Tribunal was set up which is at
present composed of Professor .JUrgen Creutzig (appointed by the Claimant), Professor
Emmanuel Gaillard (appointed by the Respondent) and .Justice Hans Danelius, Chairman
(appointed by the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce). The Ar·bitral
Tribunal, after hearing the Parties, decided that the place of arbitt·ation should be Prague.
15. The Arbitrnl Tribunal decided, on 29 October 2006, to deal separately with the
Respondent's objections to jurisdiction in a first phase of the proceedings. On 15 December
2006, the Tribunal also decided, if it should find that it had jurisdiction in the case, to deal
separately with the issues of liability and quantum.
l 6. In an Award of 6 June 2007, the Tribunal rejected the Respondent's objections to the
Arbitral Tribunal's jurisdiction.
17. The Claimant, who had submitted a partial Statement of Claim on 2 October 2006,
supplemented it with a full Statement of Claim in respect of liability on 3 September 2007, to
which the Respondent replied in a Statement of Defence of 3 December 2007.
18. A Second Memorial was submitted by the Claimant on I0 .July 2008 and by the
Respondent on 3 J January 2009.
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19. Tbe :fina] hearing on the liability issue was scheduled to be held on ] 3-17 July ] 999 but
was postponed. Instead, it was decided, in May 2009, that the final hearing on liability should
be held between 2 and] 0 November 2009.
20. On 20 August 2009, i:he Respondent'informed the Arbii:ra] Tribunal that the Tribunal's
Award of 6 June 2007 has been set aside on 22 .Tune 2009 by a District Court in Prague which
had found that the Claimant was a Czecb permanent resident and therefore not entitled to
initiate arbitration proceedings based on the Czecb-German BIT. The Resp011de11t requested
the Tribunal to discontinue any steps in the arbitration proceedings.
21. On 28 August 2009, the Claimant informed the Arbitral Tribunal ·that he had appealed
against the judgment of the Prague District Court. Nevertheless, the Claimant requested that
the November hearing be canceJled and that re-scheduling of the hearing be made in
consultation with the Parties.
22. On 1 September 2009, the Tribunal, having regard to the wishes of both Parties, decided
to cancel the November hearing and not to determine for the time being any new date for a
hearing. The Tribunal stated, however, that .it remained open for aDy suggestio:qs from the
Parties regarding the further proceedings, including new dates for a hearing on liability.
23. On 20 November 2009, the Arbitral Tribunal proposed to hold a teJephone conference
with the Parties in order to be :informed of any developments in the Czech court proceedings
and to have the Paities' views on their expected further duration, :including the possibilities of
any further appeals to a higher court.
24. bn 24 November 2009, the Respondent replied that it did 11ot deem it necessary to
organise a conference call to further elaborate on the issues addressed in the Atbitral
Tribunal's letter.
25. On 4 December 2009, the Claimant's counsel informed the Arbitral Tribunal that the
Claimant had fallen ill and could not, for the time being, discuss matters in connection with
the arbitration. The Claimant's counsel therefore suggested that a conference call be
scheduled at a later point in time and added that he would convey to ·the Tribunal and foe
Respondent whatever information on any development he would receive.
·
26. On 3 February 2010, the Arbitral Tribunal decided to declare the proceedings suspended,
while indjcating its readiness at any time to consjder a request by either Party for the
proceedings to be resumed.
27. h1 a letter of 11 October 2010 to the Parties, tbe Arbitral Tribunal, referring to a decision
of 2 July 2010 by the City Court of Pi·ague to annul the District Court's judgment of 22 June
2009, asked the Parties whether, in view of this development, it might be appropriate to
resume the arbitratio11 proceedings.
28. In letters of 19 October and 9 November 2010, the Claimant requested the Arbitral
Tribunal to continue the proceedings. In a letter of 25 October 2010, the Respondent
expressed the view that the proceedings should be fu1ther discontinued.
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29. 011 23 November 20 I 0, the Arbitral Tribunal, noting that a request for resumption of the
proceedings had been made by one of the Parties, fm111d it appropriate, i11 conformity with its
declaration in the decision of 3 February 2010, to grant this request.
30. Supplementary written briefs were submitted by the Claimant on 15 February 2011 and by
the Respondent on I 5 April 2011. Cost claims were submitted by the Parties on I 0 .June 201 J.
31. The final hearing in the case was held in Prague on 23-27 May 201 1. The Claimant, who
was present in person, was also represented at the hearing by Mr.
:, Mr .
. and Mr. ·
as counsel. The Respondent was represented by Mr.
I_, Mr.
, Mr.
and Mr.
as counsel. In
addition to the Claimant, Mr. Binder, who was questioned at the hearing, the following
persons were heard as witnesses or experts:
(a) ar the Claimanr

',1·

request:

Mr.
Mr.
Mt·.:
Mr ..
Mr.'
Mr.
(h)

ar the Respondent's request·

Mr.
Mr.
Mr ..
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
M1·.·
Iv!~.

Mr ..
V. The Parties' claims

32. The Claimant 1·equests that the Arbitral Tribunal should issue:
(a) a declaration that the Czech Republic has acted in breach of the following provisions of the

Czech-German BIT:
(i) the obligation of fair and equitable treatment [Article 2( I)],
(ii) the obligation not to impair investments by arbitrary or discriminatory measures

[Articles 2(2), 3(1) and 3 (2)],
(iii) the obligation of full protection and security [Articles 2(3) and 4(1)],

(iv) the obligation not to deprive the Claimant of his investment [Article 4 (2)], and
(v) the obligation to treat investments at least as well as required by international law
[Article 7(1 )],
(b) a declaration that the Tribu11al retains jurisdiction and that the Tribunal, in a third phase of this
arbitration, will address the appropriate redress for the Treaty breaches, including questions of
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quantum, and
(c) an order that the Czech Republic pay the costs accrued in this arbitration, including the costs of
the TribunEJ.1 and the legal and other costs incurred by the Claimant.
33. The Respondent requests that the Tribunal should:
(a) dismiss all the Claimant's claims pursuant to the Czech-Ge1:man BIT,
(b) order the Claimant to pay all the costs and expenses of this arbitration, including the fees
and expenses of the Arbitral Tribunal and the fees and expenses of the Respondent's lega1
representation, on a full indemnity basis, and
(c) award such other relief as the Arbitral Tribunal considers appropriate.

VI. The Parties' arguments
34.

The :Parties' arguments in regard to.the Jiability'"issues are inairily as follows:

A. The Claimant:
(a) Relevant background
35. In connection with the separation of the Czech and Slovak Republics in 1993, a customs
union was established between the two states. Consequently, export and import of goods
between the Czech and Slovak Republics should be exempt·from customs and similar levies.
Nevertheless~ rill "iniport:·ana export of gcioas "betwee1rthe"Slovak Repub1ic···ancJ-the· . czech
Republic were still to undergo customs-proceedings--in.order to monitor £Jows.-of goods across
the border for balance-of-trade and statistical pm]Joses. There was no statutory basis at the
relevant time-for the assessment ai1d collection of excise taxes within the ·framewor:k of the
customs proceedings, but these taxes had to be settled within the system of the internal tax
administration.
36. According to the Czech Customs Act, the highest supervisory customs authority was the
General Customs Directorate which, in its tum, constituted a division of the Finance Ministry.
The General Customs Directorate was entmsted with general supervisory and regulatory
functions.
37. Directly under the General Customs Directorate sorted Regional Customs Offices which
were entmsted with a monitoring role in relation to lower customs offices, and with a variety
of decision~making functions, such as granting authorisations for deferral of tax payments in
the context of transit of goods.
38.- Under the Regional Customs Offices sorted 18 lower-echelon customs offices (ah
example of such an office is Zlin). These customs offices were entrusted with the actua1
processing of the individual customs operations, sucb as decisions to release goods "under the
proposed customs procedure" (Sections 10, 1l(l)(a) of the Customs Act), to assess and collect
customs due and to determine "customs value", to grant deferral of customs payments and
enforce payment of outstanding amounts. They were also authorised to grant declarants the
right to use a "simplified customs procedure".
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3 9. Further, it was a duty of the customs offices to "carry out direct supervision of the
movement of persons, goods and means of transportation in the customs border zone" as part
of customs supervision and to carry out "control after the release of goods", pursuant to
Section I 1( l )(i) and(n), respectively.
40. Customs supervision begins when customs proceedings are initiated, for instance - as of
relevance in this case - when a transit customs declaration ("TCP") is issued in respect of a

specific shipment. Customs supervision terminates upon fulfilment of final customs clearance
at an inland customs office. Upon that event, the goods "are released into free cit'culation'',
which brings into operation Section 240(2) of the Customs Act. This Article stipulates that
"f t]he customs debt shall be incurred at the moment when the goods are removed from
customs supervision".

41. There was no final customs clearance at the SlovakMCzech border crossings in respect of'
the import operations which are relevant in this case. Final customs clearance took place at
in land customs offices C'customs offices of final destination", in the term !no logy of the
Customs Act) or - subject to specific authorisation by the customs authorities - at the location
of the importer. A Hcustoms debt 11 according to the Customs Act would arise if goods were
unlawfully removed from customs supervision.
42. In practical terms, hauliers passing the borders of the Czech Republic were directed to a
srecified inland customs office for purposes of presenting the- goods at that location (nr. if'

authorised by the customs authorities, at the location of the importer in a "simplified cusloms
procedure"). This arrangement, in its turn, prompted the necessity for the haulier to obtain a
TCP for purposes of authorising movement of the goods from the customs office at the:
national Czech border ("customs office of dispatch") to the inland customs office ("customs
office of destination"). The TCP is issued by the custom:; agent. Part 5 of' the TCP contain:; ,,
larger portion which after final presentation of the goods is returned to the customs office of
dispatch by internal routing within the customs administration and a smaller bottom part
which is returned via the driver of the relevant tank truck to the customs agent.
43. As regards the shipments of oil products from the Slovnaft refinery, which are the suhjec!
matter of the present case, the following procedure was applied in practice:
(a) When arriving at the Czech border point Breclav-dalnice, the driver of the tank truck, as a
first step, reported to the local CARGO office, CARGO being a duly licensed customs agent.
The driver handed in the bottom part of the Part 5 slip from any previous TCP, duly signed,
numbered and stamped by the inland customs office. This document constituted proof that the
haulier had complied with the procedure of presenting any previous shipment for final
customs clearance at an inland customs office. The haulier then requested that CARGO
prepare and deliver a TCP for the new customs transit procedure.
(b) The CARGO office of Bfoclav-dalnice verified that the previous transport under the TCP
regime, issued to that particular haulier, had been finally presented at the relevant inland
customs office. This was done by inspection of the Part 5 slip and the customs stamp and
signature affixed to it. The Part 5 slip was then retained by CARGO and filed for verification
purposes. The CARGO office further verified that the requisite shipping documents were
complete and in good order, i.e. the CMR way-bill together with a commercial invoice,
packing lists/specification and an export customs declaration, including the necessary data

- - - - - - ------··--
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a11d seals. CARGO would also check the driver's identity on tbe basis of his passport and
c]1eck his signature on the TCP under the text containing the haulier's guarantee undertaking:
(c) Provided that these shipping documents were found to be in order, the ·CARGO office
would prepare the requisite TCP. The particulars of the TCP were also entered into CARGO's
computer data base, and, additionally, transferred to the customs authorities' central data base
(SLIGOS), which was accessible for all Czech border and inland customs offices. CARGO
had its own intranet system, which was also linked to the customs authorities' database by
way of a third party provider (Transoft). CARGO could - and did - enter data into SLIGOS
but coulcl not get access to'information from that.facility.
(d) The TCP was printed in hard copy and handed over to the truck drivel' for presentation at
the adjacent customs office at the border crossing BfocJav-dalnice. At the same time, the TCP
was communicated to that border customs office by intranet in electro111c mode. As soon as
the TCP had been received and accepted by the customs office, the specific customs transit
operation would be accounted for as ' 1open·" in tbe customs administration's data base. At the
same time, ·a hard copy of the TCP, duly. signed and stamped, was issued by the customs
"office."..It. would ..remain ''..open" . asJong as presentation of the goods at the inl~nd c~s.~oms
office had not taken place.
(e) Additiona11y, CARGO would print out and issue the so-called "zarucnf listina" - a surety
bond - for the particular transit operation. The surety bond was printed out together.,withthe
TCP and the TCP number (at the bottom) was also printed out in fulJ by the CARGO
computer. The name of the particular '{declarant" was -added, as well as the date. The surety
bond was additionally signed and stamped by CARGO .
.(f) ·The :truck driver, prov:ided .:w.ith':-an ·admission slip; wou:kl go··to the°' customs desk·.of'the
-Bfoclav·-dalnice -.Customs. Office and . .:hand. over .the TCP and the surety bond issued . b01 the
CARGO office, together with the shipping documents. The customs officer at tbe customs
office would undertake an inspection of the documents to ensure their consistency and
compliance with the pe1tinent requirements. As for the surety bond, the customs officer would
add by hand the provisional assessment and sign and stamp the document. In addWon, m1
optical inspection of the physical condition of the customs seal on the cargo would be made.

(g) Further, a time.;limit for presentation of the goods at the inland customs office (two or a
maximum of three days) would be noted, after which the customs officer would register the
TCP in a binder, "Expedited deliveries", and, additionally, record the opening of the TCP
prepared by CARGO electronically in the customs software data base.
(h) The driver would proceed to the passport control and then return to his tank truck with the
TCP and associated shipping documents. He would continue to the physical checkpoint,
present the documents and hand over his admission slip to the customs officer, wbo would
authorise the onward transport in the customs transit regime. The driver would then leave the
border crossing with the shipment, the TCP and the shipping documents.
(i) The customs officer at the Bfoclav-dalnice Customs Office would then make a copy of the
surety bond and return this copy to CARGO with the provisionally determined amount of
customs charges (or, in this case, the amount of excise taxes) filled in. This would enable
CARGO - as well as the customs authorities themselves . . ,. to continuously monitor the
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aggregate amount of CARGO's potential guarantee exposure (and that of the haLtliers/drivers)
by reason of outstanding "open" shipments in the customs transit regime.
(j) The Breclav"ditlnice Customs Office sorted, afce1· receipt of its mail, the Part 5 slips (upper
part) in a specific file and also verified the computerMstored update of pending ("open")
customs operations and their due finalisation.

(k) The truck driver would forward the shipment "under the customs transit regime" to the
inland customs office (or to at1other place, if a "simplified customs procedure" had been
authorised). There, he would present the goods indicated in the TCP transit document within
the prescribed time-limit and in an unmodified condition to a customs official.
(!) The customs officer at the inland customs office woLLlcl review the documents and inspect
the condition of the customs seal affixed to the cargo. Having ascertained that the documents
were in order and that the seal had not been tampered with, the customs official would
confirm that the shipment had been dLLly presented at the "customs office of destination". This
he would do by applying a customs stamp to the Part 5 slip of the TCP, together with his
signatu!'e, and noting the serial number of the TCP concerned. Additionally, he would enter
the arrival of the transit goods in an "incoming transit book" and in electronic mode.

(m) Moreover, the customs officer of the inland customs office would retum the upper part of
the Parl 5 slip (return note) - by internal routing within the customs authorities'
admini~tration - and the driver would receive the bottom part of the Part 5 slip. This stamp
constituted proof that the shipment had been presented at the customs office of destination,
and that the liability of the haulier/driver and CARGO had come to an end.
(n) After having made the necessary verification of the accuracy and completeness of' the
shipping documents and an inspection of the cargo seals, the customs office would i.;ukuittLL'
and determine the amount of excise taxes payable. The Final Customs Declaration ( ".JC'D ")
and the shipping documents would be handed out to the importer against payment of the
dei'erminP-rl. .simn11ntC?
fni• nnC?f·ii,n nf a""""itu\
. ·-···-- ,-- r--- ....... c - · ----·• ... J/•

44. All the steps in the customs transit proceedings from the Czech border crossing to final
customs clearance at the inland customs office were entered into and monitored in the
computer network of the Czech customs authorities. The closing of the customs procedure
was registered In the computer data base by the customs office.
45. Neither the haulier/driver nor CARGO had any responsibility for any "customs debt"
which might arise after the goods had been presented to the customs office of destination in
an unaltered state with an intact customs seal and with the accompanying documents. All the
1,83 9 shipments of oil products which were the subject of tax fraud had been presented for
customs clearance at the relevant inland customs office, which means that the responsibility
of CARGO (and the hauliers/drivers) in all cases had terminated.
46. In order to ensure that goods in transit were presented at the customs office of destination
for purposes of ensuring final customs clearance, a system of guarantees was in place. The
driver of the tank truck - 011 behalf of the haulier - signed a guarantee for the amount of
customs duties which had been determined on a preliminary basis by the customs officer at
the border crossing. By making the haulier's liability immediately enforceable on the basis of
a guarantee undettaldng, there was an effective disincentive in place for the haulier to dispose
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of the goods - e.g. in collusio11 with the consignee of the goods - without ensuring that the
shipment was properly forwarded and presented to the customs office of destination.
4 7. In order to provide security for any payment obllgation 1:bat CARGO might incur, a bank
guarantee was required. It was up to the customs agent to procure a bank guarantee for an
agreed reference amount of potential indebtedness incurred by hauliers/drivers who retained
the services of CARGO. In the case of CARGO, this bank guarantee was established at CZK
15 million (approximately EUR 0.5 miliion). The particulars of the guarantee were regulated
by Section 259 of the Customs Aot. This :was also the reason wby CARGO continuously
verified - before issuing new TCPs - that the hauliers/drivers bad properly terminated prior
shipments under the transit regime.
48. The Ceskoslovenska Obchodni Banka, a.s., at the request of CARGO, initially issued a
guarantee in the amount of CZK 5 million (approximately EUR J-80,000) with a term of
validity until 31 May 1993. In its confirmation Jetter of 2 July 1993, the Czecl1 Ministry of
Finance accepted the undertaking as a global security. In a letter of 27 October 1993, the
guarantee was extended until 31 December 1.994 on identical terms. After suggesting that the
· amount of.the global guarantee should ·be increased·to ·CZK: 30·mi11ion (approximately EUR
1 million), the Ministry of Finance, on 31 March 1995, finally accepted that the security
amount could be increased to CZK 15 million, as proposed by CARGO.
49. CARGO issued a surety bond for eapb transit operation, which accompanied the TCP and
was handed over to the driver of the tank truck. By doing so, CARGO undertook joint and
several liability together :with the hauliers/drivers for any customs debt that might arise
because of unlawful removal of goods under the transit regime from customs supervisiOn.

-s-o: :when..tlw·amount··of'the·"Surety ·borrd·wa:s ·fiiletl ·ill;-ihe'"bontl ·already'Conta:inerl parti'cula.rs
regarding the relevant ·harilier/dtiver, the particular TCP number and the date of issuance,
which had all been generated and printed on the form by CARGO's computer.
51. The TCP number is made up of 13 digits. The first digit (3) designates that it is a customs
transit matter, the digits two to five indicate the relevant border customs office (Breclavdalnice = 0223), the digits six and seven identify the customs agent (CARGO= 51) and the
last six digits designate in sequential order the number of issuance of the individual TCPs.
The entire sequence of digits was generated by the CARGO computer system. The number
was communicated to the customs authorities' intranet coi11puter system and printed
automatically 011 all relevant customs documents. Jt was also used by the intranet facility of
the customs authorities and reiterated in the context of "customs operations" pertaining to the
relevant shipment.
52. There is no way the customs authorities would have failed to notice the accumulation of
.. surety bonds, ifthere had been one, exactly in the interest of ensuring that they did not exceed
what the guarantor reasonably could be expected to discharge. It is, likewise, inconceivable
that CARGO would issue surety bonds without asce1taining that prior transit operations had
been duly finalised. The situation which finally presented itself was that the customs
authorities advanced guarantee claims against CARGO not only in t11e amount of the bank
guarantee - CZK 15 million - but one of CZK 370 million, i.e. an amount twenty-five times
higher than the guaranteed limit.
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53. The liability of the haulier arises only where there is a failure to present the goods at the
inland customs office. If this requirement is complied with, the duty to pay the "customs debt"
evolves upon the importer. This is why a security is also provided by the importer, i.e. in the
event where the goods have been delivered ex works (as in the present case).
54, It was possible only for a customs officer of a "customs office of dispatch" at a border
crossing - e.g. BfoclavMdalnice - to initiate a customs transit authorisation based on a TCP.

However, it was also the duty of the customs official at the inland customs office, for instance
Olomouc or Zlfn, to ensure that the TCPs, which had been issued at the border crossing, were
timely and properly finalised at the customs office of destination.
55. It is the Claimant's position that transit shipments have been duly prese11tecl and that goods
(1,68 I loads of oil products during a ten months period) were not illegally removed from customs
supervision, at least not by CARGO. The transit shipments were properly performed,
releasing CARGO from liability under its guarantee,
56. Even after the competent Czech court had set aside tbe guarantee claims, the customs
authorities still did not release funds of CARGO that had been impounded. As a consequence,
CARGO was forced into bankruptcy, and the Claimant's investment was lost.
57. If presentation of the goods has taken place, the liability of the hauliers/drivers provided in
Section 140(2) of the Customs Act will have ceased and the sole responsible party for the
payment of customs taxes and VAT will be the importer. in this case the company CW A spol.
s.r.o ( "CWA "). The customs authorities are in a position to ensure - and will ensure - that
payment of customs duties, consumption taxes and VAT will be effected by requiring a guarantee
or equivalent arrangement from the importer. l1 is evident thai the Czech customs authorities never
asked CW A to settle any customs debt, let alo~e post any guarantee in connection with being
granted thr ~implified c11stnms procedure hy the Ceske Bud~jovice Regional Customs Authorit:v

58. If illegal removal of the goods from customs supervision has occurred, all those persons who
are shown to have cart•ied out the removal, or those who tool< part in such measu1·e and were aware
or should have been aware of the removal, will become jointly and severally liable for the ensuing
damage according to Section 240(3) of the Customs Act. Obviously, if the importer does not take
part in the illegal removal, he will not incur !iabilit'J in such a context. It rnrely happens that the
importer is involved in the illegal removal from customs supervision. The importer will be easily
identified and therefore will not be able to avoid liability. In the present case all of the 1,839
shipments were actually delivered to CW A.
(b) The tax fraud and the involvement of the customs authorities

59. By the use of a number of sham companies and the involvement of a number of
impecunious front men operating in cahoots with customs officials, it was possible for an
individual by the name of
to import refined oil products (gasoline and diesel
oil) into the Czech Republic from the Slovnaft refinery in Slovakia, acting in the guise of the
patently insolvent company CWA, without paying the relevant excise taxes. The fraudulent
scheme enabled the concerned individual to avoid excise taxes representing, according to
certain media reports, a figure in the area of CZK 0.5 billion (approximately EUR 17.5
mi Iii on).

·-----------------------·--
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60. What happened in the .case of CWA and the other sham companies was that the inland
customs office simply stam,Ped and returned to the haulier the Part 5 slip, but vvithout securing
the payment of tbe relevant tax impositions (110rmaJ1y oscillating around CZK 300,000 or
approximate]y 'EUR lO;OOO per tanlctI·t:wk),"It can a:lso be estab'Jished that the in'land customs
office entered into the computer records the fact that the relevant customs transit operation
had been duly terminated.
61. Three of the impecunious front men ~aking part in the tax fraud ("the Diesel case") , - were fodfoted by the pub11c prosecutor
·10
year
prison
sentence, Tlrn promoter of the entire tax
was
given
a
already in -1996.
fraud was·:
who was subsequently also prosecuted and sentenced to a term of
imprisonment.
62. From a writ of prosecution of·13 Aoril 1999 and the judgment ofl8 January 2002 against
. ----··.:.,the following details appear:
(a).
. succeeded in a two months period (13 June - 14-September 1994) to import and
spirit off no less than "643 tank trucks fu1Jy1oaded with oil ptoducts, thereby avoiding to pa3i a
customs debt of almost CZK 200 mi11fon (approximately EUR 6 million). In the next few
months (6 September - 29 December 1994), he also, through the entirely insolvent company
HOREX Zlin s.r.o., managed to avoid payment of excise taxes by its failure to honour tax
assessments relating to the import of 764 truck loads of oil products in the amount of
approximately .OZK 230 million (approximately EUR 8 million). He would not ·havei·been
able to do this without the active involvement of the customs authorities.
(b) ·

·'s participation in the tax fraud involved CZ:K .55

·m:i11ion''(approximateiy-EL::T:R:2"rrti1fron);··and··cm<::-2'5·niitlion~fapproximate·Jy-BtJR-1· ..mHlion),

respectively, rightfully due to the Czech treasury.
'
: acted under the trading
name
:, which carried out 207 shipments of oil product§ jn the period
l-6 November - 5 December 1994. During the same period•
ran up a tax
debt of CZK 54.6 million (approximately EUR 2 million), more than fifteen times the amount
oftbe required security. This bears witness of the inadequacy of the requested security and the
complicity of the customs authorities in the tax fraud.
1

(c):
, who in all likelihood was also invoJved in the tax fraud, was sentenced to a
10 year prison sentence by a judgment of the Brno District Court in the year 2000.
63. The oil purchases were carried out as follows. C'WA placed orders with the Slovnaft
refinery in Slovakia for diesel and gasoline consignments, usually by i:eleph one or fax. The
purchase orders were give11 by either
· or his hired hand
.. The
customs invoices issued by Slovnaft identified SJovnaft as seller and CWA as purchaser. As
fj.nal consignees of the shipments were indicated CWA jtself or one or the other of a number
of sham companies (Unitip, Kredit,
, Borex, and others).
64. The "importers" who were granted the simplified procedure were manifestly insolvent
companies, represented by impecunious front men wjth no professional record whatsoever, Jet
. and
with a crimfoal
alone in the oil trade (however, in the cases of Messrs
record). There was never more than one importer, i.e. :
. TJ1e other figure-heads
were never observed by persons involved in the· 1m.port operations. In :flagrant breach of the
statutory requirements, only nominal - if any - security for the customs debt was requested,
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let alone provided. The various sha111 companies applied a rotating application scheme for
window dressing pui·poses.

65. Already the fact that the Czech customs authorities extended open unsecured credits to a
number of manifestly indigent companies in an aggregate amount of at least EUR 17.5 million
during some nine months proves that the customs authorities were implicated in the illegal
scheme.
66. What the Claimant needs to establish in this case is that the transit shipments have been duly
presented and that the windfall gained by CW A by avoiding payment of taxes and VAT
(accordil1g to the prosecutor amounting to the counter-value of approximately EUR 20 million)
has been made possible by assistance or negligence from inside the customs organisation to
provide a simplified procedure without proper safeguards and ta caver up the consequences or the
tax fraud or dysfunctionality of the supervision and control functions of the Czech customs
administration at the time. In this case, the Claimant needs to show such involvement or, as a
minimum, dysfunctionality in the Czech customs ad111inistl'ation as having caused the loss or Lhe
Claimant's investment in the Czech Republic h1 order to establish a breach under international
law.
67. There are circumstances of a general nature that conclusively support the Claimant's case.
68. During the period .July 1994 - April 1995 almost two thousand tank trucks crossed one and the
same border crossing and had TCPs issued hy one and the same customs office of dispatch. the
Breclav-dalnice Customs Office. All the trucks went to one and the same place "en masse". i.e
t0 the 11 dispatching 11 of CWA. Although an average of almost ten trucks a day passed the SlovakCzech border, week after week. no "missing" truck was suspected until at the very end or April
1995. One should add that even larger volumes of oil products that were imported by CWA
eflmf" in hy rai I.

69. There would have been 110 incentive for CW A to carry on any unauthorised simplified
procedure creatmg a s1tuat1on where the goods would have been considered as unlawtully
removed from customs supervision, as this would expose it to the adverse economic consequences
of such removal.
70. CWA occupied a work force or same fifty people in order to deal with dispatching or a
volume of, as an average, 200 tons of oil products each day. Lipova and Slusovice were located in
the immediate vicinity of Zlfn. There is no way that the customs offices in the region could
remain ignorant of the occurrences at this major place of activities and they would have reacted if
something sinister happened.

71 , An important element of the tax fraud consisted in the indication in the customs invoices, the
TCPs and the CMR waybills of a number of consignees based on an alleged "Consignments
Agreement" of24 March 1994 with supplements of25 August 1994 and 12 September 1994. This
setup was evidently driven by an intention to off-load the tax debt on insolvent front men. It is
likely that the authorisations issued - legitimately or illegitimately - by the Zlin customs office
for
Harex and Unitip were also intended to promote this intent. Whatever the purpose
was, it is beyond any doubt that the documents were fabricated by one or more customs officials
at the Zlfn customs office.
J

•

- ,

72. The tax fraud concerned exclusively the import of oil products into the Czech Republic

--------- -

-------

-------------
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from the Slovnaft refinery i11 Bratislava in Slovakia. These oil imports 1•vere in all cases and at
all times based on sales contracts concluded by Slovnaft as seller a11d CWA as buyer. -The
contracts were of .a call nature within the limits of certain forecast preliminm·y quantities
based ;on -quarterly delivery 1periods. All :-deliveries of oil products were-invoiced to CWA and
CWA was the sole debtor in relation to Slovnaft in respect of deliveries of oil products.
73. T11e Slovnaft customs invoices in alJ cases also included particulars regarding a 11 consignee 11
(
_, Horex, Unitip,"
:, etc.). These 11 consignees 11 were ·irrelevant from a customs
point ofview. Orders for -deliveries- of oil :products and their specific categ0ry wer.e forwar.ded :by
fax from CWA. ·Slovnaft producr:;d and prepar.ed the deliveries thus ordered, issued a notice ·of
readiness for delivery and issued an invoice to CWA. For each ready shipment, CWA issued a
transport order .to one of a large number of road hauliers, according to which the haulier was
directed to Slovnaft to load .the particular shipment. These transport orders were invariably issued
by CWA, irrespective of whether the consignee was·CWA, .'
, Rorex, Unitip or
or anyone else. T11e transport order also included particulars concerning the place of de1ivery and
the customs fonnalities to observe (i.e. forwarding in transit.·regime and presentation in<Lipova or
Slusovice according to the simplified procedure granted to CWA). Payments for transports were
--iFYall ·cases ,executed- by..CWA-(to.the-extenttbey followed). _

74. Practically all transit shipments of oil products - irrespective of who the consignee was proceeded to the CWA 11 dispatching 11 in Lipova or Slusovice. At these locations, authorised by the
simplified procedure granted to CWA, the goods were presented by the hauliers -and the
documents, i.e. the TCP, the commercial invoice and the CMR waybill, were-presented. CWA
acknowledged receipt of the shipments in all cases on the CMR waybills and the Zlin customs
office confirmed.Part 5 of the TCP. T11e Part 5 slip was provided to the driver and Part 5 .(upper
· part) of the TCP was returned by internal routing from the-customs office of destination-to the
--customs-office 'of·dispatch:·1J?he<shipments-witfr8W·A-as··consignee ·and·the ·ones -with-othepfronts,
were all customs cleared underthe pern1it for a simplified procedure granted to CWA by the Ceske
Budejovice Regional Customs Authority.
75. The only exception from this procedure were deljveries where acted as
consignee and front man. '
'had, with the oil import business, managed to secure a
simplified procedure at the customs office of Strauf against the deposition of CZK 5 million
(which funds had been put at
disposal by CWA). However, irrespective of this
different regime, transit shipments indicating
as a consignee were also transported
to the "dispatching" of CWA, where receipt of the shipments was confirmed by CWA.
76. Documents, i.e. the TCP, the CMR waybill, the customs invoice and specifications, were
prepared and collected by CWA employees and brought over to the Zlin customs office on a
regular basis. Consistent with relevant instructions, the Zlin customs office, inter alia, returned
Part 5 (upper part)''of the TCP to the Breclav-dah1ice Customs Office. The customs office checked
Part 5 with the original page ] of the TCP, which had been retained, and, having satisfied itself
that these documents were duly completed, closed ("discharged") the transit operati011 in the hard
copy and the electronic files of the customs office.
77. After the TCP and the goods under the simplified procedure allowed to CWA were presented
at Lipova or Slusovice, the drivers were given onward delivery instmctions to the final
buyers/consignees of the oil products. The seller of the oil products to the final bu:,yers was at all
times CW A, and it was CWA which invoiced and collected payment from the final buyers for
deliveries at all times.
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78. The simplified procedure allowed CWA was granted by the Ceske Bud~jovice Regional
Customs Authority, which is situated some 300 km from Zlfn. The authorisation must have been
granted in co111.1'avention of the most basic requirements for such a step. Essentially, there had
been 110 requirement imposed by the customs authorities that CWA should pose a guarantee for
satisfying payments of accruing excise taxes and VAT.
79. There is no way that any customs office of any national customs administration in any
reasonably developed country in the world could fail to notice that 90% of truck loads of oil
products disappeared between its national border crossing along a motorway to a place of
destination 80 km into the country within a period of I0 months. Neither did any such thing
happen. One reason why it succeeded in this particular case is that 11 ope11 11 TCPs were
successively presented to the ZH11 customs office and so reported to the customs office or
dispatch, i.e. the Bfoc!av"dalnice Customs Office, which discharged the TCPs.
80. Alt·eady this basic factual state creates a compelling prtma faaie case that customs offices
have taken active part in shielding from customs control the circumstances by which CW A et
consortes managed to steer through the Czech customs control more than two thousand truck
loads of oil products, voiding to pay approximately EUR 20 million. It was up to the customs
office of dispatch to monitor transit shipments and assure that these were properly finalised.
In the cases relevant for this case, this task fell to the Breclav"dalnice Customs Office. The
way in which the control was ensured was by having the inland customs office forward all the
Part 5 copies of the TCP (the upper, larger part) duly numbered, signed and stamped hy an
officer of that office and sent on a daily basis by mail to the originating customs office of
dispatch. During the relevant period, the Breclav-dalnice Customs Office received on a daily
basis an average of around 50 such Part 5 forms, relating to incoming traffic. witnessing the
termination of the relevant shipments. Among these Part 5 forms, 1, 778 confirmations were
received in respect of TCPs relating to the fraudulent CW A import!..
8 l. In order to monitor these incoming, "closed" TCPs against ''opened" TCPs, the Breclavh.e.d de!eg~te~! fo:.::· ~:.::;~cii&<i 0fticcr.:. i.u wurk witi1 uuiiti.Lmg anci
registering the status of TCPs.

dalnic~ Cuc:1nmc: 0ff!~~

82. The fact that all these copies ai·rived by mail, in envelopes originating from the Zlin
Customs Office (and occasionally from other customs offices) and that, therefore, the Part 5
forms with the "forged stamps" originated from the Zlln Customs Office establishes either
that customs officers at that customs office of destination were involved in the tax fraud or
that, as the Claimant believes, all the shipments have been duly presented.

83. Of course, if the customs office of destination had not mailed to the dispatch office any
Part 5 forms, confirming presentation of the goods at the inland customs office, that border
customs office - as the office responsible for discharging TCP operations - would have
intervened at an early stage and noted the traffic which was unaccounted for.
84. A computer printout of 27 May 1995 lists six open TCPs which shows that all the other
TCPs had been registered as discharged at the time by the Breclav"dalnice Customs Office on
the basis of Part 5 forms returned from the Zlfn Customs Office (and occasionally other inland
customs offices). Indeed, the printout provides proof that the Bfoclav"dalnice Customs Office
had received all of the Part 5 confirmations from essentially the Zlin Customs Office (with the
exception of four shipments). It is fully consistent with the fact that all TCPs have been
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dischm,ged (but six) and '.Vith the fact that the Bfoclav-dii.lnice Customs Office at no relevant
time initiated the statutorily required inquiry procedure.
··'85.-The c011tim1ous'smveillance and·,·oontTol of customs·operations·that"take place 011·11ational
territory is at all times -a fundamental 'function of'the customs administration .of any country.
On t11e occasion when a"TCP is issued by the border•customs office, in this case the Breclavdalnice Customs Office, a last date for =presentation of the goods at the customs office of
destination is stipulated. The closure of TCPs is monitored by the discharging office, i;e. the
customs office of dispatch, on a daily basis. According to the internal directives applicable at
the time, it was the duty of the customs office of dispatch to initiate -~ so..,called ·inquiry
procedure no later than 15 days after the last date of presentation had passed .for the particular
transit shipTI?ent ifno Part 5 (upper part) copy had ·been received. This inquiry procedure was
initiated by way of an inquiry ·letter.

(c) The alleged.forgery and.the implication of customs officials
86. The customs officials use specific stamps to con:frrm the authenticity of confirmations and
tO'·issue other statements made by the ·customs authorities.· Gfparticular relevance in -this case
a1'e the stamps affixed on the Part 5 slips in order to provide the haulier/driver with proof.that
goods have.been duly presented at the inland customs office and that, as a -consequence, the
liability of the hau]iers/ddvers for due performance of the forwarding of the shipment in the
. ·.,
customs transit regime has ended.
87. According to the rules in effect, each customs officer was assigned a specific stam_p'with
the individual sequential number for which the concerned individual had to sign and carry
responsibility.
-·-t·-•"• · · -·
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-8-8. The customs·stamp with the personal number 12 was assigned·to a customs officer at Zlin
, who, according to the Brno judgment in the Diesel case, stated
by the name of:
that he never used his stamp for stamping documents to confinn that certain goods imported
into the Czech Republic from abroad were cleared at customs. The question therefore arises as
to who used this stamp and for what purpose. and how and in what circumstances the theory
arose that the stamp was forged. It should also be explained why the stamps, whether
authentic or forged, were destroyed (if that is the case).
89. The other stamp with the personal number 21 was assigned to another customs officer at
·· who, according to the Bmo
the inland customs office in Zlfn by the name of:
judgment, stated that his superior provided him with documents that were stamped with a
forged stamp with the same number as the one assigned to him. One may ask oneself why the
law enforcement agencies were satisfied with this astounding allegation and who was the
himself did not
superior engaging in such pursuits. It is also rernai1cable that :
have any objection to someone using a forged stamp wifo the same number as the one
assigned to him.

90. Forensic examinations carried out by the Czech police authorities as to the authenticity of
the stamps used to confirm the prescribed presentation of goods at the customs office of
destination on the Part 5 slips concluded that the stamps, whfoh were subject to examination,
having the identification number "OJomouc C 1366, personal number 21 ", wlrn11 compared
with an imprint of a purportedly authentic stamp (Olomouc C 1373, personal number. 12),
revealed differences "in the external dimensions of the impressions of the stamps.". From this
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observation, the forensic experts concluded that the fo·st stamps were "forgeries". However,
this conclusion is, in the Claimant's view, wrong. FiI·stly, the observation has not been made
on the basis of the original stamps which, according to information from the CLtstoms
authorities, had been destroyed. Instead, the conclusion was based on imprints from the
stamps. It must be noted here that the stamps consist of natural rubber or an artificial resin,
which will vary in its dimensions depe11di11g on the ambient temperature, the pressure with
which the stamp is applied and the physical characteristics of the surface on which they are
applied.
91. But, more importantly, it is not clear what would have been the point of using "forged"
stamps. Final customs clearance did, after all, take place, excise taxes were calculated and
determined, and the entire case against each and all of the importers CWA et consorte.1· was
based on the fundamental premise that they managed to bring the shipments of oil products
through final customs clearance without providing secllr!ty for payment of excise taxes, let
alone making the requisite payments, None of the hallllers/drivers are accused of having
failed to present the transit goods at the inland customs offices in the materials belonging Lo
the prosecutions of
er consortes.
92. What is problematic with the hypothesis concel'l1ing ''forged stamps" is that these
allegations were formulated in 1995, while the associated forensic examinations (not of the
stamps, for some reason, but of the stamp imprints) did not take place until 1996 and 1998.
What is even more problematic is that a very large number of Part 5 slips relate to transit
opemtions which, also in the view of the Czech customs authorities, have been duly
terminated. These were provided with the same "forged" stamps.
93. The decision by the customs offices to raise guarantee claims against CARGO and some
of the hauliers/drivers was dictated by an effort on the par! of the customs authorities to cover
up fol' the fraud in which they had participated, a fraud by which the Czech treasury iias
incurred damages in an amount in excess of CZK 0.5 billion. If the customs authorities,
hypothetically, had not taken part in the sham, it would not have been necessary for them to
O,r.J!o.Ot,
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94. Czech customs officials must have been implicated in the tax fraud. In any event, the
contention of the customs autho!'ities that the shipments had not been presented at the inland
customs office cannot be correct. In all the 1,839 cases (irrespective of whether the importer
occasionally may have paid the ex.else taxes or not), the inland customs office assessed the
amount of excise taxes on the basis of .JCDs, payable by the various sham companies that
figure in the tax fraud and these figures have subsequently formed the basis for the public
prosecutot''s charges against the collaborators in the tax fraud.
95. From this follows that the hauliers/drivers must have presented the goods at the inland
customs office and, by so doing, caused the expiry of their (and CARGO's) guarantee
undertakings, because, if they had failed to do so, the customs authorities would not have
been able to calculate and determine the amounts of excise taxes payable on each shipment. It
is also a fact that the sham companies are accused of having removed the goods from customs
supervision. In fact, this was the entire case of the public prosecutor in the prosecutions of
· et consortes. This would not have been possible, if the hauliers/drivers had
already illegally removed the goods from customs supervision.
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96. But even if the customs authorities were innocent of any wrongdoing and simply the
victims of a major fraud, the Respondent would still carry responsibility under the CzechGerman BIT for what transpired. If these had been the facts of the case, it ,11,ould imply that
the ·customs· autborities·'hacl opted ·for ·a course- -of conduct .which ·consisted in· the illegal
enforcement of at least 1,245 guarantee claims against CARGO and a number of
hmiliers/drivers for purposes· of indemnifying themselves for damage caused to ·them by a
third, unrelated party.
1

(d) The consequenaesfot CARGO

97. The transiting of oil shipments from the Slovnaft refinery in Slovakia to the Czech
Republic were carried out on ·a routine basis essentially during ·the tjme period .June 1994 April -1995 in compliance with the customs -regulations. The CARGO office at the B:feclavdalnice border-crossing routinely and regularly prepared TCPs on behalf ofhauljers/drivers of
oil products, and it was routinely and regularly provided with the Part 5 slips from the
hauliers/drivers, returning from the customs office of destination (or foe place authorised by
the customs autho1;ities under the simplified customs procedure). There was, obviousJy, no
... ,reason for CARGO (o:r.tb~.individ~a:J. haµIii:?,r§/d!i".ers) to doubt that their obligation.to present
the shipments at the "customs office of destination" h-ad been duly ccimp11ed With and 'that
their potential liability under their guarantee undertakings ·had expired.
98. In respect of the 1,839 shipments of oil products, imported by CWA et conso1·tes, there
was, strictly speaking, no·question of "unlawful removal from customs supervision". There
was simply a situation ·where certain customs officials allowed the shipments, after properly
conducted customs clea~·ance proceedings, to be "released into free circulation", although
excise taxes had .11ot·bee11 paid nor security been posted. In all cases - except three of·a total
···number ·<'.lf ··1 '·-839 -··the-Eart-~5-·slip
~CAR:GG .. (as ·well···a:s-~t0 ..tl:J.e--0ri gina"Eina
. ·was··ret1:.1med·-t0
.
~
customs office of .dispatch, i.e. in these cases the Bfeclav-dalnice Customs Officev as a
confinnation of presentation of the shipments at the inland customs office. For more than a
year the Bfeclav-dalnice Customs Office also continuously received the larger portion of the
Part 5 slips, finally amounting to around 7,700 copies in total for 1994-1995 (not limited to
CWA-related shipments), without pretending that the stamps affixed on these confirmations
wer~ "forgeries". It was also notified of the closure of TCPs by way of the customs
authorities' computer intranet facility.
1

99. Not until much later- the first indications came from the Bfeclav-dalnice Customs Office
at the end of April 1995 - was there m1y indication that something in·egular was happening.
At that time ·CARGO was told by an officer at that "customs office of dispatch'i, that
shipments had not been presented at the inland customs offices (or any alternative, duly
approved location). In response, CARGO presented copies of the Part 5 slips, showing the
relevant customs stamps. When comparing the copies of the Part 5 slips filed with the
Bfoclav-dalnice Customs Office, it was possible to establisl1 that those stamps were identical
with the ones provided to CARGO, and that also the Breclav-da.Inice Customs Office had
accepted these as authentic confirmations and closed all the re]eyant TCPs. In response to this
observation, the customs authorities declared that the stamps were "forgeries'), however,
without proffering any explanation or supporting evidence for such an astounding proposition.

100. In the context of the first oral allegations that shipments forwarded in the customs transit
regime - even tbose having taken place .as early as 8-9 months earlier - had not bee11 duly
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presented at the inland customs offices (or altemative locations), the customs authorities also
initiated a practice of methodical harassment of hauliers/drivers being serviced by CARGO.
101, Apart from false guarantee claims which were sent to CARGO, there was a systematic
stoppage of hauliers not only at the Breclav-dalnice border crossing but also at other border
crossings (not only bordering on Slovakia) such as Mosty u .fablunkova, Hodonin,
Sudomerice, Mikulov, Cinovec, Folmava, Pomezf nad Ohr!, Rozvadov, Dubf, Brno, PrahaNupaky, Praha-Ruzyne, Ostrava and Cesky Tesin. These stoppages created in each instance
delays of three or four days, during which CAR GO had to undertake e1.'traordinary measures
to clear the shipments with the General Directorate of Customs by making direct solicitations
to
, who was the head of its legal department. The stoppages of shipments
at the border crossings we1·e linked to the trumped-up guarantee claims and would 11ot have
occurred but for the fact that the customs authorities elected to pursue such illegal guarantee
claims.

I 02. lnformatio11 about the singling out of CARGO for this discriminatory treatment or
shipments immediately spread among the hauliers involved in the international haulage
business into the Czech Republic. As a consequence, the pl'incipal business of CARGO, the
international forwarding and freight operations, went into steep decline. Business plummeted
from CZK 105 million (approximately EUR 3.7 million) in 1994 to a middling CZK 3 million
(approximately EUR I00,000) in l 995.
I 03. Up to the year 2000. there seemed to be prospects to rehabilitate CARGO to ensure its
survival. However, beginning in 1999 and picking up momentum in the year 2000, the
customs authorities embarked on the route of enforcement of customs decisions, impounding
CAR 00' s bank accounts and other assets. By impounding, during the period J 999-200 I. a
total amount somewhat in excess of CZK 45 million (approximately EUR 1.5 million), the
customs authorities totally paralysed CARGO 's entire operntions in the year :woo. /\. ftcr thn:
time, hopes were entertained by the Claimant tu rc::solve foe existing deadiocl<. by negotiations
with representatives of the Czech Ministry of Finance and other officials. However, this was
unsuccessful, and CARGO's bankruptcv could not be avoided
I 04. The customs authorities were fully aware that the false guarantee claims against CARGO
and certain hauliers/drivers lacked foundation. They were issued solely with the intent to
cover up the deficit, which had accumulated as a result of the endemic failure of the customs
authorities to collect excise taxes from CW A et consortes, the illegal scheme which the
customs authorities had lmowingly aided and abetted, In all these cases the customs
authorities falsely declared that the Czech state treasury had incurred losses because
shipments forwarded in the transit regime had not been presented at the customs offices of
final destination. However, the true cause of losses was that the customs authorities had
implicated themselves in the tax evasion scheme.
I05. CARGO ultimately, after many years, obtained the setting aside of all those impositions
in the Regional Court of Brno. However, no release of previously impounded property or
reimbursement of attached funds was effected by the customs authorities.
(e) No tax liahilit;11 in 1994-1995 when importing goods.from Slovakia

I 06. The term "customs debt" specified in Section 2(i) of the Customs Act, in its version
effective in 1994-1995, represented a duty to pay import customs duties only and no
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obligation to pay the corresponding excise taxes and VAT collected upon imp01t.
Accordingly, the Customs Act did not provide for tbe obligatio11 to pay excfae tax.es and VAT.
This tax liability was directly governed by the Excise Taxes Act and the VAT Act.
• • . ' •. ~·. ~ •••
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1 07. In accordance witb Section 55(3) of the Customs Act,. goods that were explidtly
designated as duty-free goods in international treaties (which applies to importing of goods
from Slovakia, with .which the .Czecb Republic had a customs union) we1te not subject to
import duties. As a result, a customs debt could not arise ·011 imp01ti11g goods from Slovakia to
Ythe··Czech Republic.

J:08. Both Section 5(J)(b) of the Excise Taxes Act and Section 43(2) of.tlrn VAT Act, which
were ·in effect at the relevant time, stipulated that, when 'importing goods to the Czech
Republic, a tax liability arose on· the day the·customs debt occurred. These provisions should
be ·interpreted as stipulating that the occurrence of a tax liability was materially conditional on
the occurrence of a customs debt (i.e. a tax liability could only arise wl1ere there was a
customs debt) as well as specifying the time on which a potentialtax liability-would ·arise. The·
interpretation that a tax liability represented an integral part of the customs debt, i; e. that a tax
.Ji ability arose .e:\~en .where goods .w.ere . not. liaqle to p:ust.qm.~, dutie.E!, :yanp9t _qe .?-ccqpt~d, as
such a conclusion cannot be inferred from the relevant tax legislation.. Only ·1ate~ -~n
(specifically in 1997) the relevant amendments to the legislation were approved, explicitly
determining the occurre11ce -of a tax liability on importation of duty..:free goods. This
amendment confirms the correctness of the interpretation, according to which a tax liability in
1994-1995 under the given circumstances did ·not arise.

109. In addition, it should also be noted that ·both the Excise Taxes Act and the VAT Act
covered the import of goods as a taxable event in provisions preceding the provisions on the
0ccurrence·0f.a ·tax liability.-(s1:1ch . as Secti0n ·4(1} 0f.the -Excise Taxes AGt .or S~Gtion--l-of .the
VAT Act). It should be ·inferred from these provisions that .a tax liability was conditi anal on
the occurrence of a customs debt. Neither the Excise Taxes Act nor the VAT Act provided for
the occurrence of a tax liabiHty when importing goods that were duty-free in accordance·with
international treaties (such as the treaty on the establishment of the customs ·unioff.'between
the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic). Whe11 interpreting Section ·5(1)(b) of the
Excise Taxes Act and Section 43(2) of the VAT Act, it must be concluded that neither excise
duty nor VAT could have been assessed on importing goods from Slovakia in 1994-J 995 and,
as a result, tax liability could not have arisen under the legislation effective at that time.
Consequently, as the tax liability did not arise, the Claimant's guarantee relating to this
liability could not have been claimed.
110. Another important fact to consider is that the Customs Act at that time clearly
determined the method by which a procedure with conditional exemptfon from customs duties
(in this particular case a transit procedure under Section l33(l)(a) of the Customs Act) could
be terminated. The Customs Act provided that this procedure was deemed terminated 011 the
moment the goods conce111ed were assigned another customs-approved procedure. If, in the
present case, the goods that were released for a transit procedure by the Breclav-dalnice
Customs Office were not assigned another customs-approved procedure, these goods were not
released for any other customs procedure.
111. In co1111ecti011 with this, it seems crucial that, under the Excise Taxes Act and the VAT
Act effective in 1994-J 995, goods liable to tax were only the goods liable to customs du.ti es
and that imp01tation of goods was understood .to be, only and exclusively, the release of.goods
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for procedures specified in the law, in particular the release of goods for free circulation, the
release of goods for inward processing and the release of goods for temporary use. Moreover,
these acts did not include any provisions which would consider the removal of goods from
customs supervision as an import of goods. Nor did they refer to the relevant provisions of
Section 240 of the Customs Act.
112. This means that, in accordance with the Excise Taxes Act and the VAT Act as well as
general constitutional principles, a tax liabilit·y occurred only where goods were released for
specific procedures and could not have occurred in other instances. This interpretation is also
supported by the fact that only by Act No. 208/1997 with effect from 1 January 1998 Section
43(2) of the VAT Act was amended to stipulate that import VAT liability also arises upon the
breach of conditions stipulated for the customs procedure under which the goods are placed
under customs supervision. Before this date the occurrence of VAT liability on the import of'
goods was exclusively bound, from both material and time perspective, upon the occurrence
of a customs debt. If this legislative amendment was aimed at extending the tax liability (the
fact that the amendment was aimed at extending the tax liability was explicitly confirmed by
the wording of the explanatory report of the Act amending the VAT Act), it is obvious that,
before the amendment became effective, VAT liability could not arise where no import as
defined by the VAT Act took place.
113, Consequently, when the goods Lmder the transit procedure were removed from customs
supervision, they were not released for free circL1lation (as the customs declaration for the
release of goods for free circulation was not accepted) nor were they imported as defined in
the Excise Taxes Act and the VAT Act. In such a case, a tax liability could not have occurred
as the liability was exclusively connected with importation of goods, and only imporLed goods
were liable to customs duties.

I 14. The fact that, despite the said facts, customs authorities assessed tax on imports from
Slovakia implies that they fundamentaiiy breached the Const1tut1on of the Czech Republic
and the Chm·ter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms. Section 2(3) of the Constitution states
that state authority may only he exerc19eid in the cases. t0 the extent ~md b~1 p!'oce~!.!:-e: :-::::~ ~:.;:
by the law. Section 4( I) of the Charter provides that duties can be imposed only under the law
and within its limits and only in compliance with fundamental rights and freedoms. SecLion
11 (5) of the Charter states that tax.es and charges can only be imposed under the law.
(f) The cust()mS <~ffi.ces not authorised to assess and collect taxes

I 15. A further fundamental problem for the resolution of the whole case is whether the customs
office was entitled at all in I 994-1995 to assess and collect excise tax and VAT on the relevan!
imports, i.e. whether it was within their substantive authority to take such decisions.
116. Section 3(2)(a) of the Customs Act provided that customs authorities also perform
administration of excise tax and value added tax collected "upon import" and this provision
was specified in Section l l(I)(b) in such a manner that this administration, i.e. the assessment
and collection of such taxes upon import, is performed by customs authorities. The Customs
Act did not define the term "import" in more detail.

117. Section 2(e) of the Act on Excise Taxes stated that customs authorities were entrusted
with the function of tax administrator in respect of "imports". In other cases the tax
administrator was the relevant regional revenue authority. The VAT Act contained a similar
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provisio11 and in Sectfon 2(2)(i) stated that customs authorities were the tax administrator only
i11 connection witl1 "imports" and ·that in other cases the tax administrator was the relevant
regional revenue authority.
.. ; .:

~

..

"

1J 8, The Act.on Excise Taxes defined.the term "import''. At the decisjve time,.i.e. in 1994, the
term "import" was defined in Section 2(d) of this Act in sucJ1 a manner that import was
understood to be .only the-release of selected products into free circulation, with reference to
Section 128 .et seq. of the Customs Act, 0r into the regime of active treatment contact fo the
return ·system, with reference to Section 16.3 et seq. of the Customs Act. The Act on Excise
Taxes did not consider anything else to .be imports.
119. The VAT Act defined the term import slightly differently, but according to this definition
it was not possible to regard any entry of goods into the Czech Republic as an import.
According to Section 43(1) only imported goods were subject to tax, whereas import was
understood to only concern goods released into the following regimes:
(a) free circulation regime-reference to Sections 128 to 132 ofthe·Customs Act,
:·Gb).active.treatment.contact1:egime-in,return-system.(EU.terminology: inward.processing.relief)
-reference·to Sections 163 to 178 of the Customs Act,
(c) .imported back into free circulation from the passive treatment contact regime (EU
terminology: .outward.processing:relief) - reference to Sections 197 to 213 of the Customs
Act,

·.i

·•

(d) temporary use (EU terminology: temporary import) - reference to Sections 238 to 253 of
the Customs Act.
120. This indicates that, ill addW011 to what was specified in the Act on Excise Taxes, the VAT
Act ..regar.ded as impor.:ts .. only . releases ...into _free .. cii:culation .during re-import ..frnm-·•passi:ve
treatment contact regime and release into temporary use regime.
121. Accordi:qg to the payment assessments issued by the Breclav-dalnice Customs Office, the
customs debt arose in accordance with Section 240, and did not arise upon release into the free
circulation regime, or the active treatment contact regime in the return system, or the temporary
use regime, or release into the free circulati0n regime upon re-import of goods upon the
termination of the passive treatment contact regime, so, according to both tax acts, it was not
an import but a transit. As customs authorities were the administrators of such taxes only iu
connection with imports, the Bfeclav-dalnice Customs Office was not the administrator of such
taxes, i.e. it was not materially competent to assess and collect such taxes. The assessment and
collection of such taxes in these cases was withi11 the power of the relevant revenue authority.
The payment orders, which are individual administrative acts, suffer from ? fundamental and
inherent defect, since they were issued by a customs office that was not materially entitled to
issue them.
122. The Customs Act, the Excise· Taxes Act and the VAT Act, in their versions effective in
1994-1995, stipulated that at import of goods the customs authority shall be responsible for the
administration of the excise taxes a11d import VAT. As a result, the answer to the question
whether the Customs Office was authorised to assess the excise tax and VAT depends 011
whether in the relevant case import of goods was realised or not. There was no specific
definition of the term "import" in the Customs Act. The term was defined for the purpose of
the Excise Taxes Act and the VAT Act in Section 2(e) of the Excise Taxes Act and Sectio11
43(1) ofthe VAT Act. .
)
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123. Consequently, the given case did not concern import as defined in the t·espective tax
regulations since the goods were not released for free circulation. It follows that the customs
authorities did not have subject"matter jurisdiction for assessment and enforcement of tax
liabilities under the valid legal regulations, i.e. they were not the "tax administrator".
124. As in the relevant cases the taxes were assessed by a customs office, without the law
giving it the authority to do so, this procedure fundamentally breached the Constitution of the
Czech Republic and the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, which provide that
state power can be applied in the cases, within the limits and in the manners stipulated by the
Jaw. In contrast to this, individuals and legal entities can do what is not prohibited by the law,
and nobody can be forced to do what is not imposed by law.

(g) Void admini.~trative acts
125. Legal theory distinguishes between defective administrative acts that are unlawrul or
materially incor1·ect 1 formally defective acts and void administrative acts. There is a
presumption of corl'ectness for unlawful or materially incorrect administrative acts and
formally defective administrative acts. These acts are regarded as free of erro1·, unless the
opposite is found officially (by an administrative body or a court), l.e. until they are changed
or cancelled by the relevant administmtive body or cout'L. These defective administrative acts
should be distinguished from cases of nullity (voidness, 11011"existence). Nullity occurs when
defects reach such a level that it is no longer possible to regard them as administrative acts,
and where such activity is not regarded as authoritative administrative activity, such acts do
not bind anybody and nobody is Lmder an obligation to comply with them. Nullity is usually
caused by an absolute lack of material jurisdiction of the administrative body that issued the
relevant act.
126. Since it is not possible in this case, in view of the definition of "impor!" in the Act
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Excise Taxes and the VAT Act, to speak about the import of goods and the customs office
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collect the taxes, it is necessary to regard all payment assessments, and also related decisions
of the customs directorate, as bad acts (void, null acts), and therefore as acts which do 1101
produce the effects intended by them. Such acts cannot be regarded as administrative acts and
are not binding. All legal acts by the customs office which were based on such bad acts arc
therefore unlawful.
(Ii) Guaranteef<Jr the customs debt in the guarantee certificate

127. According to the guarantee certificates, CARGO provided a guarantee for the securing of
the customs debt and undertook. to settle the guaranteed amount of the debt jointly and
severally with the debtor.
128. Since the definition of the term "customs debt" in Section 2(i) of the Customs Act, in its
version effective in I 994" I 995, included only an obligation to pay import customs duty and
not an obligation to pay excise tax and VAT, it is necessary to infer that CARGO only
provided a guarantee for the payment of the customs duty and not for the payment of excise
tax and VAT by the debtor in the guarantee certificate.
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129. Subject to evaluation from a legal perspective should also be the issue \li'hat was the
actual ·will of the parties in respect of the extent of the guarantee, 'vhether it was intended only
to include the customs duty payment or whether it also related to pE!.yment of tax liabilities. In
... ithis,,r.espect.it -is.mecessary to infer that if.it was.not.the will. of.the par.ties . aJso .to securerthe.rtax
liabilities of the. primary debtor ·by the relevant guarantee certificate> then the customs
authol'it)"wa:s ·not entitled· to assert the .guarantee in this relation. The Claimant submits that
CARGO' s 'Will in respect of the ·extent of the guarantee covered only securing of the customs
duty payment, if any. · ·
(i) Liabilif;J! :of the drivers for th.eicustoms debt
130. The customs authorities evaluated the facts .of the case in question as .illegal removal of
goods from customs supervision and> in accordance with Section 240(3) of the· Customs Act)
they declared CWA and the customs declarants as debtors in relation to the customs debt.

'131. No guarantee for a customs debt could have been claimed from CARGO as no customs
debt in connection :with removal of goods from customs supervision arose for.the drivers who
as c~s.!om.s declarants in the ~·elevant customs proce.edjtl.gs an~ for whom CARGO
provjded a guarantee.
..
.~cted

132. From decisions of the Constitutional Court it appears as follows:

(a:) In cases where the .driver is formally stated in a customs declaration as the :customs
declarant it cannot be automatically inferred that this person really is the customs decJarant,.as
in some cases the driver acts on behalf of his employer on the basis of a power of att0rney.
When investigating wl1ether the driver actually is the customs declarant, all relevant means of
.e:v..klence.must be conside1:ed.
(b) The obligation of the driver to pay the customs debt-cannot be imposed automatically and
based only on a formal application of the appropriate provisions of the· Customs Act to the
data and information included in ·the customs declaration, if the circumstances indicate that
someone else might have committed an unlawful action resulting in failure to deliver the
goods to the customs office of destination.
- who was found guilty of tax
133. As the criminal proceedings in the case of
evasion i11 connection with the respective diesel oil imports from Slovakia was not closed
until many years after the final and conclusive decisions on the liability of the drivers for the
customs debt had been issued, it is obvious that the customs authorities based their decisions
in all cases on insufficiently investigated facts as they had not reflected the findings resulting
from the conclusions of the investigating, prosecuting and adjudicating ·bodies. This was
·
(or CWA, the company controlled by him)
especially so in a situation where
was subseg1:1ently declared by the criminal court as the sole debtor in connection with the
relevant taxes. The decisions on the liabnity of the drivers for the customs debt must thus be
considered unlawful.
134. If the customs authorities of the Czech Republic asserted the claims against CARGO
based on unlawful decisions to impose the obligation to settle the customs debt on persons to
whom the guarantee of CARGO related, then asserting the claims against CARGO to meet
this guarantee must also be considered unlawful.
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0) Absence of CARGO in the customs proceedings with t/t.e drivers

135. In the period between I January 1993 and 30 .lune 1997, in compliance with Sectio11 320
of the Customs Act (in the version then effective), the Act No. 71/1967 011 Administrative
Procedure (in the version then effective) was to be applied to proceedings before customs
authorities in so far as the Customs Act did not contain special rules. The relevant issues
included the specification of the basic rules of the proceedings, the definition of the
participants to the proceedings and their procedural rights and obligations.
136. The basic rules of the proceedings included the duty of the administrative body to
proceed in close cooperation with citizens and organisations (i.e. with natural persons and
legal entities) and to give them the opportunity to defend their rights and interests in an
effective manner (Section 3(2) of the Administrative Procedure Act).
13 7. Section 14( I) of the Administrative Procedure Act defined "participant in the
proceedings" as a person whose rights, interests protected by the law and obligations shall be
su~ject to hearing in the pl'Oceedings 01· whose rights, interests protected by the law and
obligations may be directly affected in the p1·oceedings. Further a participant was also a
person/entity who/which claimed that he or it could be directly affected in his or its rights.
legal intet'ests or obi igations by the decision.
138. The procedural rights of the participants in the proceedings were reflected in the
obligation of the administrative body to give the participants an opportunity to provide their
opinion on the underlying facts of the decision as well as the manner in which they have been
identified or, if appropriate, to propose other facts to be added to the existing underlying facts
(Section 33(2) of the Administrative Procedure Act).
I ~q The c;;upreme Adminic;trativP

r.011r1

has staled (case no.

7A

I 12/2002. ruline nf'

14

1'-iovember ;W03J that the purpose of Section 33(2; of Lhe Ac.lministraLive Procetlun: A<.:t i~ tu
enable a party to proceedings to be able, ''before a decision is issued", to make objections or
p1·oc~d1m~I requests sn as l'n ensure. inter alia. that the decision i.c: genuinely hased ~!'! ::
reliably ascertained state of affairs.
140. The Constitutional Court has stated (ruling fl. US 329/04 of 3 March 2005) that "fiJt is a
breach of the principle of the rule of law, which is anchored in Section l of the Constitution of
the Czech Republic and the right to court protection and judicial review, protected by Section
36(1) and (2) of the Charter [of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms], if an administrative body
does not give a complainant the option of expressing its opinion on the source documents for
the ruling and the method in which they were ascertained in accordance with Section 33(2) of
the Administrative Procedure Act, and the court, as a part of its review of administrative
decisions, did not have regard to such circumstance''. The procedure of the Respondent and
the Czech Customs Directorate is in direct conflict with this case-law. It was only from the
second instance decision of the Customs Directorate Brno (and before that from the District
Customs Office in Breclav) that CARGO learned that a customs debt was to arise under
Section 240(1) of the Customs Act, i.e. because the goods were unlawfully removed from
customs supervision, and the declarant was designated the debtor under Section 240(3)(d),
because it did not meet its obligation under the trnnsit regime.
141. Based on the guarantee certificates concerned, issued for the purpose of securing the
customs debt of the customs declarants, CARGO took over the guarantee for any customs
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debt that arose for the customs declarants from the transactions co11cerned. The decision in
which the-customs debt was assessed to the individual customs declarants l1ad a direct impact
on the. substanti;ve position of CARGO as its obligation as guarantor was activated by this
· decisiom~'O~RG0 was ·therefore, .according to Bectfom-.J.4(.1.j .. of.tfae Administrativ..e Proc~dure
Act, a participant in the customs proceedings in which ;the customs de0t of the customs
dec]arants was assessed and was entitled to use the procedural rights provided by the
Administrative Pr0cedure Act.
142. Since the customs .authorities did ·not ·deal with ··CARGO as a participant in .the
proceedings regarding the assessment of the customs debt of the declarants, they did i1ot
provide CARGO with an opportunity to express its opinion on the fac~s underlying· these
decisions and on the manner they 'had .been established and, in general,· did not proceed in
close cooperation with CARGO during ·the proceedings. Consequently, the .decisions on
assessment of the customs debt·to the customs declarants were-based on material pr0ceduraJ
errors.
143. CARGO did not get the opportunity to defend itS rights .and interests •in an effective
·manner;· which . resulted· not -only -in---a -br.each ,of tbe .. .Administrativ;e Procedure .AcLbut
primarily also in a breach of the fundamental constitutional right of CARGO to a due process
according to Section 38 (2) ofthe.-Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms.
144. When CARGO was not invited to participate in the -administrative proceedings.;and=;was
not informed about any auditing acts of the customs authorities, including examinations on
site, examinations of witnesses, etc., and when it was not ·given the qpportunity .t0 gi:ve its
opinion on this procedure and to propose supplementary means of evidence,. this was . a,very
serious breach of its procedural rights, and the manner in whic11 the customs authorities
-..pwceeded"'towarcls·•GA*GG-when ....assessing-aBd--eF.lfon:cing. :the. guarante.e. Jiabilities . . must..,be
considered unlawful' and ·unconstitutional.
(le) Time bar
145. At the time when the alleged customs debt arose, i.e. in 1994-1995, no time-limits for
customs debt assessment were set out in the Customs Act.
146. Since at the relevant time no time-limit was defined in the law, it could be argued that no
time-limit at all applied to the assessment of the guarantor's customs debts. However, such
interpretation, taking into account the elementary principles of a democratic state respecting
the ru1e of law, is not permissible.
147. It is therefore necessary to find an interpretatio11 that would be in conformity with the
Constitution. The only solution consistent with the Constitution is to apply the ·provisions of
other regulations that govern time-limits for assessment, despite the fact that the Customs Act
did J1ot explicitly refer to them. Such regL1latio11s include Section 47 of the Act on tbe
Administration of Taxes and Fees and Section 4 of the Act on tbe Tax System, which provide
for the same three year time-limit. If, within this three year time-limit, an act is made to assess
tax, the three year time-limit starts running again from the end of the calendar year in which
the taxpayer was informed accordingly. Each of the said pro-visions has a rather different
wording, but the basic facts such as the ru]es for the running and tbe length of the time-limit
for tax assessment are consistent.
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148. It should be noted that Czech courts have fully resolved the issue concerning the nature
of the decision on the obligation to settle the guaranteed customs debt and the determination
of legal regulations under which, in this particular case, the running and the length of the
time-limit for asserting claims towards the guarantor in connection with the guarantee for the
customs debt should be considered.

I 49. The act under which the guarantor is invited to settle the customs debt for the debtor
represents, in terms of the relevant case-law, a decision under the substantive law,
determining the amount of the customs debt to be settled by the guarantor.

150. In the period from 1 July 1997 to 30 .lune 2002 customs authorities issued a notice to the
guarantor requiring payment of outstanding amounts pursuant to Section 73(1) of the Act on
Administration of Taxes, while i11 the period from I .July 2002, pursuant to a new provision in
the Customs Act, customs authorities issued payment assessments, i.e. decisions determining
customs and taxes to the guarantor. As the appl'oach to notifying the gua1·antor about the
payment duty changed over time, the court decisions contain inconsistent terminology ror the
tax administrator's act. through which the guarantor is invited to settle a customs debt on
behalf of the debtor and references to differe11t provisions of tax or customs legislation.
However, this does not affect the substance and the nature of the customs authorities' act
through which claims from the customs guarantee have consistently been raised against the
guarantor. Taking this into co11sideratio11, the pl'inciples contained in the court decisions
should be fully applicable to the present case.
151. The proceedings are regarded as assessment proceedings in relation to the guarantor and
during such proceedings the guarantor's payment obligation, including reasons and amount, is
assessed for the first time. Accordingly, the decision must be delivered to the guarantor within
the time"limits determined for assessing the duty, i.e. within the three year lapse period, not
within the time-limit for recoverin&- oulsta11tling customs duties. If no decision is issued bv the
customs authority within this time-l1m1t, the right to demand the guaranteed amount ceases lo
exist.
152. The six year time-limit laid down in Section 282 (I) of the Customs Act should not be
applied. This has been rejected repeatedly and explicitly by the Supreme Administrative Court
and the Constitutional CourL. In accordance with the rnlevan1 casewlaw, such application
would infringe the rights of a guarantor in an unacceptable and unconstitutional manner.

153. In order to preserve the time"limit for tax assessment, it is necessary that tax is assessed

finally and conclusively. Afi:er the end of the lapse period, the right to assess tax ceases to
exist. If a decision on tax assessment is made after the end of the lapse period, such decision
shall be regarded as unlawful and it is the official obligation of each public authority (i.e.
administrative authorities and courts) to consider this unlawfulness ex officio.

154. A decision of the Supreme Administrative Court (No. I Afs 15/2009-105 of 19 February
2009) points out that the stated elements can be inferred from Czech legislation and should
also be considered as legal standards and principles valid in an international context. The
Supreme Administrative Court's decision contains the foilowing legal conclusions:
(a) The interventions of a public authority in the private sector are significantly restricted by
the running of time. If the law tends to create a special group of state receivables that are not
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sul<ject to any time limhation, the legal certainty of those addressed by the legislation is
threatened (Section 1(1) ofthe·Constitution).
·(b) .,·f.Jlhe ..purpc:ise · of.. :appJy.ing the time .bar is ..t0 .. enhance" .the Jygal .:certaint~L._o.f those
participating in legal relations, stimulating creditors (regardless of whether jt c.oncerns a
private or a public entity) to -assert -their rights ·within the ·reguired time period.. For ·a public
authority's claims, the time bar reduces the possibility of wilfully intervening in the legal
rights of indhiiduals and legal entities.
(c)-Since the Customs Act did ·ndt determine.the lapse pe11i0d .for customs assessment and with
respect'to Section 320(b) of the· Customs Act, ifls necessary to fol.Jow Sectien 4(29.of Aot No.
'2"12/1992 on ·the Tax System, according -to which tax can neither be assessed, nor be
recovered, after a period of three years from the end of the calendar year i11 ·which the
taxpayer or a ·person responsible for the tax must fi]e a tax return or in which the debtor is
liable to withhold tax or make a relevant tax prepayment.
155. Consequently, the time-limit within which customs authorities were -entitJed to issue a
o:ri th~. obligation. to St;?tt1e the ..g_llaranteed customs debt incurred
in 1994-1995, expired after three years as from the end of the. year in which the.oustoms:."cteht
arose. As during this time-limit customs authorities took 1rn measures to assess the guaranteed
customs ·debt, the time.:.limit expired on 31 'December '1997. As final and conclusive deciSions
on the duty to settle the guaranteed amount of. the customs debt were issued after the.iend of
the time-limit, such decisions are unlawful and public authorities were obliged to consider this
un1awfl.11ness automatically as part of their official duties. Even if a tax liability-had arisen in
this case, together with the guarantor's liability, the customs authorities would n0t have;been
entitled to claim the guarantees ·considering the expiry ofthe lapse period.
..
finaLand··c.cinClu.~iive :clecisio.n

(l) Application ojtheprinci;Jles qfinterpretation in_favour ofthe Claimant
156. The legislative situation regarding the excise taxes and the VAT was thus inconsistent in
the years ·in question and no clear cohesion existed ·among the ·indhridua1 public law
provisions in this area. The terms establishing the tax liability were not laid down
unambiguously and there were numerous loopholes ii1 the legislation which allowed an
arbitrary interpretation of the relevant provisions by the Czech authorities.
157. In this connection, it is necessary to concentrate 011 two fundamental principles, which
are a permanent part of the constitutional order of the Czech Republic and are aimed at
protecting those persons or entities towards which state power is exercised. First, the in dubio
mitius principle creates an obligation for the public authorities, when the legislation is
ambiguous, to opt for an interpretation of the law favourable to the individual. Secondly, the
legality principle indicates that state power may be exeroised only in cases, withh1 the limits
and in the manner stipulated by the law. As the Constitutional Court has stated on many
occasions, these principles at1d the fundamental rights of the participants to the proceedings
derived from these principles apply especially in relation to the administration of taxes and
customs duties.
158. It follows from these principles that, where there are two possible interpretations of tax
law leading to different results, it is necessary to apply the inte1pretatio11 which is more
favourable to the taxpayer, i.e. the interpretation which affects the taxpayer's property to a
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lesser degree. Moreover, in the present case the problem was not two conflicting
interp!'etations of tax law but the absence of legislation providing for tax I iability.
159. Based on these principles it is evident that 1 if the tax legislation did not explicitly and
unambiguously provide for the occurrence of tax liability, the governmental authorities were
not entitled to raise any claims against the taxpayer or its guarantor.
(m} The ()bfigation not to expropriate
160. Article 4(2) of the BIT includes a broad provision on expropriation. It does not require
that actual expropriation occur, merely measures "tantamount - - - to expropriation", which
sometimes are referred to as •'indi!'ect'' or "de facto " expropriation. Such expropriations rnay
be deemed to have occurred regardless of whether the state 11tukes" or trnnsfe1·s legal title w
the i11vestme11t. It is also immaterial whether the state itself economically benefits from iti;
actions.

161, Ii is also generally recognised that expropriation does not necessarily result from a single
act of the state. It could result from a series of acts1 eventually !'esulting in expropriation. This
situatio11 is known as "creeping" expropriation or "constructlve 11 expropriation.
162. It is a well established principle that state interference with an investor's use of property
should be deemed actionable regardless of the form that the interference takes.

l 63. The conduct pursued by the Respondent does not constitute an expropriation, but it ii-; "a
measure the effects of which [are] tantamount to expropriation or nationalisation''. The
conduct amounting to such a breach consists in the failure of the Czech prosecution to
conduct any examination into the role of the customs authorities in the tax fraud - which
cnuld easily have heen established at the time hy means of even a summary investigation a11cJ Lhd1 pursuance::, wiLhuuL iegal jusLificaLion, uf CARGO and other persons with a vicv.· LO
collecting the resultant shortfall of excise tax and VAT to the Czech treasury. Specifically, the
orosecution could easilv have established that transit shinments had heen rhilv fl('('n!m1·erl f"!'
at the BreclavNdalnice Customs Office and discharged on the basis of intemally routed
customs docume11ts. The Respondent's manifest failure to take any such action but instead. on
a massive scale, pursue collection measures against CARGO and a large number of
hauliers/drivers constitutes acts having the effect of expropriation.
"

(n) The obligation

..

<~ffair

•

ti

and equitable treatment

164. Article 2(1) of the BIT further provides that investments are to be ensured "fair and
equitable treatment".
J 65.

The broad concept of fair and equitable treatment imposes obligations beyond customary
international requirements of good faith treatment. The BIT makes this plain by separating the
requirement of fair and equitable treatment in Article 3(1) from the obligation to adhere to
"obligations under international Jaw" in Article 7. The obligation of fair and equitable
treatment is a specific provision that may prohibit actions that would otherwise be legal under
both domestic and international law.
166. In the present case, the BIT standard is not in any way qualified. It should therefore be
interpreted broadly enough to translate into real and effective protection of the type that
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would encourage investors to participate .in the economy of the host state. In this regard the
BIT preamble makes it clear that the parties are "intending to create favourable conditions for
reciprocal investments". Moreover, Article 2 of the BIT provides that "[e]ach Contracting
·.Panty ·shall in .its ...terdtory promote ·as ..far .as .possible in:vestments oi>in:vestors of the .other
Contracting Party'~. Therefore, fair .and equitable treatment should be understood to ·be
·treatment·in an even-'handed andjust:manner, conducive to fostering the promotion ·<::if foreign
.jnvestment.
l 67. This requires, as a most basic requirement, that the investor wiIJ nG>t suffer .the
consequences of corruptpractices in.·any branc11 of government administration nor the adverse
·effects· of governance -dysfupcti onalit)L .It ·.falls "Squarely ·within the legitimate ex:pectati ons of
the investor that, fodnstartce, a customs administration exercises reasonably efficient control
of movement of goods over national boundaries in order to ensure that investors are not
exposed to entirely uncontrollable and incalculable business risks in ar+~' administrative
environment.-

J 68. CARGO did not benefit from a fair·and equitable treatment, since·the guarantees;.issued
by CARGO were enforced without a legal basis, and the legal remedies at CARGO's disposal
inadequate'.. it
be pdintea out that :untiJ 1 January-2003 ·the ·Czech Republic 'lacked
a Supreme Administrative Court which meant that the judicial protection in administrative
matters, including customs matters, was clearly insufficient.
}·
..

were.

should

;

(o) The obligation not to impair the enjoyment o.f'investments by arhitrmJi or discriminator.Ji
measures
169. Article 2(2) of the BIT similarly provides that a state shall not "in any way impair by
arbitrary .or discriminatoq1 .measur.es the management, maintenance, .use or .enj.o;y.ment . of
investments".
. : ,·.

170. The arbitrary or discriminatory measures are listed as alternatives in the BIT and,
therefore, it is sufficient 'that a measure is either arbitrary or .discriminatory to constitute a
breach of the treaty.
171. As to discriminatory measures it is submitted that the definition of this notion is to be
found in the BIT itself, where it is stated in Article 3(1) and (2) that neither Contracting Party
shall subject investments or investors to Jess favourable treatment than it accords to
"investments of its own investors or to investme11ts of investors of a11y third state".

172. Tl1e obligation not to impair the enjoyment of investments by arbitrary or discriminatory
measures is intimately related to the fair a21d equitable standard of protection. fo the present
case, the Czech prosecution authorities behaved in an arbitrary manner by failing to
investigate the circumstances that Jed to the failure of the customs authorities to ensure
payment of at Jeast 1,861 transit shipments of a total of 2,054 involved in tax fraud. The
conduct was also discr.iminatory in that the Respondent failed to pursue claims against the
primarily responsible party for can-ying out the tax fraud - CWA and its owner - and instead
targeted its efforts 011 innocent bystanders.
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(p) The obligation to pro11ide investments with .full protection and security

I 73. Article 2(3) of the BIT further requires that "[i]11vestme11ts and revenue arising hereof
and in the event of their re"invest111e11t such revenue shall enjoy full protection", and ALticle
4( I) of the BIT provides that "[i]nvestments by investors of either Contracting Party shall
enjoy full protection and security in the territory of the other Contracting Party". Under these
provisions each state is required to take all steps necessary to protect investments, regardless
of whether its domestic law requires or provides a mechanism for it to do so, and regardless of
whether the threat to the investment arises from the state's own actions or from the actions of
private individuals or others. The obligation extends beyond an obligation to protect physical
property and includes the obligation to protect the legal security of investments. It means that
the state must exercise reasonable due diligence to protect foreign investments.

174. The Respondent's conduct also breaches the standard of full protection. While this
standard has been used predominantly in the context of physical protection, it has also been
extended to the duty to protect an investor from claims pursued by state organs which have
not been properly vetted for their legal justification.
(q) The obligation <~(treatment in ac.c()rt/ance with staJZdards <d'bzternati<ma/ law

175. Article 7( I) of the BfT contains a broad provision requiring the contrncting parties to
treat investments at least as well as required by "obligations under international law existing
at present or established hereafter between the Contracting Parties - - - whether general or
specific''. Thus, in addition to all obligations under treaties or otherwise, general principles of'
international law require host states to provide a certain minimum protection to international
investments.

176. It is universally accepted that the minimum protection afforded investors undN
international law genernlly inr~li1rll:'c:;, hut !.c: not limited ta, rcquiicmcnts of due.: 1.mi~e:-;:,,

transparency, obligations of natural justice, exercise of good faith, clue diligence and fair
dealing, and the protection of economic rights. The Respondent has failed in v.!I these ?'eE:pect:~
iii relm.iun Lo the Cia1mant ·s investment.
(r) Breaches of the BIT

177. The Czech Rept1bllc's breach of its international obligations under the Czech-German
BfT consists of the following elements:

(a) the imposition of illegal guarantee claims leading to the destruction of the Claimant's
investment in the Czech Republic caused by a tax fraud made possible by the complicity of
public officials or by failure to provide a functional customs administration as regards
supervision and control,
(b) imposition of illegal guarantee claims on hauliers/drivers - and, hence, on CARGO without providing the primarily indebted persons with protection of their fundamental rights
of due process in respect of matters relevant to Section 240(3) (a) and (b) of the Customs Act,
(c) failure to heed domestic court decisions by enforcing guarantee claims in cases not yet set
aside by a Czech court in the presence of analogous cases which have been set aside, and
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(d) enforcing guarantee claims for m~paid excise .taxes and VAT on the basis of CARGO' s
guarantee undertaldng, covering "customs debt" only.

17-8. The Respondent's breach of international law consists of the prosecution of illegal
·claims, whioh ultimately destroyed .the Clriimant' s investment in the Czech Republic. In all
the relevant 1;245 cases, .the.shipments forwarded tinder the customs transit regime had .been
duly terminated pursuant to. 'Section :140(2) of the Customs Act. Additionally, the
hauUers/drivers had·"been pro:\dded with pr0of to such .effect. finalisation of the transit
operations had. also ·been reported ·to the relevant customs office: of;dispatch, .:B:reclav..,dahiice,
and had been duly entered into the computer records of the customs authorities.
179. A ·guarantee .·undertaking under the C.ustoms Act at the ·time .constituted .Jiability in
respect of.a '\customs debt" on'ly, .while ·excise .taxes and VAT did not qualify as "customs
debt"..in the·meaning of.the law.
180. Irrespective of the fact that-shipments in the transit regime were actually presented.at-the
relevant inland customs locations, all the guarantee claims·. directed.against· CARGO ·(and :the
-"hauliers/drivers} -we:r:e .illegal. ·in .. a:u. cir.cumstances; A .person .can . be . declared ..liable ..for .a
·~customs debt" as .defined .in the ,Customs Act only if he is found guilty of "the unlav.ifu1
removal from customs supervision of goods subject to imp0rt duty". However, the excise
taxes which are of relevance in the present case, i.e. consumption tax and VAT, do not
constitute a "customs debt" in the meaning-of the Customs Act as then in effect.
' ·~·: . .

181. The guarantee claims were therefore lacking a legal basis, and their enforcement
amounts h1 its own right to a breach of international law.
·-1-82. ·lt··sh0u1d -he ··netecl -that-the··Gust0ms A0t--was ·amended in this ·respeot-..hy·:Aot-·No.
113/1997, which entered into effect on 1 July 199.7. At that time a new provision was added in
the form of Section 323 of the Customs Act, which provided that "customs duty" should
include taxes and fees collected during import and export. This is confirmed by the Czech
Ombudsman who pointed out that 011 this matter "it is necessary to proceed from what the
legislator stated .in the Act and not from what the legislator did not embody in the Act».
183. There can be no doubt that the treatment to which the Claimant's investment in the
·Czech Republic has been exposed constitutes the most egregious breach under international
law anclthat it represents, in particular, an unbridled violation of the Respondent's obligations
under the Czech-German BIT.
184. In consideration of the excessive and blatant nature of the breach and the obviousness of
its departure from even minimum standards of treatment required under international law, it
would seem that a discourse on its implications for the Respondent's responsibility under
international law would not be called for.

B. The Respondent:
(a) Relevant background
185. Acting as a customs agent, the company CARGO, inc011Jorated by the Claimant in 1990
under Czech law, guaranteed proper perf01111ance of shipments transiting in or through the
Czecl1 Republic. During the years 1994-1995, CARGO accepted to guarantee the proper .
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performance of 2,054 transit shipments of oil products imported from the SJovnaft refinery in
Slovakia by several companies, i.e. CWA,
I-IOREX, ·
and
UNTTIP.
J 86. In April 1995, the Czech Customs Administration found out that, among these 2,054
transit operations guaranteed by CARGO, I,245 transit shipments for which .
I-IOREX and UNITIP were the consignees· had been fraudulently completed through the use
of forged customs stamps. Accordingly, the Customs Administration raised and enforced
CARGO' s guarantees in respect of these 1,245 transit shipments in an amount representing
approximately EUR 13 million.

I 87. According to the Claimant, the 1,245 guarantee claims raised against CARGO were
••false" as any and all of the 2,054 transit shipments would have been properly performed,
therefore releasing CARGO from any liability under its guarantee undertakings. The
Respondent submits that this position is based 011 an intentional confusion of the facts that
gave rise to CARGO' s guarantee claims as well as 011 a false interpretation of the legu I
back.ground to these claims. Indeed, all these relevant l,245 shipments were performed under
an identical fraudulent scheme. The goods and the transit documents were handed over in the
absence of any customs officer at the premises of CW A, where the transit documents were
affixed with a stamp of the customs authority which later appeared as being forged.
188. The Respondent therefore argues that, since these I ,245 transit procedures were
fraudulently completed, they gave rise, as a matter of Czech law, to a customs debt for which
CAR GO, as the guarantor for the proper completion of the transit procedures, was jointly and
severally liable together with the drivers/hauliers. Czech courts have unanimously confirmed
that, on the merits, the enforcement of CARGO's guarantees was in full accordance with the
Czech legal order.
(b) Transit cust()ms pmcedures

t:>7. Wh6ii guudti t:Iii.c;r 1:1 coumry, the iocai custams authority typicaliy demands payment of
import duties and other charges and, where appropriate, applies commercial policy measures
such as, for instance, anti~dumping duties. If the goods are only meant to pass through that
country 011 their way to another countTy, these payments are due, even if taxes and charges
paid may be reimbursed when the goods leave that country. If the goods have to be released
into the market of their country of destination, these payments are typically made at the
customs office located on the border crossing. In both cases, this solution implies that the
goods may have to undergo a series of administrative procedures at border crossings before
reaching their final destination.
i

J 90. Transit is a customs facility available to operators who move goods across borders
(international transit) or territories (internal transit) without paying the charges due in
principle when the goods enter the territory, thus requiring only one final customs formality
when the goods arrive at their final destination. It offers an administratively simple and cost
advantageous procedure to carry goods across borders and territories.

I 91. Instead of clearing the products at the border crossing directly, with all the administrative
and practical difficulties that this solution would imply, goods moved under a transit
procedure are declared at the customs office located at the border crossing and finally cleared
at another customs office located inside the customs territory. This situatior1 is extremely
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widespread in international commerce and was in force in the Czech Republic in the period
1994-1995 when the Diesel case occurred and well before.

192 ....JJndm:·\the:.internaJ. tnmsit.procedure.as .applicable ·during the period· .1994-.199..§ in ·the
Czech Republic, customs duties, excise taxes, VAT and other charges 011 imported goods
·. were suspended .• during their movement·.frorn one customs office .·(the customs office of
dispatch) to am:itber customs office (the i:n:1and.customs office of destination).

1.93, :Under .Czech Jaw.as.applicabJe from 1993 onwards, i.e. at the·time of the Diesel case,
·transit p1;ocedures·.·were governed ·by Sections 139 to 144 of t11e Customs .Act. .Section 139(9)
of the Customs Act defined internal transit as follows: ''internal transit is transit from a
customs office of entry to a11 inland customs office".
194. During .the transit period, the .g0ods are placed "under customs supervision'\ the, payment
of alJ dues that.may accrue on such.·goods being.guaranteed either by the declarant himself·by
way of a deposit in cash or, more generally, by a thh d party approved by the.,customs
authorities. In the Diesel case, the declarants were mostly the drivers of the tank trucks
-shipping oil from the refinery of Slovnaft ·in Slovakia to CWA in the Czecb 'Republic.
Secudt)1 for pay.frienfln 6ase goods wete temoved from- customs ·supervision was-offered·.-by
1

CARGO.
-195. Jnternaltransitprocedure is one of several customs procedures existing under Czech·law.
.All customs"proceedings have in common that. they are "initiated by .submitting a customs
declaration proposing that the goods in question should be placed under a ·specified customs
procedure". Accordingly, when a declarant wishes goods to be placed under the internal
transit procedure, 'he has to propose that the goods be released into the transit procedure by
.~-sufumitting. . a..cust01:ns.declaration.to.•this,enul.,-.a-.'I:GP...-·-.. .. . .. . ._.... --.· ........ , .......... ---~···· ..........,._. ___.
196. Another important feature common to all customs procedures is the declarant' s duty to
be present during the customs proceedings. Indeed, according to Section 102(6) of the
·Customs Act, "customsproceedings·shall .. be conducted-in the presence of the declarant". The
attendance of the declarant in person to all steps of the customs procedure aims at limiting the
-risk of.fraud and corruption.
197. JnternaJ transit started .when the goods were declared at the customs office of dispatch in the present case, the Bfeclav-dalnice Customs Office. It ended when the goods and transit
declaration were presented to a customs officer at the customs office of final destination or,
under certain circumstances and subject to a proper authorisation being granted by the ·
relevant customs authority, at the premises of the importer. Then, an officially stamped and
signed copy of the TCP was returned by the customs office of destinatio11 to the customs
office of dispatc11 which would discharge the transit procedure and the declarant' s liability in
the transit, unless an inegularity had occurred.
198. The transit procedure implied the completion of three mandatory successive steps, to
wl1ich an additional possible one may be added, i.e.:
(a) formalities at customs office of dispatch and beginning of transit procedure (step 1),
(b) end of transit and customs clearance at customs office of destination (step 2) or at
importei"s location (step 2 bis),
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(c) discharge of transit procedure by customs office of dispatch (step 3), and
(d) inquiry procedure (step 4) in case of suspected breach of conditions of transit. regime.
199. The whole transit procedure was paper based in 1994-1995, in the Czech Republic like in
all cou11t1'ies of the European Union. The basic document for transit was the TCP, which the
declarants (in the present case the drivers, which was rather unusual) had to present to the
customs office of dispatch together with a guarantee offered by a customs agent, such as
CARGO. The purpose of this guarantee was to make sure that the goods would not escape
customs supervision.
200. Copy l of the TCP was kept by the customs office of dispatch. Copies 4 and 5 wer·e
accompanying the goods in transit. Copy 4 was kept at the customs office of destination at the
encl of the transit procedure. The upper part of copy 5 was returned by the customs office of'
destination to the customs office of dispatch,
201 . At each of the stages, the TCP was affixed with a stamp of a customs office. In the

present case, it is proven that the stamps were forgeries.
202. The procedure of transit was discharged by the customs office of dispatch comparing
copies I and 5 of the TCPs for each given transit procedure. Unless irregularities were
discovered a posteriori, the discharge of the transit procedure amounted to the release of the
Iiability of the declarant/guarantor.
203. Inquiry procedures were to be initiated, either when there was no proof that the goods
reached their customs office of destination, or when the relevant documents happened to he
falsified or invalid.
204. In the period l 994-1995, no system of electrnnic ex.change of data was in force in the
Czech Republic. The Breclav-dalnice Customs Office therefore had to deal with a total of ~00
TC.Ps Oii pEii)tir in average per day m 1994· l 995. No computer network existed at that time
between customs offices in the Czech Republic and information was exchanged through the
use of floppy disks. Therefore, neither CARGO nor the Breclav-dalnice Customs Office
would have been able to exchange information via an intranet network with the customs
office of destination of the goods, as alleged by the Claimant.
205. Inherent in any t1·ansit shipment is the risk that the transported goods are diverted out of
their way and dumped into the local market without customs dues, taxes and all other
measures accruing on the import of such goods being paid by the importer, hence the need for
specific safeguard techniques. In the past, transporters were obliged to have a customs officer
accompanying any shipment in transit. The modern safeguard technique is the putting into
place of a guarantee mechanism: the guarantor is liable to pay any customs debt due to the
customs authorities as a result of the removal of a transit shipment from the supervision of the
customs authorities.
206. The customs authorities' financial interest to be safeguarded during the transit procedure
is the proper payment of dues accruing on imported goods. If the goods happen to "disappear"
while the internal transit procedure is not closed and then are dumped on to the black market1
these dues will not be paid and the customs administration wiil have suffered damage to an
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eguhialent amount. This notion is tradjtionally defined. as the "customs debt". Under Czech
law, 'it was defined under Section 240(1) ..and (2) of the.Customs.Act.
...·20.% ..'.f;J:ie decla:JZant is.liab'Je,foneacb:.and;ev.ery . ti:rpe;.a:tr.ansit·pr.ocedur.e.~:is:not.olosed ,acc01;ddng
to,the Jaw i:ind a seoprity·has to:be provided for the paymento;fthis.m:istoms.debt.
.... ~
1

208. The declarant's liability is defined in Section 140(2J of'the .Customs .Act. Thy deoJaL'ant
shall bear responsibility towards the customs office for fulfilment of the obligations arising
.. :fr,om::tbe.;transit prooedtire;. J·le.:shall;· fo.particular, ensure ithat. .the 1goods 'EJ,re produced unaer
conditie>ns laid clowp.b~1 the cu;stonis office of.dispatc}lo!(i,e. ·an~1 customs r0fficewhere a. tr.ansit
operation ·begins) to the· customswffi oe ·bf destination (i.e. any customs·"offi ce :where 1a'.:transit
operation ·ends) ·in an .unaltered ~state, with .intact .customs seal and with accompanying
documents,
1

209. There is no doubt that the declarantis liability may be engaged each and every time a
transit procedure is not ·closed in .accordance with the law .. In the present-case, the procedure
was,not dosed with respect to any of the 1,245 transit shipments ..that ·gave rise .to· CARGO's
. .guarantee.claims ;and:the goo.ds :we1:e . "r.emo:v.ed .·frorn .customs...supervisfom.'?. for. . each .of.:ithese
shipments.
210. Two other provisions of the Customs Act are of relevance, even if they did not allow the
transit procedures to be terminated at-the importer's premises. Tbe first·is Section l.Q:4 ;which
was entitled "simplified customs procedure" and was aimed at facilitating the .customs
procedures through.the use·of "simplified" customs documentation. The second •is Section '123
of the .Customs Act (''Disposal of1the gc:)Qds") whicb play.ed . an important role in the Diesel
case. Section 123 did not allow the goods to be driven to the importer's location but only
-"alJ0w.ed..tfue,.g0ods.tG).,be.disposed~of.pi:i01:...t0Abeh:~1:elease~i11tGJ.£i:ee.ci:r:culati0r.:i:;bJy-'.the..impor.ter.
This procedure, which was granted on a case by case basis, was not applicable to traniit.as··it
took place after the end of the transit procedure at the inland customs office, if any. This is the
reason why this approval had to be granted by the h:i:land.customs office and not by the· border
customs office which fully ·dealt with and ·granted ·alhelevant-transit ·procedures and <relevant
approvals. Yet, the documents relied on by the Claimant in support of his contention pursuant
to which so-called ·simplified procedures were used in the Diesel case were "authorisations"
granted under Section 123 of.the Customs Act, which appeared to be falsified.
211. Therefore, only an authorisation granted in accordance with Section 102(3) of the
Customs Act would allow the goods to be driveu directly to the importer's 1ocatio11 where
final customs clearance could be conducted by a customs officer.
212. One of the fundamental allegations raised by the Claimant is that the 1,245. transit
procedures had been discharged since the oil shipments at issue had been presented to the
customs office of destination or to an authorised alternative place. h1deed, according to the
Claimant, the TCP is "opened" by the relevant customs office of dispatch and is "closed" at
the customs office of destination. This contention is incorrect. Indeed, it is a well established
principle that the termination of the transit procedure at the customs office of destination does
not amount to the discharge of the transit procedure.
213. Under Czech law applicable at that time, it was the customs office of dispatch that
decided whether the transit procedure could be discharged. Indeed, the transit procedure is
discharged by the customs office of dispatch (in the pr.esent case the Bfoclav-dalnice Customs
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Office) based on the comparison of the data relating to the transit operation, as established at
the customs office of dispatch and as recorded and certified by the customs office of
destination. Dischat·ge of the transit procedure is genernlly implicit and does not irwolve any
formal decision by the competent authorities at the customs office of dispatch. Therefore,
assuming that information appearing in the upper part of the TCP copy 5 matched with the
copy I retained by the customs office of dispatch, the transit procedm·e could be considered as
discharged by the customs office of dispatch.
214. The Claimant further contends that there is definitive evidence of such discharge, since
the drivers were provided with a bottom part of TCP, copy 5, allegedly affixed with an
official stamp of the Czech customs authorities. The Respondent submits, however, that the
bottom part of the TCP, copy 5, is no evidence that the transit procedure was terminated under
Czech law. The reason for this rule is that the bottom parl of the TCP, copy 5, may be forged
and such forged document cannot be opposed to the customs office of dispatch.

215. In the present case, the only documents which the Claimant relies on in order Lo
"demonstrate 11 that the transit procedures were closed are the bottom part of the TCPs, copy 5,
with forged stamps affixed 011 them. This is obviously no evidence that the transit procedure
was terminated. In the absence of any evidence that the procedure has ended, none of the
1,245 transit operations that gave rise to CARGO's guarantee was ever discharged.
216. National customs authorities typically launch inquiry procedures in the event of absence
of proof of the end of the transit procedure after a specified time period or as soon as the
relevant authorities are informed of or suspect that the procedure has not come to an end. This
is what the Czech customs authorities have accomplished when they discovered that a number
of oil transit shipments were irregular, in April 1995, when bottom parts of TCP copy 5,
instead of upper parts, were erroneously returned to the customs office of dispatch by the
rraudst~rs.

21 7. lt was fully normal for the customs administration to start an inquiry procedure when
'°'·-·
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inquiry is engaged as soon as the competent authority discovers a posteriori that the proof
presented to it has been falsified and that the procedure has not been ended. The competent
authority of the customs office of dispatch will then determine whether or not the procedure
has ended and whether it can be discharged. It will also determine whether or not a customs
debt has been incurred, as well as the person(s) l'esponsible for the debt. The practice in the
Czech Republic in I 994- 1995 was first to approach the inland customs office which was
stated on the TCP as the customs office of destination. If this customs office did not provide
any satisfactory response, the customs office of dispatch would then approach all customs
offices, il'l case the driver/declarant made the clearance at a different customs office than the
one mentioned on the TCP. In the absence of a satisfactory answer, it would ask the declarant
to show evidence that the transit was terminated. The Czech Customs Administration was
clearly entitled to launch an investigation in April 1995, when it first suspected the transit
shipments to be unlawfully performed through the use of forged stamps on the TCPs.
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(c) Tlte security

218. The Customs Act obliged the declarant to secure any potential customs debt, either by
way of a deposit in cash or through a security offered by a third party. The declarant was not
allowed to release the goods into the procedure of transit absent such a security. This appears

·~
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from Sectfon J44(J) of the Customs Act.
219. The Customs Act contained a partio11Jar chapter devoted to the ·~security to cover
.,,,c1wt01ns·1debfi.,,,,Lts basic··provisionswe1•e . as:fol1ows:.
· · .,,. . . , , ·
: ·... •

·~I

.:··.

"(a) The securJty.forthe customs debt:lrnd·to be provided·by.-.the declai:ant;·in.:thepresent case

the drivers, by way ·of a deposit in.cash. The customs autborities ·could also :permit a customs
· debt.to ·be secured by a.person other than ·the deolarant, i.e. a customs agent like· CARGO,
. ." .. . ..
(b} The·amount of the security should be either'the precise amount of .the cµstoms . debt in
question or·the maximum amount:estimated :by the customs authorities. In the present ·case,
the amount of the customs ·debt. was ca] cu lated :by reference to· the quantity of. oil imports
declared by the drivers with .respect-to each of their transit shipments.
~

(c) When the customs debt was secured by a guarantor, the latter should undertake in his
surety bcmd to pay jointly and sever.a11y with the ·debtor the secured amount of a customs debt.
-220 •.Accordingto-·Section .,:260(2).-and.(.3).of.the-Gustoms Act,-.the guarantor. must.be a . bank or
a person du]y approved by ;the customs authorities, it •being specified that the customs
authorities could reject or refuse to approve -the proposed guarantor provided they ··had
warranted doubt whether the.customs de.bt·would·be paid within·the prescribed.tenn.
221. The guarantee relationship between the customs.agent and a declarant originates· from a
surety bond issued by the customs agent in order .to ·secure jointly and ·severally the customs
debt with the declarant. Given the pequliarity of the situation of the professionals of the
freight forwarding and of guarantors :for the customs debt potentially arising out of a transit
·operation ·-accemplished ~by..·a-·thiFd·. .part~y,~eust0ms"'ageBts . -had·--a.. Gentr:al ....r,0}e.,.t0~•pla:y.;;.in~ . the
internal transit procedure.
222. Indeed, beyond their duty to pay the customs debt, customs agents are in charge .of
"assisting clients such as importers and exporters in complying with customs fonnalities ·and
other applicable procedures and requirements. They perform a double function. On the one
hand, they assist importers and ·exporters in complying with customs formalities and
procedures. On the other hand, they guarantee that goods will be moved from a customs office
of dispatch to an inland customs office of destination and that applicable taxes will be duly
paid. This latter function, namely the guarantee, applies to any and all events of non-payment,
including, without limitation, in the event of diversion of use or non-delivery of the relevant
·goods to the corresponding inland customs office and irrespective of who is ultimately liable.
223. In addition, customs agents have an obligation to report irregularities and deviations
from established customs procedures. Common examples of these deviations or ·irregularities
include, but are not limited to, false or inconsistent documentation and any suspicfous
activities of non-compliance. Customs authorities re]y, and the whole system is based, 011 the
customs agents having the highest professional and ethical standards.
224. In light of their particular ro]e in the transit procedure,' customs agents should be
particularly vigilant before participating in any trnnsit procedure, and accepting to secure such
operations,
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(d) The tax.fraud
225. The Diesel case was a customs fraLtcl that took place in the Czech Republic in the years
J 994M 1995 and involved a number of individuals _, /
·

and
. - who were all prosecuted, and those who were found gllilty
were later sentenced. More patticularly, these individuals, directly or through CWA, Horex.,
UNITIP and
:, were involved in the fraudulent importation to the Czech
Republic of shipments of oil products from the refinery Slovnaft in Slovakia. The customs
administration raised CARGO's guarantee claims in respect of the 1,245 transit procedures
that were fraudulently completed through the use of two customs stamps that were later on
established as being forgeries. The I,245 transit procedures in respect of which the customs
admi11ist1·atio11 raised CARGO' s guarantee claims involved CWA as importer and
Horm: a11rl r Jl\ITTTP as consignees (none of the 1,245 transit procedures involved ·
as consignee).
226. The Respondent points out that the fraudulent scheme in the Diesel case, namely the use
of a forged stamp on the TCP, copy 5, is a typical ex.ample of a fraudulent completion of the
transit procedure. CARGO must have been aware that such mechanisms were classical for
fraudsters in transit procedures. Given the peculiar circumstances - new bordet\ new customs
office, large quantities of refined oil migrating at the Breclav-dalnice border crossing CARGO should have been very cautious before accepting to guarantee such tt·ansit shipments.
Yet, the Claimant feigns to be surprised by such a fraudulent mechanism. It is the Claimant's
position, firstly, that the seals were not, in fact, forged, and, secondly, that such circumstance
would not be opposable against a guaranto!'.
227. The Respondent submits that the following facts are established with respect to the 1,245

transit shipments for which CARGO's guarantee has been claimed:
Fraudsters involved in the Diesel case started importing oil from the Slovnaft refinery m
the month of February l 994, first in small quantities ( l 6 shipments between February and
tvfo,,J 1994'J. Startin••~ in June 1994. relativelv
lanw
auantitie:;;
we:rc-. ·imnc.Mr-:d
r'>? <: d-.;,..,... _.. :_ :..
...
•
· · · · - · - - - , - - - -···,.-···-·· .......
.lune 1994, 173 in .July, 283 in August, 406 in September).
(a)

(b) Among the 259 transit shipments performed between February and 7 .July J 994, only six
were fraudulent and led the customs administration to raise CARGO' s guarantee. This
technique is classically implemented by fraudsters so as to initiate a climate of confidence
with the customs agent before starting their unlawful activities.
(c) Between 7 July I994 and 2 May 1995, a total of l ,805 oil shipments imporLed by
fraudsters in the Diesel case were accepted for internal transit procedure from the Breclavdalnioe Customs Office, the vast majority of these shipments taking place before 3 I
December I 994.
(d) A large number of these transit procedures were fraudulently closed by two stamps on the
TCPs, copy 5, i.e. one stamp of the inland customs office of Olomouc 1366, with the
sequential number 21, and one stamp of the inland customs office of 0 lomouc I 3 73 with the
sequential number 12.
(e) A report from the Institute of Criminology Prague dated 20 March I 996 has established
that these stamps were forged. This conclusion was confirmed in a police repo11 of the Section
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of Technical Expertise in the Area of Documents and Communications in Writing dated
22<July 1996. A total of'l,245 transit shipments 1111ere concerned by such fraud and remained
open .
. ... .
. .. ,·'
..
'(Q Despite ·iextensive .orirriina1 investigation :in chiding :the .:examination· of .a .large number of
.•Viiimesses . such as· 11eprdetitativ:es . an'cf · employees .. of· CWA,
t; .. Borex,. JJNJTJP,
, CARGO and the customs authorities, :no ·ev.·idence was· ever found tbat
tbe customs administration was implicated in the fraud.
·.-:

(~)

,)

Claiming·th:e guaraittee ·

228. Confronted with a totaJ of 1,245 transit procedures .that were.fraudulently completed,. the
Bfeclav-dalnice Customs Office rightly decided to claim the guarantees issued by CARGO
with respect·ti:::i these shipments, decisions that CARGCD ..in almost-all cases challenged before
the competent courts and· administrative :bodies, "Without achieving a final success.
229. The Claimant contends that the guarantee ~1aims issued by the customs authorities "were
:false'\ .W :slJ.,P.p_orj: of..tl#s. cqp!~n.:t;iof:l, tl?.~ · Cla.imEI;rJ.t >relies· on (i) ·a .cqinputer _printoll,t 9!:it.~g
27 May .-1995 and (ii) a guarantee claim case, which is alleged to be illustrative of:all .the
1,245 guarantee cases against CARGO.
230. :V\Thile denying any evidentiary force to the computer printout, ·the Respondent oonsi1:lers
that the guarantee claims case referred to by the Claimant is a perfect example of theiBreclavclalnice Customs Office's right decision to claim CARGO's guarantee.
231. In essence, the Claimant contends that the Breclav-dalnice Customs Office ·cm.ild not
::v.alid.ly:..claim..CAR0.Q) _gu.m:€\nt~~::b.~ 9..a.~l.~E!jt w.a.sL iD ..:P.Q ss.~§.$.foJ!. ..P.fJhe ..TGP. §, ·~QQ.P.Y. .~,.j§§LJ:~9
with respect to all the transit shipments at issue. The Respondent considers !this 'contention to
be false, since C.ARGO's TCPs, copy 5, were forgeries based on false customs stamps.
232. The case which the:Resi:Kmdent·will address .is one of the ..I,24'5-claims that wer.g.:raised
against CARGO by the Breclav-dalnice Customs Office. The sequence of facts is as fol.Jaws:
(a) On 4 November 1994, a shipment of diesel oil exported by Slov1iaft and iniported through
Horex was presented at the Bfoclav-dalnice Customs Office. The declarant was a driver
' :
.. This shipment was released into the internal transit procedure under cover of
CARGO'S guarantee.
(b) On the same day, the bottom part 5 of the TCP was stamped with the false stamp Olomouc
1373, serial number 12. This stamp is one of the two stamps that·were later established to be
forged. In other words, the transit procedure was fraudulently completed. The goods in
question were never submitted to the customs office of destination and were instead dumped
on the market without excise taxes being paid.
(c) On 7 March 2000, the Bfoclav-dalnice Customs Office issued a payment order against
CARGO to fulfil the guarantee claim in the amount of CZK 341,721.

233. Confronted with the fraudulent completion of a customs debt, the Bfeclav-dalnice
Customs Office was perfectly right to consider that the transit procedure was not closed and .to
claim CARGO's guarantee that was precisely aimed .at protecting the .Czech. treasury's
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interests in such cases.
234. CARGO had the possibility to appeal decisions of the Breclav-dalnice Customs Office
within 15 days from their notification before the Regional Customs Office Breclav, which
CARGO did in many cases. Yet, tbe Regional Customs Office Breclav, as well as all other
administrative and judicial bodies seized by CARGO, constantly held that, 011 the merits, the
guarantee claims were well-founded.
235. In the case of the shipment of 4 November 1994, CARGO appealed the decision on the
guarantee claim before the Customs Directorate Brno and the decision was set aside but
met·ely for procedural reasons. The matter was returned to the Breclav-dalnice Customs
Office far issuance of a valid decision.
236. On 4 April 20021 tbe Breclav-dalnice Customs Office re-issued a valid decision against
CARGO. On 16 April 2002, CARGO appealed this decision before the Customs Directorate
Bmo which, 011 8 August 2002, confirmed the decision.
237. On 30 April 2004, the Regional Court of Bmo r~jected the claim for annulment of the
administrative decision (at this time CARGO was already represented by the bankruptcy
trustee).
238. On 28 .lune 2006, the Supreme Administrative Courl confirmed the challenged decision
of the Regional Court of Brno.
239. The Claimant contends that the customs administration simply refused to comply with
final court decisions that allegedly ordered the Czech state to reimburse sums that were
unduly withheld. The Respondent points out that this statement is completely false for the
following reasons:
(a) Firstly, the true meaning of the decision of the Regional Court of Bmo was that the
gm1rf111t0~

clni111.c: were: rea.c:nned nn t·he C:ustnms Act s:i.c: nme11clP-rl in I CJQ7,

whei·ef!~

i·h!<: !f':g::!

text was 1101. in force when the facts complained of took place in I994-1995, Never did the
Regional Courl of Brno rule that the guarantee claims Jacked merit
(b) Secondly, the Regional Court of Brno never ordered the customs administration to
reimburse any sums to CARGO. Far from that, the Regional Court of Bmo retumed the
matter to the Breclav"dalnice Customs Office "for further procedure", i.e. it invited the
customs office to issue a new decision based on the Customs Act as applicable in 1994-1995.
(c) Thirdly, the customs administration was perfectly right in refusing to reimburse any sums
to CARGO between the day of the judgment returning the matter to the customs office and
the day a new decision was issued by this customs office. The reason is that the state was
entitled under Czech law to set off any amounts due by the state to a private party against any
amounts due to the state by this private party. These explanations were made clear to CARGO
on numerous occasions, for instance in a decision dated 22 February 2003 by the Bfeclavdalnice Customs Office that was confirmed by the Customs Directorate Brno on 16 April
2003.
(d) Finally, on the merits, the Regional Court of Brno has ruled that "the issue of the existence
of a customs debt had been solved by another decision of the customs organs that entered into
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force". Jn other words, the Czech court rnled that, on the merits, the existence of a customs
debt may no fonger be challenged.
·

.·;2AO. Tl1e. G.JaimE!;nt coptenqs that CARGO'.s bankruptcy was tl;ie result .of the Respo11dent's
. ·intentfortaHy. ·i1Ji6it actlon through the 'prosecution of illegal claims. However, CARGG's
..banlcruptcy was notthe restilt of.an internationa.11y illicit actie:n of the Respondent whicb also
acted fo full compliance with Czech.law v.Then it enforced CARGO's .guarantee cfaims.
(IJ"CARGO's lia'bility in ,respect of the 1,245 transit shipments·

......
'241. The.Respondentdoes ndt agree·to the•Claimant's contention:·that 1,245 transit shipments
·which ;gave rise .to CARGG's guarantee; were .properly .performed. ·On. the co1itrary,. the
Respondent maintains that the :J,245 transit shipments at stake·:were ·not properly pe1;fo,rmed as
they were unlaV17fully removed from customs supervision, therefore justifying the enforcement
of CAAGO's guarantees.
1

242. The Respondent notes ·that it is-not disputed . between the ·Parties that the 1,245 . transit
shipments at stake were driven ·directly to -CWA's. warehouses -in .Lipova or. Slusovice.
However, what remains ·disputed ·is--whether the .dd:v,ers ._w,ere effectively entitled .to· Q<J;·s9.
While the Claimant is of the view that there was an authorisation allowing them to deliver the
goods directly to CWA's premises, the Respondent maintains that this was not the .case and
that; as.a consequence, the goods were.i1Jega11y delivered to these locations. As a·resµlt1!0f·the
deli:very of the 1,245 transit shipments to CWA 1 s warehouses .in ·Lipova or Slu8ovice1without
any.authorisation to do so, it was impossible for the customs office of destination specified on
the TCPs to confinn their due presentation. What occurred is that, after the an~i·val .. of the
goods at CWA 's warehouses; the TCP s were illegally collected by CWA 's employees and
..l?.fYe.:r q~·q~ght to t.he._(J.J.?~tQ~?. _qffi~e of...s!..e.?ti.n~tion ~E.~'?i:q.ed \??. t~e TCP.s. Th~ ~.~~E~~-~ent
submits that this is why, finally, no customs clearance had ever been per.formed in relation to
.. thEf11;2~5:transitr'shipmertts-'wh'i·cfrgave ·rise··to ·C.ARG@.ls ·guarantee.
24:3. The .Respondent cannot accept the Claimant's assertion .that the drivers were entitled to
deliver the goods directly to CWA's premises on the ground of:
(a) the permits allegedly granted to ·
. Horex and UNITIP by the Zlin Customs
Office on 1May1994, 1 June 1994 and 7 April 1995 respectively, and
(b) the permit granted to CWA by the Customs Office Ceske Bud~jovice on 27 June 1994.
244. fodeed, the Respondent maintains that the documents which, in the Claimant's opinion,
attest that the drivers were effectively entitled to deliver the goods directly at CWA's
warehouses when performing transit shipments for the consignees ,
Horex aJ1d
UNITIP were falsified. In any event, even if they had been genuine, they could not have
entitled the drivers to deliver the goods directly to the impmier's location.
245. The Respondent points out that, while
. who was supposed to have issued
these "authorisations", was not in a hierarchical position whicb would have entitled him to
issue such kind of permits, it also appears that the signatures on these three documents are not
his. This results from a mere compariso11 between
· , specimen signature and t11e
initials on the documents.

~-
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246. In any event, the Respondent submits that tbese "authorisations'' would never have
entitled the drivers to deliver the goods directly to CWA 's premises. Only a11 authorisation
gtanted in accordance with Section 102(3) of the Customs Act as applicable at the relevant
time would have allowed goods to be transported directly to the importel''s location in order
for the customs cleat·ance to be performed at that place, However, the "authorisations" relied
on by the Claimant only allowed their "beneficiades" to dispose of the goods prior to their
release into free circulation in accordance with Section 123 of the Customs Act. This
provision was of no relevance in case of transit procedures since it only allowed the goods to
be disposed of prior to their release into free circulation. As a consequence, the special
treatment of goods allowed under this provision could only apply after the end of the transit
procedure. In other words and irrespective of their authenticity, these "authorisations'· could
not have entitled the drivers to deliver the goods directly to CWA 's premises since they were
not "gmntecl" on the ground of Section I 02(3) of the Customs Act
247. The question remains as to whether the drivers were entitled to deliver the goods at
CWA 's premises by virtue of the simplified procedure granted to CWA by the Customs
Office Ceske Bud~jovioe. This authorisation was issued i11 accordance witb Section 124( I )(h)
of the Customs Act. The Respondent finds it irrelevant for the present case for the following
reasons:
(a) Section 124(1 )(b) of tbe Customs Act was aimed at simplifying the customs procedures
from an admit1istrative point of view by allowing a declarant to release goods into a customs
regime on the basis of a commercial/administrative invoice only. Of critical importance here
is the fact that such simplification of customs declarations applied to any customs rcgimL::,
except transit. This is what the Regulation SPC 126 (OS-35) clearly states: "Under the
pet·mitted simplified procedure a declarant may submit a customs declaration for the release
of goods into a relevant regime, except for the transit regime - - -".

(b) Good:; prc::cntcd to a border customB office under the umbrella of the s1mpli1ied prnct~d11r1·'
ol Section 124( I )(b) were released into free circulation on the basis of a commercial invoice
instead of 1.1 TCP. However, such simplified procedure allowed the importer to present such
' I I..
' I '
'
I
L
~· ' ·
I acccmpan:er
gooc.s
.. ·Y c0m:nc:c:a:
mvoict
vii•j' iu t11c uu:si.ums omce w111ch granted such
procedure. In other words, 1.1 simplified procedure granted by the Customs Office Ceske
Bud~jovice could never be used for deliveries of goods elsewhere (neither the
Zlfn/Otrokovice Customs Office nor CWA 's premises). The authorisation granted to CWA
may therefore not apply to the present case where CARGO 's guarantee was enforced as 11
result of the unlawful removal of transit shipments from customs supervision.

(c) A simplified procedure granted in accordance with Section 124(1 )(b) of the Customs Act
also implied that no customs agent was involved in the procedures performed under the
umbrella of such permit. Indeed, in accordance with the terms of Section 124(I)(b), simplified
procedures implied that no TCP was issued since it did not apply to transit operations.
Furthermore, no specific surety bond had to be issued either~ since the authorisation for the
simplified procedure under Section 124(1)(b) required another type of securing of the customs
debt. In the case of CWA, this was done by the Agreement on Securing Customs Debt
concluded between CWA and the Customs Office Ceske Budejovice on 29 .Tune 1994, which
is an inseparable part of the decision of the Customs Office Ceske Budejovice allowing CWA
to use the simplified procedure.
248. The Respondent therefore contends that the reason why the Breclav-dalnice Customs
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Offfoy requested the d1ivers to submit TCPs and surety bonds was -that the 1,245 iTansit
shipments which gave rise to CARGO 's guarantee were not ,_ and ·could not . be - performed
under the •timbrella of a ·permit ·for :the simplified. procedure tmder Section 124(1)(b) ·of the
...... onsto1~s Aot.,............. ,.,. . . . . . .. · ,.:,,. ,;.:. ,.. . ,. "'" ...:.,,...\.w..,,......... '· ...... ,.... , ...: • ": .....;,,,, .. ..••,, ...
.' :::
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249. It is thus clear, in the Respo.ndent's opinion, tbat the simplified procedure under Section
l24(1Xb} oJthe-·Oustoms Act granted to CW:A dicb,1ot,applyoto transit.operations and.-did not
· req't.lire the .serv.foes ·of any ctJst0ms ·agent, .ii11cJuaing CARGO.
','
f'!J
........ '•' •. 1·.;
.:
· . zso. The·'.Respondent.;a!se finds·iit;cJear that tbe . ·diive11s were:not entitled :to delivei· the:go'ods
··dii:ectly to ·CWA'·s·wareho11ses 1b)1"·Yirtue"of:Section :102(3) :Qf the CustohTS ,:A;ct::·\JJhe .fa:ct::tbat
~tbe.1drivers C:Iehverea the· g@ods .directl~1 ~at GWA'.s" warehouses, whh;jb tbe:y~.weremot:erititled to
do; is :b)i itself an ..iJlegaJ.-removal of goods,,:from ·customs:supervision.:·which :ga:ve rise to ·an
obligation for which CAR'.GQ is 'liable .and .accepted the ,risk: ·.f.fo:WeMer, other .occurrences
confirm that the 1,245 transit shipments at stake here were not':properly. performed. and
therefore entitled the customs authorities to raise CARGO's guarantees .
·~I

;.!•\

-~

1

.251 .. The .. Claimant-lrns-explained.:that ~Viihen. arriving .at '-CW.A ':s .:w.areho.us es :ithe . drivers ..w.ere
directed to·hand over their TCPs to an employee ofthe;importer. :klt110ugh this.:behavionr ..is a
clear infringement of •'the 'drive1:s' obligations as declarants of the ·goods, the. Cl'iimant
maintained .that it ;was :1101111al ·for CWA '.s employees ·to collect the TCPs .~from ·the (dr.i;vers
upon· their arrival at CWA'B premises· in ·Lipova or Sh.isovice. The Respondent finds •this
position unworkable, for the two following reasons:
1

(a) First of all, even if there was ·an authorisation ·to deliver the goods. directly to ·CWA's
premises in accorda11ce with Section '102(3) of the Customs Act, a.customs officer would still
.ha;v.e~ha~~t0-be.-pi:esent .. at-CWA-~.s,,p11emises ..;ii:J . . 0i:de1~.t0 .. c0!oi.fivm-..the ..F'11esentatiGlil .. GJf.the.fg00Gls
and to have the customs clearance performed at that place. The absence of any customs
officer at CWA's premises is corroboratecfby some drivers who testified that they never dealt
with any customs officer upon.their an ival at.Lipo:va or Slusovice.
1

(b) 'Secondly, by handing over the TCPs to CWA's employees and believing they would
attend the customs proceedings instead of them, the drivers clearly breached their duties ·as
decJarants of the transit shipments. Indeed, by virtue of Se0tions" 140(2) .,and 102(6) of·the
Customs Act, the drivers acting as declarants of the transit shipments were under a duty to
"ensure that the goods are produced under the conditions 'laid down by.the customs office of
dispatch to the customs office of destination ·in. the unaltered .state, with an intact customs seal
and with the accompanying.documents" and to attend the customs· proceedings. As a result of
their non"compliance with their dutie'S as dec]arants of the .goods, the drivers alIGwed the
unlawful removal of the goods from customs supervision by CWA's emp]oyees, thus giving
rise to an obligation for which they were jointly and severalJy liable witb CARGO acting as
the guarantor for these transit shipments.
252. The Respondent also contests the Claimant's affirmation that ·CWA's employees - after
illegally collecting the TCPs from the drivers - brought them over to the ZHn Customs Office
on a regular basis, since it is not supported by any evidence and is mistaken for the two
following reasons:
(a) First of all, the documents issued for transit shipments where
, Horex and
UNITIP were the "consignees" were systematically . handed over to the .head of the
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dispatching of CWA, i.e.
. and not to the customs office of destination specified
in the TCP as prescribed by the Customs Act. The fact that the transit declarations were kept
by
: and that no one, neither at CWA nor at the Zlfn Customs Office, ever saw
him ati:ending the customs proceedings, necessarily leads to the conclusion that those
documents were never handed over to the customs office of destination specified in the TCP,
(b) Secondly, one may also note that the Claimant's assertion that CWA's employees brought
the customs documents to the customs office of destination cannot be reconciled with the
Claimant's position in this atbitration. According to him, the goods were delivered and
cleared directly at CWA's premises by virtue of a simplified procedure. However, since the
customs clearance had to be performed in the presence of a customs officer (even under the
simplified procedure), the Respondent does 11ot understand why CWA 's employees would
have to bring the customs documentation to the Zlfn Customs Office when these documents
could have been directly taken over by the customs officer who was supposed to attend the
customs clea1·ance at CW A's locations.
253. Both Parties concur in saying that final customs clearance, which as a rule must he
performed at the customs office of destination, is in the present case materialised by the
issuance of a .ICD on which the amounts of customs duties - if any - and indirect tax.es (i.e.
excise taxes and VAT) due for a specific transit shipment are assessed. Howevet', the Parties
are in disag1·ee111e11t co11cerni11g the question whether such customs clearance occurred m
respect of the 1,245 transit shipments for which CARGO 's guarantees have been issued.
25LI. It is the Respondent's case that the l.245 transit procedures could not have been duly

discharged since It was discovered in late April 1995 that the upper parts of the TCPs, copies
5, received at Breclav-dalnice were fraudulently filled in and were affixed with a forged
customs stamp, a falsified signature and a fictitious number.
255. '!'he Claimant tries to establish the complicity of the customs administration m the
perpetration of the fraud. According to him, the number of shipments that evaded the customs
~-·----·:-: ....... :-. a- _.............. 11 :_...J:,..,..... ,..., ... ,...,.r. 4·h" :.... ,,...,1.,,.._,.._ ... ,..(.' ...... ,..,,,."'m'"' ,...r.r.:,.. ...... ,.. : ..... ,,.,., .. , r.... ,,,,...J
,_ "'~
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UJ
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Claimant's opinion, no customs office in any reasonably developed country could fail to
notice that 90% of truck loads of oil products disappeared between the national border
crossing and a place of destination 80 km into the country within a period of six months.
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256. Tbe Respondent notes, however, that there are examples showing that this may be
possible. In 1994, transit procedures related to fifteen lorries of computer products were
fraudulently completed by the Russian mafia using a falsified stamp. Large quantities of
alcohol and cigarettes in transit from Portugal to Germany were removed from customs
supervision thanks to the use of a forged stamp in 1994, giving rise to the claim of a customs
agent's guarantee in the amount of 37 million euro. Approximately 1,000 lorries of live
animals and 300 lorries of meat in transit were removed from customs supervision in I995, to
such a level that the market price for meat inexplicably fell down at that time. Apart from
these examples available to the public domain, all practitioners active in the field of customs
during the period 1990-2000 have been confronted with similar cases of fraud, including
those dealing with petroleum products.
257. In any event, the Respondent considers that the customs o'fficers dealing with the
discharge of the transit shipments at the Bfoclav-dalnice Customs Office could not have
known that the documents that were mailed to them were falsified. Several circumstances
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made it impossible to detect the forgery on the sole basis of the control. performed on that
occasfon. Firstly, the Claimant· has pu1portedly and significantly minimised the number of
copies 5 of the TCPs which were received 011 a daily.basis at Bfoclav-dalnice. Instead of 50,
. . ~as ·a.f'firmed by.the OJaimapt, . appnox:h:nateJy.4.0Q upperparts·oftbe 'FCP.s .omming .from .the .134
other customs offices in the Czech Republic had to be . checked daily .. As a resµlt, onJy the
absence of the copy 5 of the TCP within the prescribed time or its blatant falsification could
be detected through the monitoring performed by customs .officers in ·.charge of discl1arging
the transit shipments at Breclav-dalnice. However, copies 5 of the TCPs in question on their
faoe complied with the-reguh:ed specificatio~1s. They had a ..customs stamp which, at ..first·sight,
was . similar to an authentic stamp. 1'.bey.'bore a signature the authenticity of which the customs
officer ·could not have verified. They finally had a TCP registratio11 ·number which .complied .
with formal requirements and was generated so that no overlap with.authentic numbers was
possible.

258. A -professional involved in the transit sector:, such as, for instance, CWA, may have
Jeamed how the TCP numbers were structured . .lt ·was .therefm.:e possible for CWA, or a11y
other person involved in the Diesel case, to ·fabricate TCP numbers .that presented . the
appearance of authenticity and ·would not conflict with a genuine TCP number. If the customs
·a.t .Zlin 'had been inv61ved 'ih the tax fraud, the ·Respondent ·submits ·.that-they ::would
l1ave affixed an authentic TCP number on the copies 5 of the TCPs in order for the fraud.to be
entirely undetectable.

. . . officers

259. Finally, in the Respondent's view, the fact that the transit shipments were considered by
the customs office of dispatch to be "discharged" does not at all prove that the customs
officers were involved in perpetrating tax fraud. It only confirms that the perpetrators
managed to maintain appearances that everything was normal and to thwart the vigilance of
the customs administration.

260. The Claimant is also of the opinion tbat the absence of any inquiry procedure is proof of
the complicity of customs officers. The Respondent points out, however, that the Bfeclavdalriice·customs Office started inquiry procedures immediately after the·fraud was suspected,
in late April 1995, by issuing inquiry letters to some of the customs offices of destination
possibly affected by the DieseJ case in order to find out whether the shipments had beenpresented to tlwm or not. For instance, the Zlin Customs Office answered these inquiry letters
by ascertaining that the shipments had not ·been presented, which later gave rise to guarantee
claims against CARGO. Further, sucl1 alleged delays in the inquiry procedures do not prove
any complicity.

261. The Respondent also made its best efforts to collect the customs debt from CWA and the
drivers/declarants prior to initiating proceedings against CARGO or in parallel with these
proceedings.

262. The Respondent considers that the Claimant has failed to demonstrate any involvement
of the customs officers in the perpetration of tax fraud and has even been unable to create a
mere presumption in this regard.

263. In the absence of any involvement or negligence on the part of the customs
administration in the tax fraud, the Respondent validly raised CARGO's guarantee claims. By
acting as a customs agent, CARGO accepted to cover the proper performance of the transit
customs procedure, thereby undertaking the risk ass0ciated ·with liabi]jty deriving from tlm
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unlawful removal of the transit shipments from customs supervision.
264. The Respondent adds that CARGO's bankruptcy is in no· way associated with any

wro11gdoing or negligence of the customs authorities, but a mere result of the business risk
taken by the customs agent's business in the Czech Republic in the period 1994-1995.

(g) Tlte use oftlteforged stamps
265, The Claimant contends that the use of customs stamps necessarily involved customs
officers at Zlfn. According to him, the stamps - although authentic - have not been used in a
legitimate context but were used as a cover-up for the ongoing tax fraud. However, the
Respondent points out that the stamps used during the course of the tr·ansit shipments in
question were scientifically qualified as being forgeries.

266. Moreovel', although the customs stamp number "1366.21" was cancelled on I September
1994, it was used in relation to transit sbiptnents performed by 1-Iorex until 6 October 1994.
i.e. one month and a half after its cancellation. If a customs officer had effectively been
involved in the tax fraud, the Respondent considers that he or she would have paid closer
attention in order to warn the perpetratm·s to stop using the stamps "1366.21" as of'
I September 1994.
267. The Respondent submits that, if customs officers al the Zlin Customs Office had been
effectively involved in the fabrication of the authorisations, they would have been anxious to
make the signatures 011 them similar to the signature of
the person who had
allegedly issued them. Furthermo!'e. the similarity of these authorisations and an authorisation
the authenticity of which has not been questioned is not as striking as the Claimant argues.
(It) CARGO',\· lack f~(vigilanc:e

268. The Respondent argues that, in light of their particular role in the transit procedur·e,

customs agents should be particularly vigilant before participating in any transit i:iroced!.!?'e.
and accepting to secure such operations, Commercial risks deliberately and knowingly
assumed by the investor cannot be compensated by the BlT.
269. In the Respondent's opinion, a customs agent acting as a guarantor, such as CARGO.
should particularly make efforts:
(a) to assess the financial situation of the declarants it accepts to guarantee,
(b) to have as large a number as possible of drivers ensuring transit shipments, in order to
avoid some drivers being accountable for a customs debt they could not suppo1t,
(c) to verify the notoriety of the importers, especially when large quantities of goods are
regularly imported,
(d) to be particularly cautious when transit shipments concern goods that are subject to high
excise rates (cigarettes, alcohol, oil), and that are known to be more fraud-sensitive than other
items,
(e) when large quantities of goods are imported, to verify that other customs agents also
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guarantee tbeir.;transit, so as to divjde the possible customs debt with as large . a number of
customs agents as possible, a11d
... ;,·~f)::.w.hen ..':a .d11.Y.er.,:...frequentJy.;carries- :tbe...same .·goGdS;··tGJ, .:check. :VVith him..;,that. t}ie.".transjt
· ·pr0oe'di.n;e·wentwe1J;and thatno ilrngufarity was.noticed.
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270. The Respondent considers these conditions to be the quid pro quo 'in order to pi;otect
CARGO's ow11 financial interests, not mentioning those of the Czecl1 treasury. CARGO did
not :perform any:risk .management and 1this ·duty··of vigilance··was l1C'.lt: complied ·with in the
ID'ieseJ . case. ·'
" .,,
. .
,.
· 271 .-The standard practices appUed ·by -reputable customs .agentsia·cti:ve in the Czech .Republic
in the relevant ·time:periad allowed them ·to avoid :·being involveo .arid harmed dn t1rn Diesel
case. Among the measures whicl1 were rimplemented in order :to prevent risk ·Of providing
significant security for fraudulent ·transit -shipments of oil -products, the ,following· .should· be
·
highlighted:
. (a) .Qnl)' haulier .compariies.!were acting.as acceptabJe.,declarant.s .in·.tbe.ttansit.procedui:e. In
other words,. customs agent.Hlid·not secure customs debts for individual drivers.
· (b) Surety bonds were issued only on the basis of the guarantee contract between haulier,
i
company and the customs agent.
.. (c) The drivers were required to sign a declaration obliging them to return the TCP Part-5 slip
:to the customs agent.
(d).-Gust0ms-agents . w.e1:e .issuing '.'.blacle-lists '' .contair.:ting.;.nam es~of.,bau1ier.s'""w.hich...had.;tL'ansits
that were not closed, and those which did not pay their customs debts.
(e) Customs agents issued a list of "sensitive goods". Securing trans-it of such s~nsitiv.e. gooc].s
required signature of the customs agent's director.· Oil products were ·always ·considered as
"sensitive goods".
·

(f) It was not usual practice during the relevant period to establish exclusivity between a
customs agent and a haulier or driver.
272. The Respondent considers that the Diesel case contains a great deal of evidence that
CAR.GO was manifestly negligent in the fulfilment of its professional duties.
273. Indeed, CARGO was the only customs agent implicated in the Diesel case, although
other customs agents providing the same kind of services were established at the Bfoclavda1nice border crossing in 1994-1995. Shipments of fraudulent imports of oil products
amounted to a significant portion of CARGO's own activity at Bfoclav-dalnice in 1994.
274. In view of this situation, the Respondent argues that CARGO should have been all the
more cautious and alarmed by the following elements:
(a) Shipments of goods with special excise tax regime (oil, cigarettes, alcohol) are well known
to be more fraud-sensitive tha11 others, especially in the peculiar circumstances of the present
case (new border, new customs .office, .enormous quantiti.es of oil migrating thro.ugb the
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Breclav-dalnioe border crossing). Contrarily, CARGO guaranteed these shipments as if it was
"business as usual" on apples or pears.
(b) Shipments of enormous quantities of oil products were set up by entities which the
Claimant acknowledges were unknown, ruled by very young, inexperienced and insolvent
persons. Manifestly, CARGO has offered its guarantee to the transit on such shipments
without more investigation.
(c) Shipments of these oil products were declared by the drivers, i.e. natural persons with
limited financial resources, mostly in their own name. Given the risk of such declarants'
insolvency, CARGO should obviously have been more vigilant towards them as opposed to
institutional clients. Additionally, these shipments were performed by a limited number of
drivers (approximately 60), some of them performing up to 75 shipments each. Yet1 CARGO
accepted to guarantee these drivers in full knowledge that they would not be capable of
supporting the customs debts in case something went wrong.
(d) Parts 5 TCPs of all fraudulent ship111e11ts were actually stamped by only two stamps (the
stamp of
1 (No. 1366.21) and the stamp of
• (No. 1373.12). This
very unusual situation did not attract CARGO's attention. It later happened that these stamps
were p1·oved to be forgeries.
(e) CARGO often issued surety bonds to drivers/hauliers before it received the bottom part 5
of TCPs related to previous shipments performed by the same driver/haulier. For instance.
CARGO issued 69 surety bonds to Cetrans after 9 August J 994 although it never receive::d the.:
bottom part 5 TCP of the transit procedure opened by Cetrans on 9 August I 994. The same.:
situation occurred with
(29 shipments after 2 November 1994) and Transpolar Hope
(27 shipments after 23 November 1994).
(f) CARGU did not verify the notoriety of the consignees - especially

and 111s
company 1-Jorex, although they all of a sudden started to import a very large number of tank
tiucks. It !ai·c;
:innc:~~c:r!
f·h::f
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(g) Transit always ended in the same surprising way, namely the drivers were asked to slay
outside the importers' premises and never met any customs officer at the end of the transit, as
the drivers have repeatedly declared during the cl'iminal proceedings. The Ciaimant has never
provided a piece of evidence nor any declaration that the drivers had informed CARGO of
this very astonishing situation. This means either that CARGO did not especially enquire with
the drivers about the way the transit terminated 1 or that CARGO knew that something unusual
was afoot. In both cases, it is not for the Czech Republic to suffer the consequences of such
behaviour.
(h) The bottom parts 5 of TCPs were not delivered to CARGO by the declarants but by two
CW A employees (Mr. __________ and Mr.
), even though the drivers were doing their
more or less regular shuttles. This should have been an indication for CARGO that the drivers
did not fulfil their obligations within the transit regime.
275. The Respondent considers all these elements as obvious evidence of CARGO's
negligence in the sequence of facts that ultimately gave rise to guarantee claims against it.
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(i) CARGO's liability.for excise taxes and T-'l:l.T

276. The Claimant contends that CARGO's surety bonds did not provide that it was liable for
the payment of excise taxes and VAT.and that, as a consequence, CARGO was not .Jiable to
·pay.s11~h t.ax.,es, Jiqwe:v~i;, -the.Respondent points .out that CAR0.Q·ha.cl.,·a.op.epted,to.,guarantee
·pE1yr.nent.ofexci$etE1.x~s an.d VAT.
·
. :r .,.. . .. • ..

277. In paragrf].p~1 2. of a.11 surety bonds issueo·b~ 1 CARGO during the years 1994-1.995, .the
gl.Jarantor 1.mc!er:ttiok, within th~ timf?..,limit ofte:n . d~.ys ,from the.:l~otificati.011 of.th.e,amount of
customs duty, tax and fees by the relevant customs authority, fortlrwith:to:.pCJ.y the requested
amount.
278. The Respondent .finds the .wording of CARGO' s surf1tY bonos ;fully consistent ·with the
relevant provfaions of the Customs Act.:Under Section .323 of this Act, as.:applioable·<in the
years 1994-1995, excise taxes and VAT were part ofthe customs debt.
279. The Respondent.also considers.that the Claimant's argument is contrany to .any sense of
_Jogic ... _The _scop~ .. _of. .CARG.O's _obligatjons .was. QOns.iste;nt ~w.ith th~.. pur.pose .of.._sµch
engagement within the fra.mew011c of.goods imported within a customs union_ If excise· taxes
and VAT were not covered within the·.notion of "customs debt", this would .have amounted to
depriving the guarantees of the customs agents of m1y effect fo the particular context of the
Czech-Slovak .commercial relationships. If·the Claimant's argumentation were accurate, the
Czech· customs administration would .not have requested .any guarantee at .all in ?Gase"of transit
shipments coming from the Slovak Republic.
280. The Respondent argues that CARGO, when securing the proper -performance of the
l,245 -tr.ansit..shipments, . :was .per.fectl,La.w.ar.e-of.the..fact..that{i.ts ...g:uar.atitees".a0.uld..'be"'en:f0l.iced
for the payment of excise taxes and VAT, such as those accruing on the import of oil
products.
281. The Respondent points out that the drivers and CARGO were jointly and severally:liable
for the customs debt. This o'b1igation is clearly stated in Section 260 of the Customs Act.
282. The Claimant also contends that CARGO, as guarantor of the customs debt, was not
·liable to pay excise taxes and VAT for the unlawful removal of goods from customs
supervision. According to the Claimant, the Jaws of the Czech Republic in force from 1994 to
1997 did not contain any provision under which excise taxes and VAT could be assessed on
goods imported from the Slovak Republic, in case such goods were illegally imported. into the
Czech Republic. In the Respondent's opinion, these contentions are erroneous.
283. The Respondent finds the question as to whether excise taxes and VAT are part of the
customs debt to be largely irrelevant for the present discussion. Indeed, what matters is not the
definition of customs debt but the extent of the surety bond provided by the customs agent. In
this respect, there is no doubt under Czech law as applicable in 1994 and 1995 that this
guarantee encompassed the obligation to pay excise taxes and VAT. The Respondent
considers that Section 323 of the Customs Act as applicable at that time made it absolutely
clear that excise taxes and VAT were secured by the customs agent.
284. Moreover, the Respondent a!'gues that all Czech Jaws and regulations also made it clear
that the.notion of secured customs debt encompassed .excise duties and VAT.
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285. The Act on Excise Taxes and the Act on VAT set forth that tax liability arose "on the
day a customs debt al'ises".
286. The Respondent argues that the Claimant is wrong when contending that goods i111po1ted
from Slovakia were exempt from customs duty. Under the Agreement on the Customs Union
between the Czech Republic and Slovakia no goods were exempt from customs duty, but the
goods were just subject to a customs preferential system. Under this preferential regime,
import duties were assessed but not collected. Therefore, when importing goods from
Slovakia, a customs debt clearly arose.
287. Moreover, Section 8 (I) of the Act on Excise Taxes made it clear that products imported
from the Slovak Republic 1 as goods freed from customs duty due to the general system of
customs preferences, were suqject to excise tax. The same regime applied also to VAT.
288. Contrary to what the Claimant contends, the Respo11de11t submits that the term "import"
included the unlawful removal of goods from customs supervision (Section 240 (I) of the
Customs Act). And again, sequentially, the Act on Excise Tax.es and the Act on VAT
stipulated that tax liability arises upon import, i.e. the tax liability arose at the mome11t when
the goods were unlawfully removed from customs supervision in the regime of transit.

289. Moreover, the Treaty 011 the Customs Union between the Czech and Slovak Republics
provides that "rgloods exported from one of the Parties to the other Party could not be in a
favourable position due to the return of the national tax duties over the indirect taxes cast
upon such goods". The Respondent considers that the only logical interpretation of this
provision is that the imported goods must be subject to the same tax in the importing state as
they were in the exporting state.
290. ln addition, the Claimant relies on the Supreme Administrntive Court judgment No. 7
Afs I49/2004- I 59 dated 23 March 2006 which in his opinion shows that the te1·111 "customs
d t.J""bt"
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Administrative Court judgment in reality supports and confirms the Respondent's argument
that excise taxes and VAT were part of the customs debt secured by CARGO' s surety bonds
and that the customs administration had the authority to assess and collect excise taxes and
VAT at the relevant time. The judgment also makes it clear that the drivers could be debtors
of the customs debt notwithstanding that other people also participated in removing the goods
from customs supervision in the transit regime. Indeed, many Czech court decisions show that
excise taxes and VAT are part of the customs debt 1 and that the customs authority is entitled
to collect and assess excise taxes and VAT.
(j) The competence of the customs offices
291. On a subsidiary basisi the Claimant argues that the Czech Customs AdministTation was
not entitled at all to assess and collect excise taxes and VAT on the relevant imports. The
arguments are as follows:

(a) Section 3(2)(a) of the Customs Act, Section, 2(e) of the Act on Excise Taxes and Section
2(2)(i) of the Act 011 VAT entrusted the customs authorities with the function of tax
administrator in respect of excise taxes and VAT payable upon imports of goods.
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(b) "lmport" is defined in both the Act of Excise Taxes (where it only designates the release
of· goods. into fre.e .circulation ·or active treatment .contact in return systen1) ·a11d the Act on·
·VAT ~where it .designates the release .of goods into free circL1latfom regime; .acti:ve-trnatment
.·'.cont;:i.c.t,)11~gi!ne .,fa::i·:.retui;n::system;-..tep;iporary,~use a,pd .go.ods-imp.orted.,b.ack into ,free .qh;ctilation
from the.:passj::\;e treatriwnt .contactregime).
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(c) In the present case, since the payment assessments occurred in relation to a customs debt
whioh1had:arisen.in acoordance:witb Sectio11:240 ·oflf:be.Czech;•Pustoms:A:ct;the custbms;debt
did not.arise iupon ·1the.:ll'E{]ease ,h1to the :fre.e cfrculation I:f1ghne or;ai1~1 ..other...regime constitllt.ing
'~import•i and, since customs bodies were the administrators of excise taxes and VAT only in
.co.rme.ction wt.th .i1npoftli1. ,the .J3v~cl£hY."'.d4Jnioe . . Qµst.oms ,QfficY..:·wi=rn !JWt th~ a~111iniiSt.rator:,of
.... such..ta~es, i.e . .itwas;:not·mate.r;fa.lly .~ompet~nt,t0 assess an4. collect such taxes ..
0

(d) <Du~ to .the lack of +~ater.igl .oompet~p.~e of the..Br~cla~ .. dab1i. oe ·c-u~tq~ns. Offio.~ • .the
aoministratLve acts issued ip reJati9p to ,pay.ment ass·essments .in this c;:i.se are void and not
bip.di~1g.
/,

292. The Respondent considers that this argumentation cannot stand for the following
. reasons'. . The .:refov-ant Taw·:'iidhe Customs Act which defl:pe·s :the. iJ©~iqns .0f ~'impoq'f>aria ·
'(imported goods". According .to Sectipn 13$(3), "'[i]mported goods' ~means goods.;placed
u1,14er .a suspensive arra11gem,ep.t", and according to ,Sectioi:L-133(1), '.'[t]he :t~rm '~t;1Spf1.:µsi:ve
arrangement' is understood as applying to the following procedures: (a) transit [- - -;:J!.1.:i.:;\Vhile
Section 2(e) of the Act on Excise Taxes stated that customs authorities are entrusted v,iith the
.function of tax administratoLin.:respect of impcnts and the Act· on VAT .contained-;a similar
pro-vision and in Section. 2(2)0) stated,that customs authqrities serve as tax-administratoi:,,only
in connection with import, this do.es not mean anything more.than the simple fact:that1.in the
.case.-Qf .imports -(defined -in-the...Customs . .Act-as . . lex . .specialis) ..the._c.ustoms .. authorities_ar.e
eµt~tled to assess and ,collect.excise taxes and VAT. TheJ~gislati0J):.ofthe .Czech Republic
"formed a Jogfoaily ;interconnected nexus" and Gomplex corpus; whereby cusfoms offiMiiS ,were
undoubtedly ell!-power~d to-assess and .collect excise.taxes and VAT in the situation.at'J:ssue.
0

293. The removal of goods from customs .supervision was defined as. import under Sections
133 .and 240(1) of the Customs Act, and the customs offices were .entitled.to assess and collect
excise taxes and VAT also upon transit. This foIJowed from Sections 3 and 11 of the Customs
Act, Section 2 of the Act 011 Excise Taxes and Section 2 of the VAT Act.
294. Accordingly, in the present case, excise taxes and VAT were assessed and collected in
the amo:unts and under the conditions stipulated i11 the Act on Excise Taxes and the Act 011
VAT. CARGO was :very well aware of this as it calculated the amounts of taxes in order to
complete surety bonds.
295. The Respondent concludes that goods placed under the regime of transit are imported
goods within the meaning of the Customs Act, for which the customs authorities are therefore
perfectly entitled to assess and collect excise taxes and VAT by virtue of Section 3(2)(a) of
the Customs Act.
296. The Czech Customs Administration's claims against CARGO were upheld and
confirmed by a number of decisions of courts of the Czech Republic including .the Regional
Court of Brno and the Supreme Adminfatrative Court as well as ill at least J8 cases decided by
the Constitutional Court.
1
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297. The Respondent points out that in no such proceedings did CARGO or the Claimant
raise those argume11ts based on Czech customs law which the Claimant now requests the
Arbitral Tribunal to reassess. Nor did any courts apply this argumentation by themselves,
although they could have done so (based on the iura novit curia principle), The simple reason
is that those arguments are completely groundless, fabricated just for this arbitration.
298. The Respondent also argues that the Claimant is estopped from sustaining arguments not
raised before Czech courts or contrary to what he or his witnesses have sustained before.
299. Based on his arguments, the Claimant alleges that the actions of the customs authority,
by which it. assessed and collected the customs debt, were void. In the Respondent's view, this
cone! usion is wrong as based on incorrect arguments. In any case, the acts of the customs
authority regarding the assessment and collection of the customs debt (i11cludl11g VAT and
excise taxes) could not be considered as void, inasmuch as there was 110 fundamental and
clear defect, and as they were indeed not issued by an administrative body that was lacking
material jurisdiction.
300. The Respondent argues that the administrative acts of the customs authority must be
presumed to be correct, unless the relevant administrative bodies and/or courts of the Czech
Republic change or cancel them. To the best knowledge of the Respondent, nothing like this
OCCU!'recl.

30 I. The Claimant also brings argumentation which leads to the asserted conclusion that
CARGO was entitled to participate in the administrative proceedings against the individual
drivers. The Respondent contests this for the following reasons.
~02. The:~

C7.ech legislation did not emhndy 8 .c:ingle provision st·ipula1'ing the- necessity tn 0arr~1
um:~ siugle: pruu(je:<ling iu ii siLuaLion whtm: sc.::vc.::ral pc.::rsons were parLicipating in the custorrn;
debt evasion or where several persons are liable for a customs debt originating in non~delivery
of identical products to a customs office of destination. r.orresrmndingly: t·he. r.1~irm1111 rlnr"c
not refer to any Czech statutory provision stipulating such duty to conduct one proceeding
with all debtors, nor any case which would deduce such duty from principles of administrative
law.
303. It has Lo be noted that proceedings condt1cled against the individual drivers led to
individual decisions issued to and binding on the drivers only. These decisions were neither
enforceable against CARGO nor had they resjudicata or any other impact on CARGO and its
rights. The decisions against CARGO were issued in separate proceedings in which it could
have freely proposed any evidence, including, for instance, interrogatio11 of the drivers as
witnesses or reference to the files of the proceedings conducted with the drivers. CARGO had
standard opportunities to defend its rights in numerous proceedings carried out before Czech
administrative bodies and, later, Czech courts.
(le) Time bar

304. The respondent submits that the Claimant uses various means, e.g. citing unrelated court
decisions and misinterpretations of the Czech legislation in the given time period, in order to
persuade the Arbitral Tribunal that the assessed (and partially collected) customs debts have
been time~barred. The argumentation is incorrect and misleading for the following reasons.
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3 05. The Customs Act did not contain any provision about a time-limit for assessing the
customs debt. CARGO's debts were not time-barred when they ..were assessed. and enforced,
because the relevant laws of the Czech.;RepubJ.ic·1dkl;11ot'.:eontain,an~'"J~VovisioR:whiq,l;J;..;w.ouJd
stipulate such a time-limit.
. '... ,
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306:. The Glaimant, :welJ. aware that :the ,Customs Act ·cannot ,provjde . any basis.·for ·his
m1gumei1tatio'11, is tr.y.ing to persuade «the Arbitral T1'ibuna'.J .about the applicabiiitj1 ;of .either
Sectfon 4 7, of.the Aot·on Admin'istration of T:axes.:ai::id Fe.es or.SectioIJ :4 o,fthe Act 011 the Tax
·System.
,;,

30:7, ,.flowever, .the Gustoms !Act applicabJe .at that itime limited· the applicability of the
administrative laws to those-specifically .referred to in Section 320, and· neithe1.,the Act on
Administration of Taxes and Fees nor the Act 011 the Tax System was . listed there. Later,
effective as of 1997, the Customs Act stipulated in Section 320 the applicability of general
. regulations on administration of.taxes.iand :fees, whiJe explicit}~'· ex.eluding •the:app'Iicability of
Section 47 of the Act on Administration of Taxes and Fees. Tbe Customs Act in Section 320
.in the :wording .app!icab]e_.before 199.7 .did. not even refer to _Jhl5l.:'.~ge.n~ra1 r~gu1?,.ti9n13 QI:l
administration of taxes and fees".

308. Therefore, the applicability of both Acts upon whichthe Claimant has altemativ.ely.based
•·
his argumentation was excluded'by·the··Customs Act.
309. The Claimant ·has not-indicated any reJevant laws of.the· Czech Republic, wl1icb were
effective at that time and which would demonstrably .stipulate.a time-limit,for.assessing the
customs debt in customs proceedings. As a consequence, the Claimant has failed to pro:ve the
··-ex:istefl.ceM,0f:"·a~-time~J.im.i:t4'GJ1:--:assessiJ::1g-the-~cmstoms.~del;it... in.~the~legislatio.n....of-the...Czech
Republic.
310. Nor is ·it correct that any court decisions have formulated a new position on the issue of a
time.:.Jimit. First of all, it should :·be pointed out'"that the 8zech legal system is not··based on
precedents. Court decisions pertain to particular cases and do not have any force as
precedents. Secondly, the court decisions referred to by the Claimant can easily be
distinguished from the Claimant's case. They relate to customs debts which arose after 1 July
1997. In other woi·ds, all the presented judgments are based 011 the wording of the Customs
Act following an amendment to the Customs Act implemented by Act. No 11311997. Only
after the said change, i.e. after J July 1997, did the Customs Act a1iow for the subsidiary use
of the laws on tax administration. Based on the general reference to the laws on tax
administration, the Supreme Administrntive. Court held that the Customs Act allowed for the
applicability of Act No. 212/1992 on the Tax System.
311. It is not clear why the Claimant relies on Section 4 of Act No. 21211992 on the System of
Taxes when the Customs Act contained specific provisions devoted to the time bar in respect
of the right to claim outstanding duties. Indeed, Section 282(1) provided in this regard that
"[t]he right to recover and enforce the payment of outstanding duty shall be time-barred after
six years following the year when sucl1 duty became due". At the same time, the Customs Act
did not contain any time limitation for the imposition of customs debts. Therefore, the
payment orders issi.iecl ·fo 1999 and 2000 were not time-bari'ecl since they wete issued to
CARGO within the time-limH prescribed by Section 282(1) of the Customs Act. Moreover
pursuant to Section 282(3) of the Customs Act, the time bar shaJJ be taken into account only if
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an objectio11 is raised by the debtor.
312. Therefore, the applicability of both Acts upon which the Claimant has alternatively based
his argumentation was excluded by the Customs Act.

313. lt should be added that the Breclav-dalnice Customs Office issued notifications 011 nondelivery of goods and consequently decisions on the payment of the customs debt by
CARGO, i.e. within the initial deadline prescribed by Section 4 of Act No. 212/J 992. As a
result, a new deadline of three years started to run. Therefore, payment orders notified to
CARGO in 1999 and 2000 could not be time-barred under the said Section 4.
314. lt should also be pointed out that the application of Section 282 of the CLtstoms Act leads
to exactly the same result since its second paragraph provides for a mechanism similar to
Section 4 of Act No. 212/1992.
315. The Respondent concludes that the guarantee claims were not time"barred.
(!)No re:fmuls ttJ CARGO

3 16. The Claimant also argues that the Czech customs administration abusively refused to
g1·ant CARGO's request to have its funds reimbUl'sed as a consequence of the setting aside of
some of the guarantee claims. The Respondent strongly disagrees with this allegation. The
procedure before the Czech customs bodies was fully in compliance with the applicable law.
At the time when CARGO asked for a refund of the financial means based on the cancellation
of the payment order, other receivables existed due to the Czech customs authority by
CARGO. Based on this the Czech customs authority could, in full compliance with the
applicable law, set off such financial means against the oldest unpaid underpayment or
CARGO towards the Czech customs authority. In case of decisions set aside by the rclcvani
courts on the basts· 01 appeals of CAKUU, the Bteclav-dE1lnice Customs Office indeed decided
according to the Act on Administration of Tax.es and Charges on the return of the
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against. other unsettled obi igations of the Claimant. This was challenged by CARGO but
upheld by the Distl'ict. Court of Brno and subsequently also by the Supreme Administrative
Court. None of the decisions listed by the Claimant resulted in an irrefutable seizure of
CARGO's assets. However, CARGO did not meet the requirements for a refund under
Section 289 of the Customs Act.
(m) No harassment

317. The Respondent opposes the Claimant's contention according to which CARGO would
have been harassed. The Claimant's description of the circumstances that allegedly
constituted a "harassment" against CARGO is simply inconsistent, and neither CARGO nor
the Claimant ever filed any complaint in this regard before the Czech customs administration.
The Claimant also failed to demonstrate any detrimental effect on CARGO's activity resulting
from such alleged harassment.
318. Moreover, the Claimant has admitted that there is no causal link between the alleged
harassment and the loss of revenues related to CARGO's lost opportunity to continue to
prepare TCPs. In the Respondent's view, this must be interpreted as a renunciation by the
Claimant of his claim relating to an aJleged harassment, since it is well known that, for a state
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to incur international liability, a causal link .must be ·demonstrated .between the damage
suffered and the facts constituting. a .violation ,of the state.' s obligations. Since the Cla:imant
himself acknowledged that, even if demopstrated, the alleged harassment had no causal link
.;:'¥7.ith:.tbe.i.d.E1.n;1Jige::,s-i,iff.e11eo . b~uthe '..Clain,1apt.:thro.ugb. ·C&RG.O ,. :it.~m~y..,no.t J.ei:td .:to . . :the Czech
RepuBl'ic',c:;;int~rnational1respo1isibility imder the.J3IT, :··.,,.;.. ····
· ::.:·· ·. .···'1:. • ,
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319. The Claimant has not reverted to the alleged harassment aml·l'na~1 ·h1deed.'hav.e dropped
this argument. In any event, i.e. if the Claimant had not abandoned this claim, the Respondent
. considers 'that: he'J1as .:stil'J.mot.proviciled .the Arbitra:J J;dbunal .with any1ev.idence·.supporlin·g.:his
· seri0US gdev_al)GeS;·'aUd1his:1argumenta:ti0i):in1this;regar,cl must therefore be.r~jected. :'" .
; ··.!::,··

(n) No right to review domestic court decisions

·.:·:

.·:··.

:.320;· The Respondent has1:demonstrated·thaMhe fate 0f the:ClaimarJt'·s·immstp:ient:inthe Czech
1R:epub'lic was ·not'.'fb~- resu1t:oNh'e Respor::rden.e.s mioit action,. Whis demonstratfom is .sufficient
· t0 establish .:that ·the 1Czech :Republic .incurs :rn;Hliability towai:4s .the .Claimant :imder 'the BIT.
However., ·as the;GJaimant"::is fo:v.0kfrrg thattbe·:Re~pondentipur.sued -the 1;245-·guaranteeJolaims
illegally under internal Czech law, the Xespo1rde11'Vwill ·<answer :sucfr:wrong91l ~.rnmtentioli .:on. a
''8ubsidia1·5; basis b'j1 "eri;pJ:iasisfng that' the i!1terpretation ··a~C:r appli~ation ;)[ c~,e~h-la~;· is a
matter for.the Czech courts whose· decisions cannot•:be·r.eviewed-in:the;present prnceedin.gs.
,.

. ·, .

~
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:321. The ·Claimant raises:several.:arguments based· 0n"Czech ;Jaw. Alldni·alltbased upo:p ~such
.regulation, the Claimant -requests the ·Arbitral ·Tribunal to sit as the .Czech':::supreme
adniinistrati:ve "or constitutional court -and ·decide ·whether ;the •1,245 .guarantee claims<were
validly pursued .
.•3.22~. JChe..Dlaimaut. ..G>.mits.:to. .,tefer.•to.._the..,fac.t . .thatJhe .•guarantee-'-clairns. ~w.hich,•.w.~l~e.,:.enforce.d
~g~iiist CA'i&GO .have in fa.ct alreaqy been t!pheld "by Czech courts.' Gonsecqi1entl~, the

.Cfaimant··hai-.itro standing undet· 1ntei.natitma'.l law :to ·a:sk an Ar15itra:Hrrib"unar"t6 rn'le'"on the
validity G>f suGh claims, unless the Claimant was· denied justice which is noHhe oase·hern.
323. For example, in ·the case of Mr.
- one of the 1,24·5 claims that .were raised
against CARGO by the Bfoclav-dalnice ·customs Office - CARGO had the ,possibility to
appeal the decision made by the customs 0ffice.within :15 days from . its notificati011 ·before the
Breclav Regional Customs Office, which CARGO did. Yet, the ·Brecla:v 'Regional Customs
Office, as well as all other administrative and judicial bodies seized by CARGO, constantly
held that, on the merits, the guarantee claim was well-founded.
324. Since CARGO used its right to appeal tbe ·customs office decisions, the ·Czech courts
ruled on the legality of those claims. The respondent considers that the Czeob court decisions
have resjudicata effect.
325. CARGO even challenged the decisions before the Constitutional Court of the Czech
Republic. In all cases CARGO's constitutional complaints were rejected as groundless.
326. The Respondent considers that, by challenging the validity of the 1,245 claims in this
arbitration, the Claimant seeks to create a new degree of jurisdiction before the Arbitral
Tribunal. However, the role of intemational courts or arbitral'"trfounals is not to be a substitute
for domestic courts in assuming the role of a domestic court of appeal or cassation. CARGO's
claims, based 011 the alleged misinteqJretation or misapplication of Cze.ch customs law and
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1·egulations by Czech courts, thernfore logically fall outside the determination of an
international arbitral tribLmal sitting under the auspices of a BIT.
327. The Respondent argues that the Czech customs authorities acted in a manner validated
by the domestic Czech courts when they pursued tbe 1,245 guarantee claims. There is
therefore no legal ground for a liability of the Respondent, 011 the basis of guarantee claims
confirmed by the Czech courts.
328. In the Respondent's view, the only ground that could have justified for the Claimant to
have the courts' decision reviewed was denial of justice. However, this argument was not
raised by the Claimant, the reason being that the Claimant was not denied jLtstice by the
Respondent.
329. Denial of justice may arise out of either procedtn·al or substantive deficiencies in judicial
processes. For example, a denial of justice argument could be raised if tbe courts refused to
entertain a suit, if they subjected It to undue delay, or if they administered justice ll1 ~
seriously inadequate way. The Respondent considers that no such procedural irregularity or
deficiency occurred in this case for the following reasons.
330. First of all, each of the intervening Czech courts and customs offices made CARGO
awai·e of its procedural rights. In each decision made by the intervening courts or authorities,
CARGO was reminded of its right to appeal the relevant decision and the conditions for filing
any such appeal. CARGO also enjoyed full freedom to appear before the courts for the
prntection of its rights and to bring any action provided or authorised by Czech law. CARUU
had a right to be represented by counsel and, in fact, engaged a Jaw firm. In addition, CARGO
was not .suqject to a refusal by the relevant courts to entertain the suit or to an inadequate
administration of justice. Indeed, every court or authority it referred to accepted to hear its
claim The C:ustoms Directoratc:> Rrno even set aside the decision of the Breclav-d~i!nic:e
Customs Off1ct: for proc;euurni reai:;un::., aml Liu:: Bfoc;luv-<lalnice Cui:;Lomb Offic;e re-i::.sue::u a
valid decision against CARGO. Finally, CARGO's claims were not suqject to undue delay.
33 i, Consequentiy, CAi<GO has never been denied procedural justice before Czech courts
and was indeed treated 011 a footing of equality with Czecb nationals. The fact that the
Supreme Administrative Court was not set up until 2003 does not mean that CARGO lacked
judicial p1·otection before that time.
332. Nor was the Claimant substantively denied justice. The Claimant alleges that the
guarantee claims were made by the Respondent without legal basis under Czech law. In other
words, according to the Claimant, the Respondent allegedly did not comply with Czech law
when raising CARGO, s guarantee claims and thus breached international law. However, the
mere violation of internal law never justifies an international claim. Consequently, even if the
Czech customs offices and courts wrongly held that the 1,245 guarantee claims were valid,
that would not entail a violation of the CzechMGerman BIT. To prove such a violation, the
Claimant must show that he was substantially denied justice. Such a demonstration has not
been made.
333. The Czech courts did not act with bad faith, bias, fraud or pattiality, nor were they
subject to external pressures or violated clear legal precepts. On the contrary, the courts took
into account CARGO's arguments and based their decisions on a clear and comprehensive
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:legal reasoning. Thus, i11 the absence of denial of justice, the rights created under Czecb
nationallaw are final.
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334. The Respondent argues·that.iBJ;rs:are 11Qt_;ahm~d :at.protecting dndi:viduals or companies
against the occurrence of the inherent risk of their business profession, shou]d they be foreign
·:investors. ffb e.· decisions of the iCzech .customs :a.tith oritfes .to d aim ·.the :giiarantee s of .C.A!R GO
were taken. i11 :ftrIJ 1compliance With. the :.Customs Act as .applicabJ e .in . J•994-':1995:.. Henc~, the
Czech Republic cannot be l1eld liable for the losses whicb CARGO 11as sustained as a:result of
these guarantee claims since any pdvate entity would have been exposed to exactly the same
guarantee claims ;fa•.siniilar cifoumstapces;" As a-.matter o:f:;Czech .. :Jaw, ·ithe enforcement of
C.A:RGG"s gua1·antee in cases where. trarisit:prooedures were .fraudule:htJy-··completed through
-the ,use of .a forged stamp ··was .:part :of the ··business risk inherent in its activity as a customs
•agent. ·In no·wa:y may the Czech Republ.ic,be1held liable if·CARGO~s guarantee was.:clairned
as the result of ·its ·bad business judgments consisting m not ·having .an .efficient risk
·management system.
. .·: .
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The Resp.ondent
out -thaf; :fo -the present case; ih -its· capacity ,a_s ·customs :·agent,
.CARGO ·undertook a risk consisting in ·being liable for the customs .debt due to ,~Czecb
. customs ·authorities in case the transit shipments it secured were not·proµerJy performed and
·un1avrfu11y "removed from customs supervision. Therefore, it is the Respondentis ,1C'aSe :that
since ·the 1,245 transit shipments at ·hand· were .fraudulently closed, .:CARGO '.s guarantee was
validly invoked. On a subsidiany basis, tbe..Respondent maintains.that the tax fraud . did·not
-involve any complicity or-negligence of:the Czecb customs administration.

__ 3.B.6 ....The;1Resp:ondenthas...d~monstrate.d~that:.the....tteatment:sv.hich:,CAR.G.O. .. has;:b.een .. subj.ec.t,to
· .in :the_ Czecb 'R~pub1ic was .,fully consistenf with Czech rules· applicable to .the guai:antees
. pi:ovided"JJf customs agents in' oroedb ·secure· the. transportation of'goods un'der .the ·pro·cedure
of transit from-a border customs· office of dispatch to ·an inland customs office of destination.
This demonstration is sufficient to establish that the Czech Repub1ic incurs no liability
towards the Claimant under the BIT at issue.
337. The Claimant contends that the Czech Republic would be in breach of the following
obligations stipulated in the BIT:
(a) not to deprjve the investor of its investment [Article 4(2)],
(b) to treat investments fairly and eguitably [Article 2(1)],
(c) not to impair the enjoyment of investments by arbitrary or discriminatory measures
[Articles 2(2), 3(1) and 3 (2)],

(d.) to provide investments with full protection and security [Articles 2(3) and 4(1)], and
(e) to ensure treatment of investments that complies with the standard of international law
[Article 7(1 )] .
338. The Respond.net points out that in this regard the Claimant's argumentation has
significantly evolved during the course of these proceedings. InitialJy, the Claimant did not
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invoke the duty not to expropriate, the obligation of fair and equitable treatment and the
treatment of investments in compliance with international law. lnstead 1 the Claimant restricted
his claim to the allegation that his investment (i) suffered discriminatory measures and (il) did
not eT1joy fllll protection and security. In the Respondent's opinion, this conclusively shows
the importance which the Claimant himself devotes to all other alleged "breaches" which the
Claimant tries to substantiate at the final stage of the proceedings.
339. As a preliminary matter, the Respondent draws the Arbitral Tribunal's attention to the
very particular context within which the Claimant made his "investment" in the Czech
Republic
340. First of all, the Claimant registered the company CARGO in November 1990, i.e. exactly
one year after the "Velvet Revolution" by which the former Czechoslovakia emancipated
from the fot;mer Eastern bloc, Shortly thereaftet', in .January 19931 the country split into two
independent states 1 namely the Czech Republic and Slovakia, Already at this time, both
countries had the ambition to undertake economic reforms with the intention of creating
capitalist economies and to join the European Union, After more than 40 yeat•s of a stateoriented economy, the Czech Republic undertook huge administrative, political and economic
reforms which implied the setting up of new administrations and the implementation of new
regulations which were unknown in the country at that time, The Breclav-dalnice Customs
Office was established at a border that was created ex nihilo on l January 1993, Needless Lo
say, investing in the Czech Republic at the beginning of the I 990s was undoubtedly a more
risky business than investing in France, Germany, Great Britain or Switzerland in the same
period. 'l'he Claimant was perfectly aware of these circumstances when he decided to invest 111
Lhe Czech Republic with the reasonable aim to benefit from the liberalisation of the economy.
341. Secondly, the Claiman1 did not only choose to invest in a renascent State. He also
decided to perform the highly risky business of securing the performance of transit procedures
»c: (l cu~t0m~ agent. Especially in these years and in Central Europe, the field of trai1::.it
customs operations was particularly risky. The Claimant was also perfectly aware of that.

342. The:: Arbii.ral Tribunai shouici have tl1ese factual elements in mind when assessing the
Claimant's contentions.
(p) No expropriation

343. Article 4(2) of the BfT provides that "[i]nvestments by investors of eithel' Contl'acting
Party shall not be expropriated, nationalised or su~jectecl to any othel' measure the effects of
which would be tantamount to expropriation or nationalisation in the territory of the other
Contracting Party except for the public benefit and against compensation". The Claimant
contends that measures "tantamount to expropriation" encompass not only measures whereby
the state takes or transfers title to the investor's property, but alsO' the state's interference with
the use of such property or with the enjoyment of its benefits ("indirect expropriation"). The
Claimant further alleges that according to a well-established principle, the state's interference
with an investor's use of property should be deemed actionable regardless of the form that the
interference takes. In addition, the Claimant bases his claims on the contention that
expropriation (or any other measure that would be tantamount thereto) may either take the
form of a single state act or a series of state acts (known as "creeping" or "constl'uctive"
expropriation).
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344. The Claimant contends that the Respondent's breach of international·Jaw consists in the
pursuance of illegal clairns, which ultimately have destroyed the Claimant's investment and
that ·the guarantee claims were witboi.1t .legal basis and the enforcement thereof amounts in its
..o:wn:iight to:;a breach.of:in,ternational: law. . , · ·
."
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345'." 'f-he'Respondent .ponside11s ·that the rOlaimant>:s submissions hav'e failed· ·to .explain in

· Feasonable detail l1ow the'·'Czech Republic .1ria)" have breached 1the. <BIT niJes .and (more
''lmp6ria11tly)'. ":J10:w· "the· ·Claimant ·may ·have beeJj · 'deprived of his 'investment· •by ·the
Respo'i1denf S'interference." ;:•.. · . ·
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346. In ·a11y case; ·1the· Cla:imant .cannot ct;mtend .:that the .Respondent..undertook . ru1 .indirect or
"·CJJeeping· expropria:tfom: Firstly; -the guarantee claill1s·cwere"pursued An comp Iiartce with· Czech
customs Tegulations applicable at the relevant time. Secondly;:iJosses -incim·edJby an 'investor
may not qualify as expropriation if they are the result of bad business decisions and/or of the
· commercfa.L1dsks deliberateJy.;.and·-kncwingly .assumed.i~y the investor, especialJy in .case the
latter.iiSweIJ experienced in.the field in which he:has·decided ..to invest. ·
,,

::::·· .....· ....,.

34.7-. ·The,Respondent points eut.that tl;.e. Glaimant hacl a long-standing . ex:perie:oce ;in,the.Jield
··of customscproceedings ·all across·Em:oJDe. ·:He .:was ther:efor.e.;:perfectly .awar;e .·of,the.xisks b.0roe
by customs agents, ·especiaHy when . undertaking.guarantees for trans'it shipments, a·.Pusiness
which was reputed as. particulad·y :risky in former· COMECON countdes during .1the years
1990-1995. It is also not surprising that the Claimant's careless approach to his :·:business
activities -in the Czech Republic led to bankruptcy of multiple Czech legal entities . c·G'ntro'lled
··by:the, Claimant.
"·"

348. 'In the Respondent'.s opinion, CARGO 's banhuptcy had nothing in. common with the
...-..Respo11denLe.ither ... Eirst.l)(,.. .th.e.~.b-~nls:r.tJpJqy,.p,tQ.C..~.~wUnKfij.A.~~g~ i.P.Wl1:~9.~]?.y·tl:!~·R.~~-ClP~.~-lfU~~
any:Czech government bodies, ·but"by an 'indivi'aua:Lwl10 was;a.·former'employee;'of:O),\)RGO.
"Secondly,' 1he"total ··value·,·ofJ C~RGO ~s "debt· (other· than· obligations to :)the state]:·>exoeeded
CARGO's assets determined by the banlauptcy trustee .in the .course of the banlaµptcy
proceedings. Consequently, CARGO would have been over-indebted (i.e. legally and
factually bankrupt) even in case all receivables of any state entity were omitted. This appears
clearly from the summary of receivables registered·within CARGO's bankruptcy proceeding.
In other words, the value of due receivables of third parties,· other than 'the state, exceeded at
the relevant time the value of CARGO' s assets and Jed to CARGO' s banlcruptcy.

349. Finally,. the Respondent argues that that, contrary to the Claimant's allegations, the
alleged failure of the Czecb prosecution to conduct an examination into the role of the
customs authorities in the tax fraud does not constitute an expropriation. First of all, such
allegation is inaccurate since all customs officers related to the Diesel case were heard by the
Czech police during the criminal investigations, and all parties involved in the Diesel case
gave evidence in the related criminal proceedings. Then, the alleged failure of the Respondent
to investigate on the role of the customs authorities in the tax fraud cannot in any way be
assimilated to expropriation.
350. Exetcise of the Respondent's rights arising out of the guarantees issued by CARGO or
any other act of the Respondent cannot therefore amount to a breach of Article 4(2) of the
BIT.
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{q) No unfair treatment

3 51 , 111 the Respondent's opinion, the fair and equitable treatment standard under Article 2( I)
of the Czech-German BIT must be interpreted as an incorporation of the customary
international law minimum standard of treatment, and not as a new standard binding upon the
parties to the BIT. The BIT has to be interpreted very strictly. The idea of a sta11d~alo11e fair
and equitable treatment standard independent from customary international law is very
marginal and must be rejected. Therefore the Claimant's allegation according to which the
obligation of fair and equitable treatment is a "specific provision" cannot be accepted. In any
event, the question as to whether the fair and equitable standard is, or is not, the equivalent of
the minimum standard of protection under customary law is of limited relevance when
assessing whether the Respondent breached Article 2(1) of the BIT, since the Czech Republic
complied with all requirements resulting from this standard.
352. Contrary to the Claimant's argumentation, the Respondent acted in a consistent manner
as of the day the first guarantee claims were raised against CARGO. The Respondent never
changed its legal justification in order to justify the enforcement of CARGO' s guarantee
undertakings. To the contrary, the Respondent always invoked one single legal concept, i.e.
the unlawful removal of the guaranteed shipments from customs supervision within the
meaning of Section 240 of the Customs Act. It may therefore not be seriously disputed that
the Respondent has acted in a consistent manner towards the Claimant and CARGO.
353. Regarding the alleged failure to observe due process requirements, the Claimant
eontund1-1 that the decision in which the customs debt was assessed in regard to the individual
customs declarants had a direct impact on the substantive position of CARGO as the
guarantol' as its guarantor's obligation was activated by this decision and CARGO did not get
the opportunity to defend its rights and interests in an effective manner, which resulted in a
breach not only of the Administrative Procedure Rules but also of the fundamental
constitutional right of CARGO iu lmvt: c.iut: process. The Respondent considers that t11c
argument is wrong for the following reasons:
I \ {I "
I
. .J r • r. .
,a.i
-:_.-.. :. . ~·_. t.,::;as never c.eprrve;.j
0; .JU'-•Vl<.c.i i\;Vt;urac Dt;iure \.....ZOOii UULli1:S iii (.Jrticr Lo uo.1t;c.a to
the enforcement of its guarantee undertakings. To the contrary, CARGO seized Czech courts
i11 order to challenge the decisions taken by the Breclav-dalnice Customs Office ordering
CARGO to pay the customs debt due by the drivers by virtue of CARGO's guarantee
undertakings. Furthermore, i! cannot be seriously sustained that the outcome of these
proceedings and the way in which they were undertaken were inequitable, lf a limited number
of decisions taken by the Breclavwdalnice Customs Office were set aside because they were
based on legal provisions that were then inapplicable, new decisions were subsequently
adopted in accordance with the relevant provisions and submitted to CARGO which still had
the opportunity to challenge them on other grounds.
l ) (":\("\
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(b) Finally two principles of international law are important. The first one is that the standard
of due process and procedural fairness applicable in administrative proceedings is not the
same as in a judicial process. Hence, even if one were to see administrative irregularities in
the decision taken by the Breclav-dalnice Customs Office (which is not the case), it would not
reach a sufficient level of gravity to breach the fair and equitable treatment rule. The second
one is that acts that would amount to a breach of the minimum standard of treatment under
customary international law are only those that constitute a gross denial of justice or manifest
a!'bitrariness falling below acceptable international standards.
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354. Consequently, the Respondent finds that the ·Claimant's contention according to Which
the.Respondent would .J1ave .breached due process reguit•ements must be Tej ected.
.. ·... !·':.·.'. :: . .'.

355. The Claimant also argues that the legislative situation regarding excise taxes and import
VAT was inconsistent in the years in question and:,that'n(!)''·ol~ar,·cdhesipn•e)()jstetkbetween:the

incJividual public law provisions in this area. He considers that the terms establishing tax
11abi1ity we1;e not. .unambiguous · m:id that th ere ;·w.e1;e "numerous '. 1lo0phoJ·e'S.'·'in :tbe :J egislati on,
: whiclnnade the i11terpretation o·fithenrelevant provisi'ons by . tbe:;Czech autho1~ities arbitrary.·
1

-.·;

"

<356. The Respondent·considers:thatthis 'Claim:is base1ess.and'must1be·entirely.!reje-cted by. the
ArbitraJ "I'l%11:ii.al: IndeeQ.; ·Czech ;·cusfoms 'regulafions· 1app.1icI1.ble during :the~years· 1994-21995
were;deliberately and closely inspired by:oustotns regulafams ~in .force. in. the.::European Union
since the entry ·into 1force.ofthe Commurti't)i.Custotns :Code through Councii:J..RegLilation ·No.
2913/92 ·dated 12. October 19.92. This was. the consequence of1the Association Agreement
concluded by the Czech Republic on 4 October 1993 wjtb the final aim of membershiP"in the
European Union.
.·
- ·-· . .. .
357. As a result, customs regulations app'licable in the years 1994-1995 i11·the·Czech>:Reptiblic
were mainly in line with regulations· applicable all across Europe. It cannot therefore be
sustained - and the· Respondent understarids thatthe Cl~im·ant does not - that =Czech ,customs
regulations failed·to ·comply with· the du:tyto grant and 'Tnairi.ta:in a ·stable arid predictable'"legal
1
' framewo:d('comprised in the fair and equitablet1:eatment standard.
;.' ·
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358. Moreover, even if one should find some imperfections in ·the execution of the state's
obligation of predictabillty of the legal regime, the Respondent argues that this is not e12oi;igb
'"'roconstifilte a'Ereaclf""of'tl'.i~~fJiir·"an·a-'e·guita:bl'e"'ireatment-·•st~pd~rcl~· 1~:@.ee·fil; .. •fill .. :.in:V.esirii ent
treaty cannot be irtvo1ced :each time the,.Jaw. is: flawed or is not fu}!y and :P.rope~.Jy implem~rited
by a state.
··
··
· · ·..... , ,.. · · .,.

. 359. The Claimant lays emphasis on the obligation of the state to· answer to the "leg!timate
expectations of the foreign investor and to act in a consistent manner, free from ambiguity and
totally transparently in its relations with the foreign investor. However, the Respondent
submits that the Claimant gives no clue as to how the Respondent frustrated his legitimate
expectations.

360. The Respondent points out that, according to international case..:law, the investors'
legitimate expectations are grounded, inter alia, on the legal order of the host state as it stands
at the time when the investors made their investment. In other words, a claim based on
legitimate expectations cannot prevail when the investor fails to explain how its legitimate
expectations, as measured at the time when the investor made the investment, were not
satisfied.
361. fo the Respondent's view, the Claimant has failed to demonstrate that he received any

explicit promise or guarantee from the Czech Republic or that, implicitly, the Respondent
made assurances or representations that the Claimant took into account in making the
investment. As a matter of fact, the .Czech Republic did not make any promise or guarantee.
TJ1e Claimant has also shown no proof of warranty as to particular characteristics or qualities
of the Czech legislation a11d court system, nor has ·he demonstrated any significant change for
the worse since the impla11tatio11 of CARGO hi the fornwr Czechoslovakia. Quite to the
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contrary, due to the fact that the Customs Act (which was already in force in the period 19941995) was directly inspired by the regulations in force in the European Union, Czech law was
perfectly in compliance with the European standards at the time when the Claimant made his
investment.

(r) No arbitrary or discriminatory measures
362. The Claimant contends that the Czech Republic also breached Article 2(2) of the BIT
which provides that investments shall not be subjected to arbitTary or discriminatory
measures. He argues that the Respondenf s conduct was arbitrary in that its prosecution
authorities patently failed to investigate the circumstances that led to the failure of the
customs authorities to ensure payment of at least 1,861 transit shipments of a total of 2,054
involved in tax fraud, In other w01·ds, the Claimant sees at•bitrary measures within the
meaning of Article 2(2) of the BIT in the Czech Republic's alleged failure to ensure payment
of the customs debt from the fraudsters themselves, as opposed to the drivers and their
guarantor, CARGO.

363. First, however, the Respondent considers that there is no doubt that the drivers, as the
declarants of the transit shipments, were debtors according to Section 240(3) of the Customs
Act. Several persons can be debtors of one single customs debt, and in the case at hand, CW A
and the drivers were those who removed the goods from customs supervision, who
patticipated in the removal and who were or should have been aware that the goods were
being removed from customs supervision and/or were required to fulfil the obligations arising
from the use or the customs procedure under which the goods were placed. This is the reason
why the customs authorities enforced liability both against the drivers and CW A.
364. Second, as regards CWA, the Respondent points out that the customs administration
raised numerous claims against the declarants (i.e. the drivers). their guarantor (i.e. CARGOi.
tltt: uumdguc::c::i; (i.e. .
, Horex, UNI I 11-'J and the importer (i.e. CWA). The
Respondent therefore finds it clear that it used its best efforts to collect the customs debt from
CWA and the drivers/decl:m111!'<: rrinr !'0 initiating pr·oceedingr. again~! C:!\RGO G! ir: p:!:-~1l:::l
with such proceedings.
365. It follows, in the Respondent's opinion, that the Czech customs administration took all
available steps in the course of its investigation regarding the tax fraud scheme in order Lo
identify the people and/or entities that were involved in it, and that finally in no way the
Respondent treated the Claimant in an arbitrary manner. It must also be highlighted that the
allegation of "arbitrariness'' is groundless from the point of view of international law. Indeed,
arbitrariness is wilful disregard of due process of law, an act which shocks, or at least
surprises, a sense of juridical propriety. In the present case, the Claimant has been unable to
adduce any evidence that the Respondent's acts were performed as a result of some form of
impropriety or capricious, despotic or irrational conduct.

366. The Respondent considers that the Claimant's position regarding the alleged
discriminatory conduct is equally ill-founded. It is now well established in investor-state
arbitTation case-law that for discrimination to be established, the investor who invokes treaty
protection has to demonstrate that (i) other investors, be they national or originating from a
third country, placed under the same circumstances, (ilj were better treated than the first
investor (iii) without any justification. The Respondent submits, however, that none of these
three requirements is fulfilled in the case at hand for the following reasons:
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(a) CARGO and CWA were not in comparable situations as they were performing very
different fpnctions in the Diesel case. In its capacity as customs agent, CARGO had very
· ispY.oi.fic ·.d:i:~~i·~§)Whh* :pan:not·.;P..e. ·e~m.pa,re~.'. .iWHh !thqs.~ .c~i:riecLq:ut,.'Q:y. ;:.C.~:A;".~i1d oth~r. e.t;ttiti~s
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CWAin 0rdento coi:Ject the amo.u;J:.J.tsiof:mw.aid excise.taxes and VAT,.
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Jun. In ai~)"·ev,ent,.i.e .. if:treatment.aff~m:led to,CARG.O.were to,be· qui:i-lified as Jess.,fo~0urable
than. that reseriv.e.d to other. entities, the Res.po.:Pde.ntJmcl .a, le.gal justification for the .treatment
.......,,fo,that.:CA.RGO.:ex}!lressly..acc.e_pted,to b.e:t11~t,g!!J.arantor foi:Jhe,.tr?-:qsi_t.~shipm.ents: C.A;f..G:0-:was
the1refore w.ell ·!:aware that '.its .guarantee undertakhigs could bt< :enforced in case
shipments were unlawfully removed :from customs supervision.
1
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368, Consequently, .the Respondent considers that.:the·Claimant's position according,.to.:which
CARGO was discriminated against cannot be accepted fromeither.a·1egal or a factuai'.point of
view and must therefore be rejected.
(s) No violation of the.full protection and security standard
-~~""'!~ .. .,. •• .,,.<ll....'~i:""f,~>"'~T ....-.•'""'_.,.,,""1'1'111T•~,_..._.,.~~"''""":'l~''"".,...'':" ... ,.,.M,~""'~•~~ ......... l~i'>~~··.-..,...,.- ........ _..-.,., •.
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3_q9,. f...ppqr,9i!lg :to -~th_e ...qaimant, .the R,espondent violated its obligation. t.o. provio.e .full
protection and security in accord.anae ".with Artfoles 2(3) .and 4(1) of the BIT. J?he~Glaimant
c0ntends that, .altho11gh the .full.protection.and .security standard has beep. used predominantly
in the context of physical protection, it extends ·:beyond ·an :obligatiGn te . -protect .physical
property and :includes the obligation to protect the legal security of investments.
370. In the Respondent's opinion, however, the large majority .of arbitral awards show that the
standar.d of folJ protection and security has only been applied. to physical hann .suffered by
investors and/or their investments. Some arbitral tribunals that were asked to apply the full
protection and security .standard beyond its traditional scope, i, e. the protection against
physical violence, have explicitly denied the applicatio11 of the standard in such
circumstances.
371. In the absence of.any contention that the Claimant, or his investment CARGO, was the
victims of violent acts perpetrated by the·Respondent, his argumentation regarding a breach of
the full protection and security standard fails h1 the Respondenf s view anp must be rejected.
(t) No violation o.fArticle 7(1) ofth.e BIT

372. The Claimant finaJJy alleges that Article 7(1) of the BIT is a broad provision requiring
the contracting parties to treat investments at least as well .as tequired ·by "obligations under ·
international law existing at present or established hereafter between the Contracting Parties,
- - - whether general or specific". In other .words,.the Claimant contends that Arti.c]e. 7(1) of
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the BIT would be the equivalent of the minimum standard of treatment of customary
international law.
373. The Respondent argues that this interpretation by the Claimant is nothing but a distortion
of the B TT. Far from incorporating within the BIT the minimum standard of treatment (as
contended by the Claimant), Article 7(1) is a sui generis clause allowing investors of one
C011tracting Party to benefit from the provisions of the legislation of the other Contracting
Party, or of any obligations between the Contracting Parties, if such were found to be more
favourable than the provisions of the BIT. Therefore, in order to invoke Article 7(1) of the
BIT, the Claimant had to· identify provisions of the Czech legal order or international
obligations - be they customary or inserted in a treaty - applicable between Germany and the
Czech Republic that would allow him a more favourable treatment than that afforded to him
in accordance with the BIT. However, the Respondent considet·s that the Claimant is
incapable of demonstrating in what way the general principles be relied upon - due process,
transparency, obligations of natural Justice, good faith, clue diligence and fair dealing, and the
protection of economic rights - would allow him a more favourable treatment than that
provided fo1· by other standards of the BTT, especially the fair and equitable standard of
tt•eatment. Furthermore, again the Claimant's argumentation is only based on general
statements which do not show that the Respondent may have breached these general
principles.
374. As a result, the Respondent concludes that the Claimant's argumentation regarding

Article 7( 1) of the BIT must also be rejected.
(u) Fina{ remarks

375. The Respondent also considers that, contl'ary to what the Claimant contends, the in duhio
milius principle is not applicable to the facts of the rresent ca::ie. indeed, the:: applicability of

suct1 prmc1ple depends on the existence of doubts about the correct interpretation of a certain
set of facts or ambiguity of a legal regulation. In the case of CARGO securing the payment of
the taxes en imports of oil in I994. l 995, the Respondent finds no .;:l(HJbts f!bvut tl!~ fa~L~.
There was also no ambiguity of the relevant legal regulations in 1994 and l 995. The
submission that there was no ambiguity conceming the interpretation of the relevant legal
regulations especially with regard to surety bonds secul'ing payment of excise taxes and VAT
is supported, in the Respondent's opinion, by the fact that the customs administration's
interpretation of the relevant legal regulations has never been challenged by anyone (in
particular, no pa!'ty to the proceedings) except by the Claimant before this Arbitral Tribunal.
376. The Respondent argues that, despite the fact that CARGO challenged the Czech customs

authorities' decisions in many instances and, therefore, became a party to a large numbel' of
proceedings before Czech courts, CARGO never made to the Czech courts an assertion that
surety bonds did not secure payment of the excise tax and VAT or an assertion that the
relevant claims were time~barred or any other of the assertions made in this case. It follows
that the relevant legal regulations were not ambiguous. If there had been any doubts about
their interpretation, CARGO or the Claimant would certainly have made such an assertion
before the Czech courts. They had plenty of occasions to do so.
377. Furthermore, the Respondent considers that there can be no doubt about what was
secured by the surety bonds, since the exact amount was stated on these bonds. The amount
was calculated on the basis of the excise tax and VAT which were to be paid for the particular
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consignment. Therefore, CARGO knew the exact amount it was securing before handing over
the surety . bond to the drivers .
.3.78 . ..lP. •th~ Re..sp_oP.,cJ.e.nt' ,s_.;yJ.~y\!~ .the. ,l~g~lity pdn.cjp)e w.as .:I.Wt ,.l:rr~~ghe.9 '.pY.:€l:Ct$ ,qf t,Jl~ . :.C.!Zi~Ql1
customs authorities enforcing the surety bonds against CARGO, since CARGO decided freely
. :-an.d jndependently·to .secme:payment·,of:-1exoise taxes ai1d .:VAT ;by-issuing,tbe:.-.su1:ety .bonds
"and :was\not:iforced ·to -do s0 .. by· the;:Gzech customs :authorities or by :any pro;visiolf of Czech
.·;legal:regtila:llions: . . ·;:-.
. ,:; . ".. :,:_ ,....~·· · ::/"':"• ... ): ·:· · " .,. ..
,_~ · ..
· ..
... ' . .: . . :i ....• :· •.'
.•:
3 79. The surety bonds iss11ed by CARGO'iil.fr3ludec:Hts prm:nis.e:to pay-.tbe anwunts·:·:w:hich .were
calculated on the basis of an assessment of excise taxes and VAT. Tbe Claimant cannot assert
that.: the Ozech .<cµstomr::auth'or.ities bi:eaohe-d· ::the. ;legality iprinciple. by enfo:rofog ·.CARGO' s
promise to pay the amount of excise taxes and VAT.
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380. Furthermore, the Responde11t argues that enforcement of the surety. bonds was in

.absolute. OCim1plianoe :with the fog'lJ:regulati.ons .which were valid and ·effecfrve dur.ing the
relevant period oftime. In its Section 323, the Customs Act stipulated thEJ.t securiing a. custc:ims
debt 1lle~n~ also s.~c1:1rin~ paymei:t ?f excise taxes a~d YAT .
.

,.,.:.

381. The Respondent points out that, in its surety bonds, CARGO specificalJy undertook to
secure payment.of.the customs ·debt. ·In compliance with Section 323 of:the.Customs Act, this
meant that CARGO was securing the payment of excise tax and VAT. Further, th~,,'.'taxes"
·w.ere specifically-mentioned in the wording· of.the surety bonds.
"
382. The Respondent concludes that there can be no breach of the legality principle under
.these circumstances.
. ... . .. . . . .
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383. The Respondent also relies on the fact that the stamps that were affixed on the TCPs,
-copy 5; were :·definitely ;estab'lishe'Ebas 'being for-gerieEdn two expertTepof.ts;·of· 199.6 and·,,~1'998
established within a criminal investigation. This is clear evidence that the customs officers
whose .stamps, -were .copied .:.had~no .inv.ol:v.ement--in-.the Diesel .case. Similarly, -all-. dri:v.ers
transporting oil shipments for CWA et consortes have declared as witnesses in the criminal
proceedings that they never met any customs officer when their TCP, copy 5, was stamped.
This necessarily implies, in the Respondent's opinion, that the person who printed the forged
stamp on the TCP, copy 5, was not a customs officer in uniform. Whi,Je investigations were
conducted on all people involved in the Diesel case, customs officers were asked to testify
before the competent criminal proceedings authority. None of .tbese customs 0ffioers was
subsequently prosecuted or afortio7'i sentenced.
1

384. In so far as the Claimant contends that CARGO was discriminated against during the
year 1995 when the drivers/hauliers using CARGO's services were allegedly forced to
support excessive delays at border crossings for customs declaration, the Respondent finds no
support for this contention.
:VII. The Arbitral Tribunal's reasoning

1. Gen.era! considerations
385. The present arbitration is based on the bilateral Treaty between the Federal Republic of
Germany and .the Czech .and Slovak Federal Republic c.oncerning the encouragement and
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reciprocal protection of investments, here called the BIT. The question that the Arbitral
Tribunal is called upon to answer is whether the Respondent, i.e. the Czech Republic, as one
of the two successor states of the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, has violated its
obligations under the BIT in regard to the Claimant's investment in the Czech Republic.
386. The alleged violations of the BIT essentially consisted in acts and omissions affecting the
company CARGO, formed and operated.by the Claimant. In the absence of any objection to
the Claimant's capacity to represent the interests of CARGO, the Arbitral Tribunal accepts
that any action affecting CARGO in the Czech Republic also affected the Claimant's
investment in that state, as protected under the BIT.
387. The Claimant alleges that the Respondent violated the following obligations in the BIT:
(a) the obligation to accord investments a fair and equitable treatment fArticle 2( I)],

(b) the obligation not to lmpah· investments by arbitrary or discriminatory measures [Articles
2(2), 3(1) and 3 (2)],

(c) the obligation to give investments full protectio11 and security [Articles 2(3) and 4(1 )],
(d) the obligation not to deprive l11vestors of their investments [Article 4 (2)], and

(e) the obligation to treat investments at least as favourably as required by international law
[Article 7(1JJ.
3 88. The Responden1 contests that it breached any of these obligations and asks f'or the
dismissal of all the Claimant's claims.
389. A considcrnblc part of the argumentation in thi.s case concerr1:i qucstiui1::. 1c::ltt.i.i11g i.u dit..:
interpretation and application of Czech law. The Arbitral Tribunal therefore finds it
appropriate first to make a few general remarks on the relationship between rights and
obligations under domestic law and those founded 011 the BTT.
390. The BIT is an international treaty and should be interpreted in accordance with the

principles of international treaty law, as codified in the Geneva Convention on the Law of
Treaties. The Arbitral Tribunal derives its competence exclusively from the BIT and is not
competent to decide how Czech law ls to be interpreted, this being a matter for the Czech
courts. Consequently, the Tribunal cannot review the interpretation of domestic law in Czech
court decisions. Nor can the Tribunal express an opinion on the interpretation of Czech law on
matters which have not been decided by Czech courts.
391. However, in this arbitration Czech law is one of the factual elements which the Tribunal

must take into account when establishing whether the Czech Republic has observed its
undertakings in the Czech-German BIT. It is the Tribunal's task to examine whether Czech
Jaw, as it was applied to the Claimant and his company CARGO, may have violated the
obligations of the Czech Republic in the BIT. In other words, if it should be found that Czech
law had such contents, or was applied in such manner, as to violate any of these treaty
obligations, the Tribunal is competent to establish that a violation occurred and to draw the
legal conclusions following from it. The Tribunal's examination may not only concern
specific acts by the Czech authorities but also extend to general questions of whether the
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.Czeol1 legal· system, including . the availability of judicial and administrative remedies, 1vas
sufficierit ·to ;provide the Claimant 'With adequate protection fol'!his investment in the-Gzecb
·Republic"

·j.9d·. As. a ·g~;;~r~;,~t1l~·:.:tb{ CI~in~a.~t has th~.b~rden ofpi~o~f:;i~ .;espe.~t-~f.the fact~ "whfol~ .are
alleged to :violate the BIT. Moreover, it is also incmnbent on the Claimant to be specific in
. r~gard. to ,his 'allegations;; T:he.::o hligations .in the I.3'1T}are.;defi.ned in:.:gefrefal terms; such as ·fair
.;a:nd:.equitable·tJ1ea.ttnf)nt1 .a11bitr~ry .0r ,dism:iminatory;.measuJ1E':s .an d.:foU·protection: and: security,
iEiTicl .:the>Olaimant. ;sh0.tild·:'ipdfoate ..~d1iob. partic·ular,,;acts ::or emissions; ·or 11vhiCh .·specific
domestic la1-;,1s or regulations, he consWers::t~· :h?v.e.:;y'iQ'lated . th<?. :Dlahpan_t~s '/rights .undyr :the
BIT. In so far as this l1as not been sufficiently specified by the Clah11m1t, the Tribunal may
1find iit ,:appropriate,. ·'1m1d:og.. r.egard ;.als0 :to Abe Respondent1B ·right:Jcif'defenc~; ·.to: .Iirriit .rits
"exam·inati0n:acG'Or.dingJ~1::. ,::,.; '·'."•;
· · . -.
.•-: ,•'.'·,,· ,_,. ...
"·· x'.·· :. .. .:"'~ ·;·: . . :: .... ·
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393. The Claimant's company CARGO was held liable, as guarantor, foi.:,.pay.rnents,tofexoise
taxes and VAT on oil products transported in 1994 and 1995 from Slovakia to the Czech
. .Republic:,>f.le .objects .t0·such liability .on -.the.:ground ±hat, in::his. vfow;·:g0.ods)iliJ.p0:rted a~ith~t
time from Slovakia were . not subject.to .excise taxes and value added. ta~ (VAT'v:·in the.!Czech
Republic. He relies in this respect-on the.definition o'f;the term "customs debt~~:fo the".Ozech
Ctistoms Act. .In .Section =2· of'the Act, '.~customs ·debe, was defined.,,as ';the.;, obligation of. a
perso11 to pay the amount of the import.:duties ·(customs debt 011 imp0rta.ti0n) or· export duties
· (customs :debt on -.exportation)" ..Ho;we.v er, .as a ·resulf of the cust0ms uni on, betweentbei'.Czech
and . Slovak Republics, there were no .. customs tduties . :on imports into .the Dzech.'.Republic.of
,g0ocls coming from :S1ov.akia; Consequently, the·:Claimant ·considers :that no~.:custo~_s ··debt
could
arise 'in ·.the
present; case 1which· .concerned ·import of oil ·products Jrnm .Slovakia. ·In ··the
..... ·····-.. -··- .......
.. .................- .. ·-··-.........-..........-....... ___ .. -- ......................,__ ......-.. . .... - .................:J""L--·--·-·-· ..····-··•·
Claimant's opinion, this would have the further consequence that there coulu oe no excise.~fiix·
··0r·"'VAW .:0n ·suoh· g0t:)(tls;:-sinoe·dn the>Excise :Ta:x'.es A;ot;and ·the NAJ>kct:.the duty:)t©:.ljDay-ta<x:es
arose 0n the day a customs.debt occurred.
1

1

394. Moreover, the Claimant argues that the tax obligations were linked to the import of
goods and import was understood as the release of goods for procedures -specified in the -l:aw,
in particular the release of goods for free circulation, the release of goods for inward
processing and the release of g0ods for temporary use. The removal .of goods .from ·customs
supervision, which occmTed in ·the present case, cc;mld not, .in ·the ·Claimant's opinion, be
regarded as import and could therefore not give rise to any tax obligations.
395. The Claimant also considers that customs officers were not competent to collect excise
taxes .and VAT on the oil products, since according to the regulations in force at the relevant
time the customs authorities acted as taxation authorities only upon impo1t, and since there
was no import in this case, the customs authorities had no competence to decide on taxation.
396. In this regard, the Claimant further refers to two general principles of interpretation. The
first principle is the in dubio mitius principle which implies -in this context that in matters of
taxation the inte1pretatio11 of the law which is most favourable to the taxpayer is to be
preferred. The second principle is the legality principle from which it follows that an
obligation to pay taxes must be based on clear legal provisions.
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397. The Claimant's interpretation of Czech law on these matters is contested by the
Respondent which argues that, while there was no liability for customs duties 011 imports from
S Jovakia, excise taxes and VAT sti II had to be paid on goods imported from that country. The
Respondent also maintains thai there was import in this case and that the customs officers
were competent to determine the taxation.
398. The Arbitral Tribunal notes that the Czech court decisions which have been submitted to
the Tribunal do not provide support for his views on the interpretation of the Customs Act, the
Act on Excise Taxes and the VAT Act. Nor does it appear that the Claimant raised these legal
objections in the proceedings before the Czech courts.
399. The Arbitral Tribunal considers that it is not competent to determine how Czech law was
to be understood at the relevant time in respect of goods imported from Slovakia. However.
the Tribunal notes the diver·gence of opinion between the Parties and will keep their views in
mind, when examining the issues arising under the BJT.
3. Tlie suret,11 bonds
400. According to Section 139(1) of the Customs Act, as in force at the relevant time,
"tra11sit" meant "a pl'Ocedure covering goods transported under customs supervision from one
customs office to another cLtstoms office". In Section 139(2), "transit operation" was defined
as "the movement of goods in transit from the customs office of dispatch to the customs office
of destination". The person making the customs declaration, called the "declarant'', or the
company on behalf of which that declaration was made, was responsible as debtor for th<:
custom.s debt, and security had to be provided for the fulfilment of the debtor's payment
obligation. In respect of the fuel transports from Slovakia now at issue, such security was
provided by CARGO in the form of security bonds issued separately for each shipment.
40 I. l lowcvcr, the Claimant maintains that the surety bone.I::; issued by CARGO oniy
concerned customs duties (which could not be imposed on imports from Slovakia) and did not
include liability for taxes, the argument being not only that, in the Claimant's view, such
surety bonds did not extend to taxes.
402. The Respondent takes the opposite view and considers that the surety bonds also covered
taxes and that excise tax.es and VAT had to be levied on goods imported from Slovakia.
403. The Arbitral Tribunal has been provided with a sample of a surety bond. This bond
concerned a specific shipment and was signed by CARGO on I I November I 994. In the
absence of other information, the Tribunal will assume that all the bonds issued by CARGO
for transit operations were drafted in the same or a similar way, except as regards the
guaranteed amount which was filled in for each shipment. The Tribunal will therefore base its
considerations on the wording of the sample which has been submitted to the Tribunal.
404. In the introductory paragraph of the surety bond, CARGO, as guarantor, gives a payment
guarantee in a certain amount "as security for customs debts" and undertakes, jointly and
severally with the debtor, to fulfil the guaranteed amount of customs debts and to pay the
amount that owes or will be owing to the customs authority of dispatch due to dispositions
that are prohibited by the Customs Act and whereby, according to Chapter I3 Part One of the
Act, a customs debt arises regarding the goods admitted into the transit regime.
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405. In the second paragraph oftbe bond, the guarantor J,.mdertakes, within a time-limit of ten
days 'from the.notification of the.amount·ofcustoms duty, tax and fees qy the relevant customs
~.' . ELuth©.rit;y,~.:forthy.idtb to PE!Y the. -requ~sted· amount,. imless ..the ::guci.r;a11tor. ...or .any ..o.tbe1: . p.erson
'1cb.n6'erned fori1:ishes1prodfto''tbe·ouste:>ms auth01'.jty of dispEitcb before the expirat}on ofithis
, ·,.,tirri\:Hlhnit~ ithat:negotiations :;in ~the tJ:ansit regim:e :thEi.t.are prohibited :bylaw· di d··not:tak:e place
ant!·thaf'ia oustciins·debtdid 11'01:-arise... ,
....
, ..
. .·.• ~ (.. ·'406;:.\I'he.,Arbitral Tribumd.1fJ.rst :110tes that::these ·:sui'ety ·:b0nds ar.e ..guarantees· issueo~·.umder
.. ·"CzecltjJfiv:ate ''law.:ancl':that.;thefr.:Jeg4J ,.effects'isho ukl ·be·determined. on ·the :basis oHhat:law. It
is not the Tribunal's task:'to~ma'lce"stH:~h ia. determinatimi> ... ,..
1

1

· , . · · •• 1 ...' ;

407. However, what is relevant in the present .proceedings· is that the surety bonds had
important economic consequences for CARGO and for the Claimant's investment in the
. ·Czeoh:iRepfrblic. ·':Prom :this ·perspective, ·the [ribunal :must examine· whether the . . guarantee
claims based.: on the "Surety '.bonds' and .the ·measUl'es >taken :to, enforce tbese claims ·affected the
· ·:Claimanfs,rights underi-tbe B1T-fo 1protectio11 for•his-tlnvestment.
· "·"
·.:·

. -'~.

·.=•:

.

.. 40s'. Tfoe-.Arbitral Tribun~l considers that·the-.Vi,ord1ng~o{the surefy bond is ..to~sorr1e:e:Kte.ri.t
ambiguous 1a11d not fully consistent.. The first paragraph of the ·bond specifies that .. the
:guar.antee :is. security foi· "customs· debts" which, if the definition in .the ·Customs Act is
applied;•could {be:read·1as referring 0nlyt0 customs"duties. 'However, in.the second:1pai:agrapb
of:the . bond;-the·guarantor uridertakesto pay:not.only customs duties.butJalso taxes,and;fees.
409. The Respondent has also pointed out - and this has not been contested by the Claimantthat·in the bond submitted·to:the.Arbitral Tribunal the guaranteed amount corresponded.to the
·"'amo.unt;.0,£;tax:~s..:i(exciseJax.:a1id~NAIJ.Jo,b.~J~v.i~d., . Qn...th.e.;particula.r., shipment. of..o.it:p.i;oducts
ccrverea '"by= tne>·guarantee: '.Thi~, 'jfr ·the· 'T1%"liiiar1s view, must be seen as a rather ·strong
jndicatjon t11at the bond was;jtlten·aeti::fO·.pfovitie··se·cutity·~fai·tfiese taxes.
· ·~·

410. -lt-·is alse .. diffioult-to unde1•stand -why security -would be· required at all--if no EJUestien of
liability for either customs duties or tax:.es could arise in respect of goods coming from
Slo:vakia. The.Claimant's.explanation that the surety bonds were issued only for balance-oftrade and statistical purposes does not appear convincing and is not supported ·by the evjdence
in the case.
4 J1. The Arbitral Tribunal therefore, despite the ambiguity in the wording of the surety
bo11ds, finds the conclusion unavoidable that, in so far as the application of the BIT is
concerned, the Breclav-dalnice Customs Office, when accepting the bonds as security,
inte11ded them to provide security for taxes and that CARGO, when signing the bonds, was
aware that this was.the purpose of its undertaking.

412. It must therefore be concluded that CARGO, by signing a large number of bo11ds of this
nature which together represented large sums of money, made a very substantial economic
undertaking and exposed itself to considerable economic risks in case the goods would not be
properly presented for clearance to the customs office of destination.
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4. The fraudulent acts

413. It is common ground in this case that the relevant oil products imported from Slovakia
were removed from customs control and final clearance as a result of a large scale criminal
activity for which several persons have been prosecuted and some have been sentenced to
terms of imprisonment. However, some elements are in dispute between the Parties and may
be relevant for the consideration of the Claimant's rights and the Czech Republic's
obligations under the BIT. The Arbitral Tribunal will therefore give special attention to the
questions (1) whether the customs authorities had accepted that customs clearance could take
place outside a customs area, (ii) whether ce1tain customs documents had been forged, and
(iii) whether one or more customs officers were involved in the fraud.

(a) Customs clearance at CWA 's premises
414. 11. appears that the drivers of the trucks transporting the oil products from Slovakia to the
Czech Republic, after being admitted to the transit regime at the border office of Breclavdalnice, did not proceed to an inland customs office fo1· customs clearance. Instead, they went,
in accordance with the instructions they had received, to the CW A premises at Lipova or
Slusovice where they handed over the relevant documents, not to a customs officer but to the
staff of CWA. They were told that CWA would then regulate all customs matters with the
Zlfn Customs Office. Subsequently, confirmations (slips of the TCP), appearing to come from
the Customs Office Olomouc, were sent to the office or despatch at Breclav-dalnice which
concluded that customs clearance had taken place and that the transit procedure had been
completed.

415, The Parties disagree on whether the drivers were entitled to deliver the customs
documents to CW A instead of the customs office of destination. The Claimant considers that
the drivers could do so under the simplified procedure granted to C'.W A hy the c":~c;:lu'•
Guduj~, vi'-''-' Custum:, Office;. Thi& i& Guiii.c5i.c;;J UJ tltc Rc:sµu11Jc11L
416. The Arbitral Tribunal has been provided with a decision of the Ceske Bud~jovice
Customs Office, dated 27 ,June 1994, and a supplement to that decision, dated I0 .January
1995. According to the decision, CWA was granted permission, according to Section
124(1)(b) of the Customs Act, to import diesel oil and gasoline from the Slovak Republic in a
simplified procedure. It was specified that import of the goods would be permitted by virtue
of a commercial or an administrntive document (invoice) which had to contain specific
information and which would replace a customs declaration.
417. The A1·bitral Tribunal notes, however, that the decision of the Customs Office did not
indicate that clearance could be carried out at a place other than a customs office. Further, the
decision specified that it was based on Section 124(1)(b) of the Customs Act which authorised
a customs office to grant permission for goods to be entered at the declarant's request on the
basis of a commercial or administrative document replacing the customs declaration. In view
of the wording of the decision and the legal provision concerned, the Tribunal cannot find it
established that the decision was intended to allow customs clearance to be carried out
outside a customs area.
418. The Claimant has also referred to three documents appearing to have been issued by the
Customs Authority at Zlfn. According to these documents, dated 7 April, I May and probably- I June I994, the company UNTTIP,
and the company HOREX Zlfn had
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been 'granted pei1nissfon, in respect of certain categorjes of diesel. oil and gasoline, "to handle
· tbe:.goods··befotdt is Jet through; pro'\iided .tlTat'the declaring :company .each ·Monday .for: the
past 'week liands ·in. the -relevant .Sjngle Customs Document :m1d :aff other .administrative and
. ,;601nrne1;cia1 :.aocumerits::.;:contah~ipg 'dnforina#o:ri.,.:for. the ..i:d~pti@.patiqn of ..the ;goocls'!.,:·..The.$e
·:permits· iw.ere ·said ·to :be bas~d :,·on· :Sections :83(1) ·and :123 of"'the 'Oq.stoins .Act.. The . fatter
"iection a1Jowed ;a ;:c1isto.ms· :of:fide t@ 'pern:i:it"goods ·to ·ibe<,disp0secl :'Qfc:pt:ijo1"to :their:.Te]ease.
· . FJowevet;· the ;Respondent'·argtles:. .thattbe:"tjocuments are forged :an© points 1out . that •the
. .: customs-officer ·claimed ·'tcY have··sigrled.:tbe docitni ents was ..not ·co1npete1it :to:d b :so and :.thadhe
.·:.,:signature. on· the·three:docu:rnent.s js .,not~his .'Sig~atm~e; : . · · ·'
·.. ,, .: ·, ·..,.,.:· " ·:r:. ·
••.. :·: :. .. .
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419. The Arbitral Tribunal considers the circumstances to::be. -such 1as ·t0 'c1:eate :se1~i.ous :dotibts
about the authenticity of the three permits. However, even if they were gemdne doci1ments,
··the Tribunal .,finds .Jt:,CJoubtful;q¥hetheJ ttiey. . cmlld "be.oread, accordiri.:gYto . ~their wording~· as
.authorisations·to perform .. customs·:clearance of transit.·goods 011tside· a customs area;. The
'Jlril-DunaJ the1•efore oanpot a:ccept the:tn.'as 'justificati'on ·for·presentaticm 'of:trar.isit goods· and
· customs·,documents to:;·CW:A. persoiinel without -any.·supervisiol1' by customs. offrcers .. · ..
... . .. . . . . .
.,:
'••
420. The Arbitral Tribunal notes, however, that there are situations in which customs
proceedings may·indeed legally take place outside a customs area. :While .Sectiort-J:.02:(-1) .of
the Customs Act provides that customs proceedings shall be held at a customs office or in
:c11stoms zones, Bection "1'02(3~ ·'States, as .an excepfam, :that, at the ·request.•and.:.at th~.1expense
of:the declarant, customs -prm~eedirigs may ·als0 be 'conducted· outside .a·: cnstoms 'zon e•."tSecti on
l02C4) instructs the Ministry of Finance to lay .. down h1 an Ordinance the .conditions ·under
. which cusfoms proceedings ·may"be ·:so coriducted:.and if:0 set the ·amount of eA.']Jens·es:.>to .. be
charged for conducting such proceedings. The Ministry of Finance issued instructimis. in
Regulation No. 92/1993 which in Section 16 allows customs proceedings to take place outside
..... a:..austoms .• ar..ea,_Jf.:this. :Js_.j:ustified.::.b.y,.:JJ.eason.s . :.d.Lec.on.o:roJ~,.--e~p.~_qi~lb!~if. .:.:iL.simP,l.ifi..~is.~.·th.e.
·transportation of' the goodsr or ·if ·it:·is ..otherwise.. ·imperative :and does ··not· breach :ltlie . ,regi.llar
·activities of the ·custo:rris'authorit)1• A request for 1proce'l:WHngs to· be"iheltl outsme·;the'\ousfoms
area must be made sufficiently in advance, and ·:the customs authority must. be given
..inforitrafa>n about-the approximate amount of~g00·iis· anti -the-type ·of gp0ds .....:M0re0_ve:r, :it-is .the
customs authority that will conduct the customs proceedings outside the customs area, and the
declarant who asked for this procedure will have to pay tbe costs for the participation of the
customs officers.
~ ,;

'~;

I'·~··:·~·~,

'I',."

:'."

'' ''"'.":.;" .,"'·'_~~.
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421. lt is clear, however, that this special procedure for customs clearance oµtside .a customs
area was not applied in the present case and that, in any event, that procedure- w~uld have
required the presence of one or.more customs officers at the relevant place.
(b) The use o.fforged documents
422. The Arbitral Tribunal has found above (see para. 419) that there are serious doubts about
the authenticity of the three permits claime~ to have been issued by the Customs Authority at
Zlin and allowing goods to be disposed of prior to t11eir release.
423. The Respondent also claims that the part 5 slips of the TCPs confirming the termination
of the transit procedure which were returned to the Customs Office Bfoclav-dalnice were
provided ·with forged stamps appearing to be those of two customs officers at the Customs
Office at Olomouc. This has bee11 questioned by the Claimant.

·---------------·-·--------·--~
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424. In support of their respective positions on this matter, the Parties have referred to ex.perl
opinions. In one expert opinion, dated 20 March I 996, Martina Lm'lak.ova, of the Institute of
Criminology of the Police of the Czech Republic, reported that the Institute had received 20
pieces of customs documents containing imprints of the stamps of the Customs Office
Olomouc 1366.21 and 1373.12 and that a detailed examination of all these imprints of the
stamps had revealed that the TCPs in all cases bear the imprints of forged stamps. A similar
conclusion was reached in a subsequent expert opinion, dated 22 July 1998, by Miroslav
Bflek., of the Section of Criminal Technology and Expertise of the Police at Brno. The
accuracy of the findings in these expert opinions has been questioned in a Casework
Examination Report of 14 May 2008, issued by Anthony Stockton, Forensic Science Service,
Wetherby West Yorkshire, England.
425. The Arbitral Tribunal has no basis for making an assessment of its own as to whether the
stamps on the TCP slips were genuine or fot•ged. The Tribunal notes, however, that, in
addition to the conclusions reached in the experts reports, the two customs officers who would
have been the p1·oper owners of the stamps apparently denied that they had used their stamrs
in this manner. Ii must therefore be conclllded that there is doubl as to their allthenticity.

(c) Involvement of customs ojYlcers
426. The Claimant maintains that customs office!'s must have been involved in the fraud.
since it would be most unlikely that the customs authorities would otherwise have been
unaware of large quantities of oil products, admitted under a transit regime, having
disappeared without customs clearance at an inland customs office over a considerable period
of time.
427. The Arbitral Tribunal notes that the fraud in the Diesel case has been su~ject to extensive
investigations in the Czech Republic and that several persons have been prosecuted and some
uf

tl10111 ~ontent:ed

tu term::. uf

impd::;utlliH~liL

Huweve1, the l11vi:::::;ligatiu11 lia::. appa1·e11ily

11ut

pl'ovided sufficient evidence of the involvement of any public official. In the judgment of'
29 .July 2008 in the criminal case against
.. the Regional Courl of Brno stated as

l'-1•-···-·
llJIJlJVV!"\.

"The interrogations did not prove involvement of any customs officer in the criminal activity. Even
though there is n suspicion that more persons were involved in the criminal activity, perhaps even
including anv of the customs officers. this foe! has no effect on the criminal liability of the dcfenclnnt

"

428. The Arbitral Tribunal is not a criminal court and has neither competence nor any
practical means to supplement the criminal investigations conducted in the Czech Republic.
The Tribunal notes that no customs officer has been prosecuted and convicted for any offence
in connection with the Diesel case and can only conclude that, in these circumstances, it has
not been proven that any customs officer was involved in the criminal activities.
5. Time bar

429. The Claimant argues that in any case the claims against CARGO were time-barred and
should not have been admitted by the Czech courts. The Respondent contests that there was
any time bar.
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430. +tis common groun,d between the Patties that, at the relevant time, the·Oustoms Act did
riot corita~1i .m1)' provisl0~1 ·011 a.·ti111e..:lirrikfor cla'.ims against gti?:r~ptdrs ~i1ch··as"CARGO.
· 'E.-fowev,ei:,. tbe. Cfalma11t'argues that it v.loiild"be' 'hic'oncejv~bJe t11_af i1o. tfoie-lii1iit should be
.a_P.pite4 . a1;d :thi.i.'.e,fq1;e.· -~QPsi q'ers .-Jt_;ll e.p,~~$a~:); .to. . i.ppJ.ji: lJ.Y.. ~iw,J.qg~.i,: ?..:ti~11.~~.iJ1nfa.:,-.ap:QJ,j c~~le h1 ·
similar circumstances.
"

'· .....

;' ·/i

!1

··.

'4.3'1. Tl)'e Aft»itrai:Trii:nmaf ii~tes that tl~e exi$.tence or not of atiD:ie ba1;·for:giiarartte.e.claims is
:~-:PJ'a#~f ·9~(c:z:#'ch :i~v;< ;tH'ti.s~\W.: 00~14 :~:ayfB~:~n pii·~~·4_~ ''~1Jt ~1asjppare~1tjf)?.8t">:~ised, by

. D4:R.Q.Q. in. tbe. .cp.tfft "prQqiedings. .:re,ga.i:di11g.Jh~· guatEq1tee. .claiir,rs . :Ei;gii~1)st ~.GA:R.fPO. The
. ·Tfibunal .cannot . determine '·how -Czech Jav-l·"was"rt:o "be mnderstood.;at ;f]}e rele:v:ant :1time and
concludes that the Claimant has not showh-tha:t the:pa:ynients,·otders'iissr1eC::Hi.gairist"iCARGO
vioJ~ted any domestic legal rule or principle based on a statute of limit~tions.
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'432. The Ai'bitral Tribunal notes that the Brecla~1-dalnice •Cust9nis Office rendered a· large
~riumber of'dedsfons ''iinposirig'payment obHgations""C!>n. CARGO ·011 "the':hasis ·;of':surety 'bends
CARG@·appea:Jecl acrainsfima11y
of,thesc\"'cleciSjo:hs·:".fu.y"~rfous
jssuea.~. •'by C:ARG('.) arid·'that
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cases; the proceeaihgs again-st CARGO "had •he.e1:i"preceded .:by proceedhtgs against:the drivers·
who, as declarants, were the primary debtoi·s:·but who were mostl;T'unable 'to pay the Claimed
amounts. As examples, the parties have referred to the folJowing cases:

.. •.··

•

.... • . .

~

.

~i

.•

:

:

(a) The MORGAN case-(referred to by the Claimant)
...

·i.:.,

On .18 Ju)y. 1994, a request was presented to the .Bfeclav-dalnice CustoI!l.s O:ffice py th!'). company
MORGAN'. spol.·s.r.o. for the release of;t:ransported good~ into the transit regi;o1e. :r.his was.,granted . by;the
Customs Office on. condition that the goods shorilc!, withii1 a certain time-limit, he presented"to' the Zlin

... C..µsicir.U$.~QffJ.c.e....Afi.~2i1Ji~.iJ:.f!P.P.~Ar.§.i;JJh.~.tP.P~Pl'.efi.e.µ~~t,i.9n. q'.f,ilkgqg9?.. ~tZ.ifa Gu.#qm~"'Qfflg,e.~ti~P;.tal~~P.
'place;~th"i:FBi'e<Jlav-tl~hi.ic:re<C:ustoms•Offic·e;''i:in".28'Nfardh"199'7;~·issiled a'·de'oisfon;·ordering::-M0RGJ-:kNl·to
cover the customs debt.(excise tax and VA.'.f) of CZK-;3:iJ.:i7;-826~,·.0n:9,Jtin!'lxil.Q9,'.ft1the:;B.i'e0li:1'Y.·.1d~lnice
Regional Customs Office quashed the decision because of fonnal shortcomings and referred the matter
back to the Bi'eclav-dalnice Customs Office for new consider.ation and decision. In its .decision of
7J~nuar)• '2o"o6·; the Breclav-dai'nice custo~s office .orde,re<l cA.R<3o .to j)'iiy-thf;- customs d~bt in .the
amount of CZK 316,943. The order was confirmed by the Brno Customs Directorate on 19 February
2001. On 14 November 2001, the Regional Court of Brno, upon CARGO's appeal, set aside the.decision
and referred the case back to the Customs Directorate for further proceedings, the reason being that the
Act on the Administration of Taxes which had been applied was not applicable since the proceedings ·had
started before J July 1997. It is unclear whether a new administrative decision was taken by the Customs
Office or the Customs Directorate.
(b) The

· case (referred to by the Respondent)

On 4 November 1994, a shipment of diesel oil :from Slovalda was presented to the Breclav-dalnice
.Customs Office. The declarant was the driver
· : The shipment WFIS released on the same
day into the transit regime under cover of a guarantee by CARGO.
On J November 1995, the BfocJav-dainice Customs Office, with reference to Section 240(3)(d) of the
Customs Act, issued a payment order of CZK 342,467 against Jaroslav Sosolik. Payment was to be made
within 10 days of delivery of the decision. As no payment was made, the Customs Office, on 7 December
1995, with reference to Section 306(1) of the Customs Act, ordered
·
to pay the
outstanding amount within a further term of 20 days from the day of delivery ofthe decision.
Since payment was not made, the Customs Office, on 28 Marc11 1997, with reference to Section 260 of
the Customs Act, issued a payment order in the amount of CZK 341,721 against CARGO as guarantor
according to its surety bond. On 9. June. 1997, the decision .of the Customs Office. was quashed by the
BrecJav Regional Customs Office which referred the case back to.the Bfoclav-dalnice Customs Office.

.f~·
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On 7 Mnrch 2000, the Breclav-dalnice Customs Office issued a new payment order against CARGO in
the same amount ofCZK 341,721, again with 1·eference to Section 260 of the Customs Act. On 27 August
2001, the Bl'no Customs Directorate quashed the decision of 7 March 2000 and referred the case back for
a new hearing and decision, the reason being that the procedw•al rules that hnd been applied were not
applicable to proceedings which had started before I July 1997.
On 4 Ap1·il 2002, the Breclav-dalnice Customs Office, again referring to Section 260 of the Customs Acl,
issued a new payment order in the amount ofCZK 341,721 against CARGO. The decision of the Customs
Office was again appealed to the Brno Customs Directorate which upheld the decision on 8 August 2002.
CARGO's appeal against the decision of the Customs Directorate was rejected by the Regional Court of
Brno on 30 April 2004. At that time Cargo had been declared bankrupt and was represented in the
proceedings by the administrator of the bankruptcy estate. A oassation appeal was lodged but was rejected
by the Supreme Administrative Court on 28 June 2006.

433. The Arbitral Tribunal has been informed that the hundreds of cases regarding CARGO's
gum·antees may be divided into various categories. There were some decisions which were not
appealed by CARGO. Anothet· group consisted of decisions that were set aside for procedural
reasons either by a higher administrative body or by a court and then referred back lo the
customs office for a new decision, A new decision would then normally be taken, and many
of these new decisions were also appealed but confirmed by a court. It could also happen that
no new decision was taken because CARGO was already in a state of bankruptcy and it wou Id
be considered not to make sense to pursue the matter,
434. The Arbitral Tribunal has not been provided with a complete picture of all cases
regarding CARGO's payment obligations but notes, on the basis of the available
documentation and inf'ormalion, that CARGO had administrative and judicial remedies at iu.
disposal and managed to have a number of decisions set aside for formal reasons. The
Tribunal also finds that the judgments in the two cases referred to above (see para. 432) the
Czech courts gave extensive reasons for their conclusions on the various arguments invoked
by CARGO in its appeals. It has not been alleged that the judgments in other cases were
substantially diffel'ent in content or for!"!!.
435. It further appears that in a number of cases CARGO was able to appeal not only lo a
n
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in some cases, CARGO lodged a constitutional complaint with the Constitutional Court.
7. Evaluation under the CzeahwGerman BIT

436. The Claimant alleges in genernl that the Respondent's breach of international law
consists of "the prosecution of illegal claims", which ultimately "destroyed the Claimant's
investment in the Czech Republic". I-le specifies only to a limited extent how, in his opinion,
the Respondent's acts relate to the specific provisions in the BIT which he claims to have
been breached. However, on the basis of the indications given by the Claimant, the Arbitral
Tribunal will proceed to an examination of whether the events of which he complains could
constitute violations of the provisions in the BIT on which he relies.

(a) Fair· and equitable treatment
437. The term "fair and equitable treatment" appears frequently in BITs. It cannot be easily
defined~ but it is generally considered to require at least respect for the international minimum
standard of protection which, according to international customary law, any State is obliged lo
afford to foreign property in its territory.
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438. As far as the precise relation betvveen "fair and .equit.abk~treatment" and .the minimum
standard of international law is concerned, there are two main approaches in international
.. !c.?t.s.~::l~yv...·.:r.~gardi:qg .,~11.w~.s.:tme11tR;... ~sp.~c)gIJr fn:.'.. fLY,Y.ard.s.::. r.e~1dert'.¢ ,. 1pm;:l:~r.: JbC1.· rple.s · qJ.>tbe
,:;fofernatfomi1:.Centt!etforBettilezy:ient 1 of.l11vestm~i1tDisp'dtes (ICSID)·: :.'·::.. ,. . :' ·· . :.,.,:., ·
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;tfl.3'.9: ;Jii some ·.awards,/'ifair and<eqtiitable .ti:eatlJlent'' ·has . .been .eguatect with ·;the .minimum
standard of treatment ·pro'\f.ided fai: ,:by .:geri'Prgl :d1'i'ternationil ·:lay\1: By '\Wa§i· ·of ··examp'l e,· .itJhe
Arbitral Tribunal refers to the. foJlowing statement by the tribunal in the case of Cli1S v.
,·A·rgentina; ·"
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and predrcta61hty·ofthe busmess environment, founaed on solemn legal arra contractual commitments, 1s
not different from the international Jaw minimum standard and its evolution under custornar)1 iaw." 2
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440. Tl1ere were othei• fribunals whidll "r·egatcieCJ "fair and equitaBJe tieat~11ent" as an
autonomous stapdard, .more demanding and more prpt~ctive of the investors' rights than the
:minimum standard· ofheB'.tmeiitprovid.eff fdr~3;~geh'eraf'iiiternation'aJ
'Tiie(:tri'bufi~J fo: ftie
... case.ofAiuht.V.. ArgenWfiCta~opted'±iii~'po.dtibn.:' ' . . ·-:·:_ :.· ..
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'"T11e·c!ause, ·as draftei:!,,perniits·to interpret fifr and·equital:ile treatment and ·full protection and security as
higher standards than required 'by:internationaJ'.Jaw: 'The·piirpose of the third sentence is to set a:floor, not
a ceiling··in. order·to .avoid a possible· interpretatipn · of:these standards below w11at :is :requirea "by
interpatipnal .l,aw.:' 3
.
.
.

441. The Claimant consfoers that the ter~ "fab· and equitable treatment" ii~ the BIT sh~~ld be
interpreted broad)y enol.lgh to en,c,ourage inv.e~tors to participate; in ,the eqpnomy of ·the b0st
state. He .ai;gues that, it falls wfrh1n. tl1e. lEigitimate exp.ectations of au . irivest@i: that ,a ,c.ustoms
-a3m~isfrati'oii~s11o1il~f~~¥f21~e-·'.r'e~~ona&,l}t=ef'£tqr~iir··~0nfroi of -m.'overnen~~·:o(g§0,'d'~''"9,ver
national . J:>0µp,qEJ,rj~s in.. or~er~t0. ensute:. thatAnwestors . a11e·'n0t exposed tC) :,unnecessmw :~.usi11mss
risks. The Respondent,
its part, argues that the tenn should be understood to incorporate
:fu.e .~hl~tQ!Tia:r;y jp,t,~rri.a,tiQl..1_<J:Llgw ..wjniID_lJ.1P._:.~t.m1.darc;l_:.Qf trei:J.tment, a,nd.. n.ot. to .cQns.titut.e .a~ne.w
standard bindin,g.upon ..the.parties to the BIT.
·

for

442. The Arbitral Tribµnal notes .that the term "fair and equitable treatment" appears .in tbe
BIT as a second additional sentence in Article 2(1) whose first sentence provides that each

Contracting Party sbalJ in its territory promote as far as possible investments of investors of
the other Contracting Party and admit suolJ 'investments .in accordance with its· legislation. The
Tribunal considers that the two sentences should be read together which means that "fair and
equitable treatment" is to be give11 a sufficie11tl~ 1 wide interpretation to be consistent with the
promotion of investments which is set out as a pdma1•y aim in Article 2(l).
443. In the Arbitral Tribunal's opinion, a treatment, in order to be fair, equitable and
consistent with the general aim of Article 2(1) and of the BIT in general, should re$pect the
legitimate expectations of the investor. What the .investor may legitimately expect must be
evaluated in the light of aIJ circumstances in each given case. The expectations may relate not
2

CMS Gas Transmission Company v. The Argentine Republic (lCSID Case No. ARB/01/8), Award,
12 May 2005, para. 284.

3

Azurix C01p. v.. The Argentine Republic (lCSID Case ·No. ARB/01/12), Award, J 4 July 2006, para.
361.
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only to the existing contractual or other relations between the investor and the host state, but
may also concern the general legal framework in the host state.
444. Thus, when the host state, through its written or oral represe11tatio11s, undertakings or
other acts, has created the reasonable expectation on the part of the investor that it will
conduct itself in a certain way, the investor legitimately expects that the host state will indeed
act consistently with the assurances it has given to the investor. In the words of the tribunal in
the case of International Thunderbird Gaming Co1poration v. Mexico:
"the concept of 'legitimate expectations' relates, within the context of the NAFTA framework, to a
situation where a Contracting Party's conduct creates reasonable and justifiable expectations on the part
of an investor (or investment) to act in reliance on said conduct, such that a failure by the NAFTA Party to
honour those expectations could cause the investor (or investment) to suffer danrnges," 4

445. The state's failure to observe the legitimate expectations of the investor that it has itself'
induced will amount to a breach of the fair and equitable treatment sta11dard. 5
446. The standard of fair a11d equitable treatment also requires that the host state maintain a
legal order that is stable and predictable, so as to afford the investor the opportunity to pla11
and operate its investments in accordance with the state's legal and business framework. 6 The
elements of stability and predictability of the state's legal order go hand in hand with the need
that the state act with reasonable consistency and transparency, as part of an overall aim of
enhancing legal certainty. 7 Indeed, having i11 mh1d that the pmpose of the BIT is to promote
and protect foreign investment, these facets of the fair and equitable treatment standard are
essential to the maintenance or an environment in which foreign investment is fostered.
447. The standard of fair and equitable treatment also ensures that a state acts in good faith in
its dealings with the investor or its investment 8 and that it does not coerce, threaten or harass
the:- invec;tni- or itR investment. 9 Similarlv. if the state conducts itself in an arbitrary or
..
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448. An important part of fair and equitable treatment is the investor's access to independent

1111partiai courts in order to vindicaie his righi.s und prc:.itoui hi~ invc.stiii6ii'i.. ff the Cvi.ii''tS
are unable to give effect to the law in an impartial and fair manner, the investor muy nnd
himself in a situation of denial of justice which is clearly incompatible with the notion or Cair
and

~ International Thzmde1•bird Gaming Corporation v. United Mexican States, Award, 26

January 2006,
para. 147.
See, for example, Waste Management, Inc. v. United Mexican States (lCSID Case No.
ARB(AF)/00/3), Award, 30 April 2004, para. 98.
6
See CMS Gas Transmission Company v. The Argentine Republic (ICSID Case No. ARB/O 1/08),
Award, 12 May 2005, para. 274; Occidental Exploration & Production Co. v. The Republic (!f
Ecuad01· (LCIA Case No. UN 3467), Award, 1July2004, para. 190 ..
7
See Tecnicas Medioambientales Teemed, S.A. v. United Mexican States (ICSID Case No. ARB
(AF)/00/2), Award, 29 May 2003, para. 154; EnCana C01poration v. Ecuado7' (LCIA Case No.
UN3481 ), Award, 3 February 2006, para. 158.
8
See Saluka Investments BVv. The Czech Republic, Partial Award, 17 March 2006, para. 307.
9
See Tecnicas Medioambientales Teemed, S.A. v. United Mexican States (ICSID Case No. ARB
(AF)/00/2), Award, 29 May 2003, para. 163; Pope & Talbot, Inc. v. Government of Canada, Award
on the Merits of Phase 2, 10 April 2001, para. 181.
10
See, for example, Saluka Investments BV v. The Czech Republic, Partial Award, 17 March 2006,
para. 309.
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-and equitable treatment. The fair and equitable treatment.standard .thus protects the investor
from manifest-maladministration of justice, which may·take the .form of, inter alia, lack of
due process, Jack of a fair trial, undue delay .and obstruction of access to justice, as well as
.. gwssJy .unjust. judginent_s) J. Accordil?gjy,:. :while. ,a denia1 of justice . norma:IJ~ 1 ,re.lates to
egregious ·proc'edura'l impropriety;.it wilJ :also. :be triggered ·v;iben =the :decision ··of 'a court.,or .an
-:administrative organ. is, ·as· Jhe t1~buna1 "in .the .. Jt!fondev v, USA !Case -noted, ·so ·~clearly
12
·Biscreditable and improper" that 'it· canriot•but imply manifest deficiency in the judicial or
administrative process .
.. 449, A denial of justice will occur w11e:1:1, . in ·light of the·.inter.nationa1 .standards of proper
·-administration of justice, there.is a failure .of the state ~s .administrative .or judicial .system in
_,;the treatment.0f the inv.est6r and its 'investment. In .the assessment of.:wbether .deniaLof justice
·:has \taken place, it-"is the judicial or administrati:ve "S~ 1stem as ·a whole that is being put to the
test.

450. The .Arbitral Tribunal ·is not Gf the ·view that :for the whole judicial or adminis·frative
system to have been tested the investor- must have, attempted to pursue· aH· available judicial or
administrative avenues in the state in order to avail ·himself of his rights. As in the case of
·other aspeds.'ofthEfoveshTieiit p1;otecfioii. afforaed unde1: fhe BIT'(foi·-·:examp1e,'the obi"igatfoi1
not .to :expropriate without compensation or other aspects of the fair and equitable treatment
standard), exhaustion of local remedies is not required for denial of justice to be found.
Indeed, as the tribunal in the case of Mondev v. USA held, "it is not true that the denial of
justice rule-and the exhaustion of local remedies rule 'are interlocldng and inseparable'". 13

-451. What is-required, however, .is evidence ofJailure of the judicial Gr administrative.system
as a whole. 'For example, an isolated instance where ·a judicial or administrative 01;ga11 has
.G.Q.mmi:tte.d.. a:.gi:o_s.s._. ~:t:f.Pr ._an. cL.aD.. a.oe.g.uat~ :.and.: effeo~i.Y.e~ren;t e9y to. redress...such ~er;r:or".~xisted
will not meet the test. Conversely, when a set of decisic:ms or ·procedures in relation to the
same investor (or class of investors) or in relation to the same issue reveals a state of a
manifestJ.31 defective· judicial or administrative process, irrespective of whether all local
·avenues-·:for-redt'ess have ·been pursued;-the test· w:ifl .:be met. ''.f.his is the Standard-that the
Arbitral Tribunal will apply in the present case.
452. The Claimant considers that CARGO did not benefit from fair and equitable treatment,
since the guarantees issued by CARGO were enforced without a legal basis, and that the legal
·remedies at CARGO's disposal were inadequate. He poiiits out that until 1 January 2003 the
Czech Republic Jacked a Supreme Administrative Court which, in his opinion, meant that
there was insufficient judicial protectio11 in administrative matters, including those relating to
customs duties and taxes.
453. Jn the present case, the claims against CARGO were based on the surety bonds issued by
CARGO in large numbers and covering high total amounts. The ·guarantee undertakings made
by CARGO were general in character. They were wide and unconditional and only provided
for a very limited exceptio11 from liability. Their aim was to eliminate for the Czech treasury
IJ See, for example, Robert Azinian, Kenneth Davitian, & Ellen Baca v. Mexico (ICSID Case No.
ARB (AF)/97/2). Award, 1November1999, paras. J02-103.
12
li1ondev International Ltd. v. United States ofAmerica (ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/99/2), A ward, 1J
October 2002, para. 127.
13
See Mondev International, Ltd. v. United States qf America (lCSID Case· No·. ARB(AF)/99/2),
Award, 11 October 2002, para. 96 (footnotes omitted).
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all economic risks connected with the transit regime. In particular, they did not make
CARG0 1 s liability dependent on whether a11y negligence could be attributed to CARGO.
Consequently, CARGO could not have a legitimate expectation to escape liability by showing
that failure to present goods for customs clearance was not due to CARGO's fault. Even if the
absence of customs clearance had been concealed tlU'ough the use of forged documents, this
would not be sufficient to relieve CARGO of its liability as guarantor. The guarantee - with
the minor exception set out in the surety bond - covered all situations where a debt to the
treasury had not been paid.
454. As the Arbitral Tribunal has found above (see paras. 408~4 I 1), the argument that the
guarantees only covered customs duties - which could not be imposed on imports from
Slovakia - and not claims for excise taxes and VAT does not appear convincing for several
reasons. First, it would mak.e the guara11tees meaningless, since they would not. cover any debt
at all. Secondly, the amount specified in each surety bond seems to have been related to the
applicable amount of taxes. It also does not appear that this a1·gume11t was ever raised hy
CARGO in the domestic court proceedings or that the Czech coLuts had any doubts about the
taxes on imports from Slovakia being suqject to taxation.
455. In any case, the Claimant must be considered to have the burden of pmof for
demonstt•ating that there was no tax liability, and the Arbitral Tribunal cannot find that he had
shown that Czech law should be interpreted in such manner.
456. As regards the facts of the case, it is clear that large quantities of oil products were
withdrawn from customs clearance at an inland customs office, and it is unlikely that Lherl'
was any justification for presenting the goods and delivering the relevant customs document!>
at CWA 's premises to CWA staff members and not to a customs officer. Instead, this seems
to have been part of the a large-scale fraudulent scheme which subsequently resulted in
prosecutions and criminal convictions.
457. The risk of the occurrence of such events must be considered, at least in principle, to
have been covered by CARGO's guarantees. When examining whether the enforcement of'
claims based on these guarnntees couid neve1theiess be a breach of the Ciaimant' s right w fair
and equitable treatment, the Arbitral Tribunal would find it relevant whether the Czech
Republic, through its customs officers, was itself involved in the fraud. If there was such
involvement by public officials, the state may be considered to have violated its obligation to
provide the investor with fair and equitable treatment, at. least unless the state, when becoming
aware of the misbehaviour of its officials, took forceful action against the guilty persons by
bringing them to justice or otherwise. However, as stated above (see para. 428), the Tribunal
has found no evidence that there was in fact any such involvement of customs officials in the
criminal activities.
458. While the Arbitral Tribunal agrees that it is difficult to understand how the tax fraud in
respect of large quantities of imported oil products could remain undetected for a relatively
long time, the evidence in this arbitration does not show that this was due to the
"dysfunctionality" or negligence of the customs administration, as also alleged by the
Claimant. The Tribunal is therefore not called upon to determine whether any such
deficiencies could be sufficient to relieve CARGO of liability under the surety bonds.
459. The Claimant's argument that the claims against CARGO were time-barred is based on
an interpretation of Czech law according to which a three year time-limit in the Act on the
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.'.IilX .System .or t11e· Act. on the .Administration of Taxes and .Fees ,·should ··be oapp1icab1e ;.by
. ·~;na1ogy ..to ths: . pre.se11t.case.·:Hoyvever;·:heJrns..not..inv.oked.:a·ny ·Czech ·c.ase-law -in sqpport of
.~his :interpretation 1which has.:been contested. by:the Respondent. · ·. . : :
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.,·4liJ. . ..A:s~..di:ega,nds,: Judicfa:J ;;p.J70.tec?ti.on,. :·the A.rbitral .. :Trjbunal- -notes ;;that". .C.A:RGO; ·:.a:fte,r·~1a11
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:a.d mirl'istrati~~~UP.roc.e.qm·~,:.p.efo~;e•ithe:: Customs :.Office 'EJ.tl d~th e.tGµst01ns;:l~in~oterate; :was :·.eutit.led
appeal tG,.th,·e'R.egfonaJ CmirUof- Bm1©·whfoh:..c.ARG.O.:appafrmt)y.1did;m1;'.l\1_aripus.occasions.
The few judgments made available .to the ArbitraJ Tribunal show that the 'Reg:fonab.Gourt
proceeded to an examination of CARGO>s m:guments and delivere.d extensively reason~d
jud,gments:·.. The.re ..we11e also·.ca.~es ;where·ICARGQ,·,obta.Jned a ifur.ther'. examinati-.G>ri"b)':!the
.-Stip1:eme:Administrative.iC6.urt ap-d·ithe .ConstitutiEma1 Court;
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462. The argument that CARGO should have been invited, .or given the opportunity, to
..particip~te in the .proceedings .regarding claims against .:the:.dri:v.ers ,as,;ptimar.y ..debtors..!\1.11.o.ul d. . .
be convincing only if the decisions or judgments resulting from these proceedings were
,binding;.on DARGQ :or:predlilded . . CAR.GO ifrG>m . ;pi:esenting argumentS :or 'adduci:Q.g:ievidence
>imitsidefenoe in the si1bsequerttiproceedings regaliding . . its ·owrt guarantee·rcla:iins. Ho:W.e.v.er;~it
:·dGes not.appear thaUhe 'decisi0ns -.ana judgments regarding.the liabi1ity . of:.the.drJ.vers:lhad,.,any
,such pr.ejudicial effectS:for OA:RGO..
._. ;.. '>- :+. ,._,, :• ''.-.'k,.::, .....
.
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463. The.Claimant attach.es weightito-.the.fact·that the Supreme Administrative Couvt.was·ori'ly ·
set up on 1 January 2003 and argues that during the preceding years CARGO did not~h>enefit
"frorn"-fne·. fogaT-~prO'focfioiiprovl'aec:rby~tn-at""cou-rt:· Whlle·· the settfrii·-u:jJ-- _0f . 'fh'e.."£i1prein·e···
·rAdministrati;ve·:!Gourt :·may·-.;;we11 ~:haiVe.~~si.gnif:ica:mtly .1stJJengtbenefil 1the·~udi'cial"''.Ji>l?Ote:ctl0R1··cin
adniinistrativ.e-matters, the..Arbitral Tribunal :cannot find it·established ,that.CARGO; . thJ;ough
th.e .fJ:b.!3~;np~. -Qf sq ch :=a, .court· :Q~fore 2.Q_0'3_, .·was•"'Pf:!.riied:justi ce in. re~pect" of•its a.pp~als. Etgainst
the payment orders-of the customs authorities.
1

0

464. The Claimant also claims that assets in excess of CZK 45 million were seized·~·by.1the
Czech authorities during the period 1999-2001 pending the ongoing administrative .and
judiciaLprnceedings ·and complains that·the seized assets were not retmmed tG1him··a'.fter the
payment orders had been ··quashed. The Xespondent has·<replied that the-total .. amnunt.~seized
was some CZK 43.7 mUlion and that CZK '18.6 million :were returned to CARGG>, which . the
Claimant contests. In any case, the Respondent considers thatthe maintenance of the·iseizure
was legal because the proceedings continued and the courts had not dismissed the state's
claims on the merits.
465, The Arbitral Tribunal considers that the upholding of the seizure· of assets pending a
decision oi1 the merits could not in itself constitLJte a breacl1 of the BIT. A problem could
arise, however, ·if there were unacceptable delays ill the further proceedings. As regm:ds the
hundreds of proceedings regarding the guarantee claims against CARGO, the scarce
information provided by the Claimant does not allow the Tribunal to conclude that there were
·
unreasonable delays in these proceedings.
\
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466. The Arbitral Tribunal observes that there may have been cases where, after a payment
order issued by a customs office was quashed on formal grounds and the case was referred
back to the customs office for a new decision, i10 new decision was i11 fact taken by the
customs office but the seizure of assets as security for the debt was nevertheless maintained.
Such a situation might give rise to a question of unfair tmatment. It is not clear, for instance,
whether the MORGAN case, referred to in para. 432 above, may have been such a case.
However, the Claimant has not informed the Tribunal whether, after the judgment of
14 November 200 I had been quashed, a new decision was taken by the customs authority, and
whether, if there was no such decision, the seizure of assets in respect of that particular
shipment was maintained. Consequently, there is an insufficient basis for concluding that a
seizure of assets was maintained despite the fact that the proceedings were terminated without
a decision on the merits. Nor has the Tribunal been informed of other cases where this
situation arose.

467. The Arbitral Tribunal has not found a11y other element which would show that CARGO
was faced with a situation of denial of Justice or was not granted fair and equitable treatment
by the Czech authorities or courts.

(b) Arbitrary or discriminatory measures

468. The Claimant alleges that he was exposed to arbitrary or discl'iminatory measures contrary
to Articles 2(2), 3(1) and 3(2) of the BIT. He has l'efet·red to the failure of the prosecution
authorities to investigate the circumstances of the tax fraud, which he considers arbitrary, and
argued that the failure lo pursue claims against the primarily responsible persons, while instead
concentrating on claims against CARGO as guarantor, was discriminatory, I-le has also alleged
that CARGO was exposed to harassment at the border which had negative consequences for its
business.
469. Thr:: Arbitral Tribunal cannot find it established that the criminal investigation conducte::d b)
the prosecution authorities was deficient or incomplete. The Tribunal also points out that CARGO
had made very extensive guarantee undertakings and finds that it was within the discretion of the
,-.H;;trHi1;:; n11thnri1'ie;; whether nr nn~ to ielv nn these auaiantcas once it auucaicd that taxc;::; had nut
., - · - · - • • • -
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been paid on the imports of oil products. Consequently, no al'bitrary or discriminatory behavioul'
can be found in this respect.

470. The Arbiteal Tt'ibunal further notes that CARGO was apparently the only haulier who al the
relevant time guaranteed the fuel imports which became the suqject of fraud. Consequently, since
there was no one else in the same position as CARGO, there is no evidence of discriminatory
t1·eatme11t when pursuing the guarantee claims against CARGO.
471 . The Claimant also alleges, in a general manner and without giving any details about specific
events, that the drivers who had used CARGO as customs agent were exposed to discriminatory
treatment at the Breclav-dalnice customs office. They were allegedly harassed and had to wait for
a long time before they were allowed to proceed, which had affected CARGO,s business in a
negative way. This is contested by the Czech Republic, and there is no evidence showing any
occurrences at the border of such gravity as to be regarded as discriminatory treatment of
CARGO.
472. Consequently, the Arbitral Tribunal cannot find it established that the Claimant, or his
company, suffered arbitrary or discriminatory treatment contrary to the BfT.
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4 74. The Arbitral Tribunal ITOt~~ .tJle·two f.efated~provisi ons in. tfae BIT:; i;·e. Atticle .2(3), .which
provides that investments anci revenue arising t~1erefrom shall enjoy full protection under the
BIT, and Article 4(1), which provides that i~vestments ;by dnvestor,s.rof 1eit1ie.r .• qomracting
Party shall e11joy foll protection and sec11rity in the territory of the other Contracting Party. It
., . is mot 1e11tir.ely cleat-··whaf th~ ·contracti:q:g<P.-ai±ies ~had 'Jin mind. «when ineludin·g .~both ·:.these
:,:pl'D'\d~H biis dn the BIT;·,fone· referring to :.~:full1 prcitection":iand :the· otherrto "fulbprotection iand
.. ·secu:rit~r.~?. :, ... · · ..... :;. ·" ~,.'::· :· ·:-; ... ;·.,.,..,:,,: · ....
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.·-475 :·:The -1\.rbitral Tribunal . notes, however, ·:that' clauses .about '·'full .protecilion :and··security''
:are:frequently to'befound in 1Bl':I:s 1ano :have:been the subject' of interpretationjn.severa:l cases.
476. In the case of Salukav. The·Czech Republic, the tribunal found that "[t]he 'full protectio11
·, :iand-:security' ., standardiapplies:·:.essentia;lly" ·whenjhe .;foreign. inve.stment J:i:a~ ibe_en ~f.fectetl iby
... civihstrife =and physicabV.iolence" .an:d:Jthat the· clause ·"is not·meantto .cover just ·any kinci' ·o{ ...
·•irr\.p~irment.of an investo1' 11sdn:vestment, .. but!t0 ·pr0tect more specifically:the"pbysical ::integrity
of an investment against interference by use of force". 14 In the case of.Azu11ix,;v.:.A:1~gentina;···~be
tribunal held in regard to a similar clause that "jt is not only a matter of physical security; the
sta:bi·li~y afforded bya ·secure<en~rironment:'is as -important·from an invesfor~s-.,point ofview". 15
-47.7, ·The Arbitral Tribunal"notes that in the·present case there is no question ofaviolation,of
. . .J!i~~..:P.hX~'?.gL:~!~fil~!~~--2fAh~:gLE!!P.1..!r.!~S.. .:i!lY.~s~g?,~~;_~---~.s!..f~:T._§~...!ti.~~-~~i11JL:P!Q!~cti0J]_..~Jf.~

·· securit)'"''Clause should=,b'e ·:consMered :to :provide··further· protection, 'it ~is di:fficult:;to-::S"e-e-~h0w
"'·1str6h'protection" woul d·:go-::b·eyon'd·:that1 ofrthe;rc'l'aUS"e 'on'"'fair an'd =equitabie1treatnrnnt'1' 1a~s :·dealt
with.above (see paras. 43.7-467).

478. The Arbitral Tribunal therefore concludes that there has been no infringement of the
Claimant's right to "full protection" or to "full protection and security" of his investment
(d) Deprivation· qfproperty

479. Article 4(2) of the BIT imposes on a Contracting Party the obligation not to deprive
investors of the other Contracting Party of their investments. In other words, it protects
against expropriation without full compensation and against other measures equivalent to
expropriation or having the same effect as expropriation.
480. The Claimant alleges that the failure to investigate the role of the customs authorities in
the tax fraud together with the pursuance of guarantee claims against CARGO are acts having
the effect of expropriation. The Arbitra1 Tribunal cannot find that such omissions or acts
cou·ld be assimilated to a deprivation of prope1iy under Article 4(2) of the BIT. It is true that
CARGO went bankrupt as a result of its indebtedness and that a considerable part of its debts
14

Saluka 111.vestments BV v. The Czech Repiiblic, Partial Award, 'J 7 March 2006, paras. 483.-484.
Azurix Corp. v. The Argentine Republic (ICSID Case No. ARB/01/12), Award, 14 July 2006, para.
408.
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were based on the surety bonds. However, bankruptcy is not tantamount to expropriation, and
there is no indication that the bankruptcy in this case was unlawful or irregLLlar or that it
pursued an expropriatory purpose.
481. Nor can the Arbitral Tribunal identify ally other act by tbe Czech Republic which could
be assimilated to expropriation of the Claimant's investment. The Tribunal therefore
concludes that there has been no breach of the BIT in this regard.

(e) Obligations under international law
482. The Claimant also alleges a breach of Article 7(1) of the BIT which provides that the
investor shall be entitled to more favourable treatment than is provided for in the BIT if such
treatment is provided for in the law of the investment state or follows from that state's
obligations under intemational law. The Claimant points out that this is a broad provision
requiring that, in addition to all obligations under treaties or otherwise, general principles of
intemational law which provide a cet'tain minimum protection to i11ter11atio11al investments
shall apply.
483, The Arbitral Tribunal agrees that Article 7( l) is a broad provision which entitles an
investor to benefit not only from more favourable provisions in domestic law and in treaties
betwee11 the Contracting Parties but also from more favourable treatment resulting from
general international law.
484. The Arbilral Tribunal has examined the Claimant's allegation that he was not granted <i
"fair and equitable treatment" in regard to his investment and found this allegation not be
justified (see paras. 453"46 7). While the standard of "fair and equitable treatment" might be
broader than the minimum standard of protection of foreign investments in general
i11ternational law, the Tribunal considers that the opposite is not true. In other words, once it
has been concluded that there has been no bre:::.ch of the requirement of "fair and ~quiLal,ic
treatmem··, it foiiows that the minimum standard of protection in general international law has
not been breached either.
485. The Arbitral Tribunal thus finds that the Czech Republic has not violated its obligations

under Article 7( I) of the B fT.
8. Conclusion

486. The Arbitral Tribunal has not found it establlshecl that the Czech Republic breached its
obligations under the BIT in respect of the Claimant's investment and must therefore reject
the Claimant's claims.

9. Costs
487. Article I0(2), read in conjunction 'Yith Article 9(5), of the BIT provides, inter alia, that
each Contracting Party shall bear the cost of its representatives in the arbitration proceedings.
It is added that the arbitral tribunal may decide on a different allocation of costs. Both Parties
in this arbitration have requested to be compensated for their costs.
488. When considering the costs for the Parties' representation, the Arbitral Tribunal notes
that the present arbitration has given rise to a number of important and complex legal issues
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regarding the Tribunal's jurisdiction as well as the merits of the Claimant's claims. While the
Claimant was successful in arguing that the Arbitral Tribunal had jurisdiction to examine his
claims on the merits, the Czech Republic was successful in holding that there was no breach
of the BIT. The Tribunal further notes that, in the course of the proceedings, a considerable
number of procedural requests were addressed to the Tribunal by both Parties, and that each
Party was to a varying degree successful or unsuccessful in regard to these requests.
489. Having examined the proceedings as a whole, the Arbitral Tribunal finds it appropriate
to order that each Party shall bear its own costs and expenses in the arbitration.

0

490. As regards the arbitrators' costs, the Arbitral Tribunal notes that, in a Decision of
9 February 2010, the Tribunal decided that the arbitrators should receive fees for the work
they had carried out until that time. The Tribunal added that the Decision was without
prejudice to the final determination of how the arbitration costs were to be finally borne by
the Parties.
491. In a further Decision of 15 November 2010, the Arbitral Tribunal decided that two of the
Arbitrators - Professor Creutzig and Professor Gaillard - should receive additional amounts
as VAT on the fees awarded to them in the Decision of 9 February 2010.
492. In the present Award, a decision is taken on the arbitrators' fees and expenses relating to
the time period after 9 February 2010.
493. Article 10(2), read in conjunction with Article 9(5), of·the BIT provides that each
Contracting Party shall bear the cost of "its own member" in the arbitral tribunal and that the
cost of the chairman and the remaining costs shall be borne in equal parts by the Contracting
Parties. In this respect as well, it is provided that the tribunal may decide on another
allocation.
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494. The Arbitral Tribunal notes that both Parties have, in equal parts, paid advances on the
costs of the Tribunal to a bank account administered by the Arbitration Institute of the
Stockholm Chamber of Commerce. The amounts awarded to the arbitrators in the Decisions
of 9 February and 15 November 2010 have been paid from that account, and the Tribunal
finds it appropriate that the same should apply to the fees and expenses awarded to the
arbitrators in the present Award.
495. For the same reasons as those indicated in regard to the decision that each Party should
bear its own costs in the proceedings, the Arbitral Tribunal also considers that the Parties
shall, in equal parts, bear the costs for the arbitrators' fees and expenses.

THE AWARD
The Arbitral Tribunal
(a) dismisses the Claimanfs claims regarding breaches of the Treaty of 2 October 1990
between the Federal Republic of Germany .and the Czech and Slovak Federative Republic
regarding the Promotion and Mutual Protection of Investments, and
(b) decides that each Party shall bear its own costs for the proceedings and half of the.
arbitrators' fees and expenses.
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The arbitrators shall be entitled to the following fees and be compensated for the following
expenses:
Hans Danelius: a fee of ninety-one thousand four hundred and forty-five euro (EUR 91,445)
and expenses of two thousand one hundred and ninety-eight euro (EUR 2,198),
Jfugen Creutzig: a fee of sixty thousand nine hundred and sixty-five euro (EUR 60,965), VAT
of five thousand seven hundred and ninety-one thousand euro and sixty-seven cents (EUR
5,791.67) and expenses of one thousand seven hundred and sixty-one euro (EUR 1,761), and
Emmanuel Gaillard: a fee of sixty thousand nine hundred and sixty-five euro (EUR 60,965),
VAT of five thousand nine hundred and seventy-four euro and fifty-seven cents (EUR
5,974.57) and expenses of five thousand five hundred and eleven euro (EUR 5,511)
These amounts shall be drawn from the funds provided by the Parties in equal parts to an
account (IBAN No. SE2712000000013423606959) at Danske Bank, Stockholm, administered
by the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce.

Hans Danelius
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Emmanuel Gaillard

